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ABSTRACT PAGE

When news of the Coercive Acts reached the mainland colonies ofBritish North
America in May 1774, there was no such thing as a Continental Congress.
Provincial leaders, agreeing that an intercolonial gathering was necessary to protest
recent Parliamentary measures, anticipated only a congress-an isolated
diplomatic convention in the tradition of the Stamp Act Congress and the Albany
Congress. Although the fifty-six colonial deputies assembling in Philadelphia
knew that they attended an historic meeting, none of them foresaw that this
conference would tum out to be the genesis of the United States government.
Recasting the First Continental Congress as an essentially diplomatic encounter,
this dissertation asks how members of twelve independent delegations, products of
a dozen disparate and distrustful American provinces, defied precedent to construct
an imperfect yet permanent intercolonial coalition.
"Fifty Gentlemen Total Strangers" argues that the congressional deputies' unified
public support for the Suffolk Resolves and revolutionary Continental Association,
hardly preordained, was heavily dependent on the identities and actions of the men
who were present and on the character of their interactions with one another.
Using biographical information, letters, and portraits made prior to 1774, the
dissertation develops a prosopography of the congressional delegates that
encompasses age, family, religious affiliation, education, professional background,
political involvement, and previous associations. What emerges is a collective
profile of leaders with similar values, sensibilities, and life experiences.
Dominating the Congress were cosmopolitan men who had come of age in the
1730s and 1740s-established members of the popularly-elected political elite
shaped by both the persistent localism of their respective provinces and the
homogenizing and Anglicizing forces of the Consumer Revolution.
Turning to the Congress itself, the dissertation focuses especially on ostensibly
non-political encounters and venues, carefully examining the deputies' out-ofdoors experiences as crucial political and diplomatic work took place outside of
Carpenters' Hall. Making formal visits to one another's lodgings, attending dinner
parties at the homes of local gentlemen, and gossiping in quiet private
conversations, the delegates continually manipulated mutually understood
standards of gentility, speech, and sensibility to advance their political interests.
Building on relationships formed in person or through correspondence prior to
1774, a crucial nucleus ofresistance leaders-including Samuel Adams, Richard
Henry Lee, Christopher Gadsden, and Thomas Mifflin-were able to fashion a
potent and organized faction while in Philadelphia that successfully shaped the
direction of the meeting, pushing the Congress to take irrevocable steps towards
revolution.
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I had the Characters and Tempers, the Principles and Views of fifty
Gentlemen total Strangers to me to study, and the Trade, Policy,
and whole Interest of a Dozen Provinces, to learn when I came
here.
John Adams to Abigail Adams
7 October 177 4

FIFTY GENTLEMEN TOTAL STRANGERS:
A PORTRAIT OF THE FIRST CONTINENTAL CONGRESS

2

INTRODUCTION

Fifty Gentlemen meeting together, all Strangers, are not acquainted
with Each others Language, Ideas, Views, Designs. They are therefore
jealous, of each other-fearfull, timid, skittish,John Adams to Abirail Adams
25 September 1774

When news of the Coercive Acts reached the mainland colonies ofBritish
North America in May of 1774, there was no such thing as a Continental Congress.
Nor did provincial leaders call for such a gathering to protest the recent Parliamentary
measures. In the spring and summer of 1774 they anticipated only a "General
Congress," an isolated diplomatic convention in the tradition of the Stamp Act
Congress and the Albany Congress. That is what they held when they finally
gathered in Philadelphia in September 177 4. Fifty-six deputies representing twelve
provinces arrived at this intercolonial conference expecting to address a common
problem, negotiate a solution, and forge a continental alliance. Though these men
knew that they attended an historic meeting, none of them foresaw that this General
Congress would tum out to be the genesis of the United States government.
The establishment of an independent government was not what most of the
delegates had in mind. With very few exceptions, these men assembled in
Philadelphia with every hope of finding a peaceful solution to the imperial crisis.
1

This quotation comes from an unfinished letter that was probably never sent. Adams to
Abigail Adams, 25 September 1774, Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, vol. 1, ed. Paul
Smith (Washington: Library of Congress, 1976), 99. Henceforth this volume will be called LDC.

3
Because the colonies had successfully forced the repeals of the Stamp Act and
Townshend Acts in earlier years, most of the delegates assumed that a coordinated
trade embargo would change Parliament's mind about the Coercive Acts. Though
they acknowledged that civil war was a possibility, most believed it could be avoided.
Many of these men would be surprised and unprepared for the eventual outcome of
their decisions and actions-that the British government would ignore their demands,
refuse to back down, and ultimately invite military conflict. But by then the members
of the Congress had unanimously approved and published strongly-worded
resolutions in support of Boston. They had set in motion extra-legal committees that
would enforce their Articles of Association. Though in some ways unwittingly, the
delegates to this intercolonial Congress had already taken irrevocable steps towards
revolution. This dissertation asks how this essentially diplomatic body transformed
itself into a permanent institution of government-how a General Congress became
the First Continental Congress.
Most historians who have discussed this Congress-H. James Henderson,
Joseph Davis, Jack Rakove, Calvin Jillson and Rick Wilson-focus on the
Continental Congress as an institution, grouping the First Continental Congress with
its successors and failing to consider the crucial ways in which the 1774 Congress
was qualitatively different from subsequent meetings. 2 Moreover, the ambitious

2

H. James Henderson, Party Politics in the Continental Congress (New York: McGraw Hill,
1974; Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1987); Joseph Davis, Sectionalism in American
Politics, 1774-1787 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1977); Jack Rakove, The Beginnings of
National Politics: An Interpretive History of the Continental Congress (New York: Knopf, 1979);
Calvin Jillson and Rick Wilson, Congressional Dynamics: Structure, Coordination, and Choice in the
First American Congress, 1774-1789 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994). Much of this

4
scope of their books precludes an in-depth examination of the people who
participated in the Congress at any given time. I argue that this approach has resulted
in an incomplete and misleading understanding of the 1774 meeting. Here, I reframe
the First Continental Congress by situating it in the context of what preceded it and
asking how this diplomatic body successfully forged an unprecedented intercolonial
alliance. Arguing that the remarkable similarities in the deputies' sensibilities and
backgrounds facilitated their negotiations, I closely examine crucial social and
political experiences that shaped the outcome of their encounter in Philadelphia. I try
to understand the Congress as it was perceived at the time-as a meeting of fifty-six
distinguished political leaders acting as ambassadors for twelve American provinces.

*****

Shortly after news of the Boston Port Bill arrived, alarmed Massachusetts
leaders sent letters to the other provinces requesting assistance in the form of an
intercolonial non-importation and non-exportation pact. People elsewhere in the
scholarship revolves around the question of unity and difference at the Congress; Henderson and Davis
highlight the factions within the body while Rakove stresses consensus. David Ammerman also enters
into this debate, emphasizing the unanimity of the First Continental Congress in his book In the
Common Cause: American Response to the Coercive Acts of 1774 (Charlottesville: University Press of
Virginia, 1974). With the exception of Ammerman, studies ofthe Continental Congress that have a
narrower chronological focus tend to skip over the Congress's first meeting in the fall of 1774 to focus
on the Congress of 1776 that debated, drafted, and adopted the document that officially separated the
colonies from Great Britain. Books focusing on the Declaration oflndependence and/or the Second
Continental Congress include David Freeman Hawke, A Transaction of Free Men: The Birth and
Course of the Declaration of Independence (New York: Scribner, 1964) and Pauline Maier, American
Scripture: Making the Declaration of Independence (New York: Knopf, 1997). There are also many
popular history books that focus specifically on the "Signers"-thus grouping together a set of men
who were never all in the same room together at the same time and ignoring some of the individuals
most critical to the Revolutionary movement.

5

colonies balked. Some, such as the conservatives in the Pennsylvania Assembly,
thought a suspension of trade should be a last resort; many sided with Massachusetts
that non-importation was in order but stressed the importance of united action.
Whatever their position on the issue, leaders throughout the provinces came to see the
advantages of a General Congress that could coordinate the colonies' response to this
latest crisis.
The idea of a "Congress" was certainly not new in 1774. For decades colonial
newspapers had been reporting on Congresses held in Europe--diplomatic meetings
attended by plenipotentiaries from various European powers. There were so-called
"Congresses" in the American provinces throughout the colonial period, usually
initiated by the British government to address cross-colony issues related to defense.
Often these meetings included colonial governors (or their representatives) and
Native American leaders. As early as 1714, a Congress took place that involved the
governor of Massachusetts and chiefs oflocal Native American tribes. The Albany
Congress of 1754 included representatives from seven colonies, various other
colonial officials, and Iroquois leaders. In 1763, the governors ofVirginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia arranged for a Congress with southern Indian
groups such as the Cherokee and Creek. 3

3

Boston News-Letter, July 1714, Early American Newspapers Digital; Timothy J. Shannon,
Indians and Colonists at the Crossroads ofEmpire: The Albany Congress of 1754 (Ithaca and
Cooperstown: Cornell University Press and the New York State Historical Association, 2000);
Journal of the Congress of the Four Southern Governors, and the Superintendent of that District, With
the Five Nations of Indians, at Augusta, 1763 (Charlestown, South Carolina: 1764), Early American
Imprints, Series I. Evans.

6
Other Congresses in the provinces involved only colonial governors or
commissioners appointed by the assembly. As with meetings that included Indians,
these conferences usually focused on military matters or boundary disputes. In 1711,
the Boston News-Letter reported that the king had ordered the governors of
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, and New
Jersey to attend a short Congress to plan an expedition against a French-controlled
settlement in Nova Scotia. Commissioners from New York and Massachusetts held a
Congress in 1767 to resolve a boundary dispute; that Congress failed, but another
meeting in 1773 was successful at identifying a mutually agreeable border. Of
course, the real precedent for the 1774 Congress was the Stamp Act Congress of
1765. That Congress, called by the Massachusetts House of Assembly, met in New
York City for three and a half weeks, with twenty-seven delegates from nine colonies
convening to address collective grievances related to the stamp tax. 4
Thus, until the fall of 1774, a "Congress" was a diplomatic body-an
assembly of men representing distinct and independent European, provincial, or
Indian governments. Gentlemen fluent in Latin knew that the term derived from
congressus-"going or coming together"-and implied a temporary encounter
between sovereigns or their representatives. 5 John Adams certainly saw the General

4
Boston News-Letter, 25 June 1711, Early American Newspapers Digital; A Journal of the
Proceedings of the Commissaries of New-York, at a Congress with the Commissaries of the
Massachusetts-Bay, relating to the Establishment of a Partition Line of Jurisdiction between the two
Provinces (New York: 1767), Early American Imprints, Series I. Evans; New London Gazette, 28 May
1773, Early American Newspapers Digital; C. A. Weslager, The Stamp Act Congress (Newark:
University of Delaware Press, 1976).

5

The Oxford English Dictionary defines a "congress" as a meeting or encounter. Most
relevant here is meaning number six: "A formal meeting or assembly of delegates or representatives

7
Congress of 1774 from this perspective. "I flatter myself," he wrote, "that We shall
conduct our Embassy in such a manner as to merit the Approbation of our Country."6
The men attending this intercolonial meeting, in making formal visits to one another's
lodgings, attending enormous dinner parties, and engaging in out-of-doors
negotiations, were more diplomats than legislators.
In the early eighteenth century, French diplomat Francois de Callieres
published On the Manner of Negotiating With Princes, a widely-read text outlining
the ideal attributes and practices of a European ambassador. Its content is relevant
here in underscoring the ways in which the 1774 Congress was seen as an
intrinsically diplomatic body. De Callieres notes, for instance, that while a person
representing a prince or a sovereign state is called an ambassador, "the agents of
small states or of the free states are called deputies." There are numerous instances in
the journal of the 1774 Congress, as well as in many of the delegates' credentials,
when "deputies" is precisely the word used to describe these men. In fact, the act of
presenting credentials was itself part of the diplomatic process. Again, in the words
of de Callieres: "When an ambassador is sent to a foreign court, his master gives
him ... a letter of credence, which thus establishes the identity of its bearer and stands

for the discussion or settlement of some question; spec. (in politics) of envoys, deputies, or
plenipotentiaries representing sovereign states, or of sovereigns themselves, for the settlement of
international affairs." The Oxford English Dictionary, Electronic Text Center, University of Virginia,
s.v. "congress."
6
Adams to Abigail Adams, 18 September 1774, LDC, 79. David Hendrickson's study of the
founding era similarly emphasizes the diplomatic nature of intercolonial relationships, calling the
Constitution itself a "peace pact"; see Hendrickson, Peace Pact: The Lost World of the American
Founding (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2003).

8
as the hall-mark ofhis office."7 The delegates to Congress, as embodiments ofthe
interests and desires of their provinces, submitted letters on the opening day of
Congress proving that they were deputized to act on their colonies' behalf.
But who deputized them? Here we come to a way in which the 1774
Congress diverged from previous intercolonial meetings such as the Stamp Act
Congress. For that earlier Congress, most of the colonies had appointed deputies
while their assemblies were in session. In Connecticut and Maryland, people
pressured the governor to convene the legislatures expressly for this purpose; in
Virginia and North Carolina, the governor refused to summon the assemblies and
those colonies simply went umepresented at the Congress. Only in New York, New
Jersey, and Delaware did the recessed assemblies appoint their commissioners outside
of a legislative session. 8
For the General Congress of 1774, however, the great majority ofthe
delegates were appointed by extralegal means. In Virginia, where the governor had
dissolved the assembly and left town, a convention of representatives from the
province's counties elected the congressional delegation. The same exact thing
happened in Maryland. Provincial conventions also chose the deputies from New
Jersey, Delaware, North Carolina, and New Hampshire. The New York delegation
was elected by voters in New York City and several New York counties; voters also

7

Francois de Callieres, On the Manner ofNegotiating with Princes: Classic Principles of
Diplomacy and the Art of Negotiation, trans. A. F. Whyte (1716; reprint, Boston and New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 2000), 55, 65.
8
See Weslager, "Delegates to the Stamp Act Congress," chap. 2 in The Stamp Act Congress,
58-106.

9

elected the delegates from South Carolina, though the assembly ratified the election
as the governor slept. Connecticut's assembly allowed its committee of
correspondence to choose delegates to represent the colony. Connecticut, Rhode
Island, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts were the only colonies in which the
provincial assemblies appointed congressional delegations "legally," though even in
Massachusetts the delegates were elected behind locked doors while the governor's
secretary ordered the assembly to disband. 9
The manner in which these deputies were appointed relates directly to how
much authority they had at the Congress itself. Of course, any ambassador or deputy
operates under instructions from his government that identify his agenda and limit his
autonomy. At the Stamp Act Congress, the Connecticut and South Carolina
delegates' instructions did not permit them to sign anything until it was approved by
their provincial legislatures. However, because so many of the delegates to the 1774
Congress were appointed by extralegal conventions, their instructions were similarly
fluid and unbinding. Rather than answering to a legislative body, most of these
delegates answered to "the people" who had sent representatives to a provincial
meeting. That the men at the 1774 Congress related in a new way to the inhabitants
of their colonies is confirmed even in their decision to produce not only a Petition to
the King, but a Memorial to the People of British America.

9

See the deputations' credentials in the Journals of the Continental Congress 1774-1789, ed.
Worthington Chauncey Ford, vol. 1 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1904); for an excellent
summary of these various elections also see Merrill Jensen, The Founding of a Nation: A History of the
American Revolution 1763-1776 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968; reprint, Indianapolis and
Cambridge: Hackett Publishing Company, 2004), 466-482.

10
Political and legal historian Jerrilyn Marston has carefully examined sets of
resolutions produced the summer of 1774 by more than one hundred of the local and
provincial meetings that took place throughout the American colonies. 10 Since the
great majority of these local meetings chose delegates to attend the provincial
conventions, which in most colonies went on to elect delegates to the General
Congress, she correctly infers that these resolutions are the best place to look to
understand the delegates' mandate and the political climate in which they operated.
The resolutions reveal some surprising similarities in language and intention.
Of the resolutions in Marston's sample, a full ninety-two percent explicitly
denounced the Boston Port Act or the Coercive Acts in general. A large majority,
seventy-six percent, expressed support and empathy for Boston, affirming that Boston
suffered in the "common cause." Forty-four percent even went a step farther in
resolving to raise money to help the people of Boston. 11 Thus, as Marston points out,
these local and provincial resolutions revealed a strong conviction that the rest of the
colonies should come to Boston's aid and stand with Massachusetts in opposition to
the latest Parliamentary measures.
In addition to declaring their support for Massachusetts, most of these
resolutions suggested ways to respond to the crisis. More than half, 72 ofthe 108
resolutions in Marston's sample, identified the need for an intercolonial meeting.
Twenty-one others simply expressed a more general desire for "united action" or

10

Jerrilyn Greene Marston, King and Congress: The Transfer of Political Legitimacy, 17741776 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), 70-75, 313-317.
11

Ibid., 71-72.

11

"united wisdom of the colonies." Together, the vast majority of the resolutions (86%)
demonstrated a widespread conviction that only a united and coordinated resistance
movement could successfully overturn the Coercive Acts. Though the composition of
the Congress was not yet determined, nearly half of the resolutions (48%) promised to
adhere to the body's decisions. Marston cites one such pledge by the inhabitants of
Lancaster, Pennsylvania in early July: "We will sincerely and heartily agree to and
abide by the measures which will be adopted by the Members of the General
Congress ofthe Colonies." 12 Some of the resolutions provided a proverbial blank
check that gave the proposed Congress enormous latitude in addressing what local
people saw as a continental problem.
Marston observes that most of the resolutions went beyond a call for
intercolonial unity to identify specific steps that should be taken by the Congress. A
few called for a declaration of American rights while several others (including four of
the provincial meetings) favored a petition to the King; both would be accomplished
at the General Congress. The most overwhelming demand, however, was that the
congress initiate a continental non-importation plan. Two thirds of the resolutions
calling for a congress pointed to economic resistance as their best chance for success.
Of the sixty-one resolutions favoring a boycott, twenty-two initiated a local nonimportation pact before the Congress even met, though in most cases they would not
have proceeded with non-importation without a continental agreement. 13 Even more
surprising was that fully half of the resolutions also advocated non-exportation, an
12
13

Ibid., 72, 355.
Ibid., 73.

12
untried and much more severe tactic that, if carried out, had potentially disastrous
implications for the economic situation of all the colonies-and particularly for the
tobacco planters ofVirginia and Maryland. 14 There would be more debate at the
General Congress over non-exportation than non-importation, with Virginia
ultimately forcing a long delay in the commencement of non-exportation and South
Carolina demanding an exemption that would allow continued exportation of rice to
Europe. Still, the debate was more about the timing of non-exportation than whether
or not to do it, and the assembly would reach consensus surprisingly quickly even on
this more contentious issue. 15 That non-importation, and to a lesser extent nonexportation, was uncontroversial at the General Congress reflects the widespread
acceptance and active support for a trade boycott by people attending local and
provincial meetings during the summer of 1774. Counting on this grassroots support,
the Congress felt empowered to create a radical Continental Association that would
further politicize ordinary people in the cities and countryside of British America.
When South Carolinian John Rutledge observed on the second day of
Congress that the body had "no coercive or legislative Authority," he was rightstrictly speaking, the Congress was impotent. But what the Congress did not have de
jure, it had de facto. Local meetings throughout the colonies had published resolves

14

Ibid., 73.
As Woody Holton has argued, the threat of nonexportation would temporarily drive tobacco
prices up; that Virginia agreed to non-exportation in principle and msisted on a delay prior to its
commencement was in their economic self-interest. This is also discussed in Chapter V. See Holton,
"Nonexportation," chap. 4 irJ Forced Founders: Indians, Debtors, Slaves, & the Making of the
American Revolution in Virginia (Chapel Hill and London: Published for the Omohundro Institute of
Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia, by the University of North Carolina
Press, 1999), 106-129.
15

13
proclaiming that the people would defer to the Congress's decisions; the provincial
conventions similarly vowed to abide by the meeting's resolves if their delegates
agreed to them. This gave the men who attended the 177 4 Congress tremendous
power and authority. Marston's discussion of the local and provincial resolutions is
part of a larger study that traces the transfer of political legitimacy from the King to
the Continental Congress in the years 1774 to 1776. Given the manner in which the
delegations were chosen and the public avowals to abide by the convention's
proceedings, it is clear that the process was already well underway by the summer of
1774. These extraordinary circumstances would enable the Congress to take on
executive and legislative functions that ultimately transformed the diplomatic meeting
into the beginnings of a national government. 16 Congress could rightly claim a
popular mandate, and its inaugural meeting in Philadelphia in September 1774
constituted a major step on the road to republicanism-to government based on the
consent of the people.

*****

Of course, the main objective of this intercolonial Congress was to forge not a
nation, but an alliance-and even that would not be easy. The provincial deputies
gathering in Philadelphia met in the shadow of earlier efforts at intercolonial
cooperation that had been incomplete and ultimately unsuccessful. The Stamp Act
16

John Adams, notes of debates, 6 September 1774, LDC, 28; Marston, King and Congress:
The Transfer ofPolitical Legitimacy, 1774-1776.

14
Congress had taken place without North Carolina, New Hampshire, and (the largest
and most powerful colony) Virginia. The non-importation pacts of the late 1760s had
been uncoordinated, to say the least. They began at different times-New York's
preceded Philadelphia's by five months, leaving New Yorkers scrambling to keep
Philadelphia's imports out of their city. They encompassed slightly different goodsBaltimore merchants were permitted to import items banned from Philadelphia,
alarming Philadelphia's merchants who worried they would lose backcountry and
Indian trade to their competitors to the south. 17
The extent to which the non-importation agreements were adhered to at all
varied enormously. Though very effective in South Carolina, the non-importation
pacts in the tobacco-producing colonies of Maryland and Virginia were, to use
Merrill Jensen's term, a "farce." Popular leaders passionately supported and enforced
the agreement in Boston, but opponents of non-importation there obtained and
published manifests of cargoes arriving in the city in 1769 that revealed a number of
merchants, including John Hancock, had been importing goods they had publicly
pledged to shun. These lists then circulated throughout the colonies, leading to
charges that Boston should erect a "Janus-faced statue" to memorialize its
hypocrisy. 18
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It took just a few months for the non-importation agreements to fall apart
completely. First the news began to circulate that Newport, Rhode Island, had given
up on non-importation. A merchant in Philadelphia, expressing the sentiment of
many advocates of non-importation throughout the provinces, denounced Rhode
Island as a "little dirty colony." Ofthe major cities, New York abandoned the
boycott first but blamed the decision on cheating merchants in Philadelphia and
especially Boston. Philadelphia came next. Boston soon followed, but its leaders
blamed the collapse ofthe agreements in New York, New Hampshire, and
Philadelphia for their defeat. Non-importation ended last in South Carolina in
December 1770 at a meeting at which Thomas Lynch cried "rhetorical tears" and
those present pledged to write a letter of protest in which they blamed the colonies to
the north for forcing their hand. The collapse of these non-importation pacts left
lingering feelings of resentment and distrust and did almost irreparable damage to the
colonies' relationships with one another. 19
Ongoing boundary disputes further aggravated the deep suspicions that the
various colonies had of their neighbors. Conflicting colonial charters, along with
exploding provincial populations edging onto western lands, led to legal and
occasionally violent battles over territory that lasted for decades. New York and New
Jersey had fought over their border for most of the eighteenth century. New York and
19
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New Hampshire were involved in a bitter struggle over who would control the
territory in the Green Mountains that is now Vermont. 20 New York deputy James
Duane, one of the central figures in this conflict, feared that the unwanted stream of
migrants from New England settling there would soon "spread over the whole
continent."21 Connecticut and Pennsylvania both claimed the Susquehanna territory
west of New York. Another congressional deputy, Eliphalet Dyer of Connecticut,
had devoted much of his life to advocating for his province's dubious claims to this
contested area. 22 The conflict there went on for years, occasionally erupting in
violence, and was ultimately resolved in Pennsylvania's favor using procedures
created by the Articles of Confederation. Virginia's royal charter granted the colony
vast tracts to the west that created a number of problems. Pennsylvania fur traders
settled portions of this area, and their confrontations with Virginians newly interested
in the territory were particularly ugly. 23
Intercolonial communication was generally poor, and the provinces lacked an
adequate internal transportation network. People, mail, and goods could travel within
the provinces only by water or post roads. A survey of these roads in 1773 and 1774
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by a British postal employee found terrible road conditions, ferries that didn't run on
time, bad bridges, and a pervasive localism. Efforts to improve these roads
sometimes met with resistance, as provinces refused to fund repairs and updates to
roads that might provide an economic boost to neighboring colonies. With these poor
road conditions, it proved easier to send goods across the ocean to the east than into
the interior to the west. The postal system within the colonies was itself disorganized
and largely unregulated, with mail carriers loading down their horses with private
packages and failing to secure mail in transport. Postmasters kept only scattered
records, if they kept them at all, and mail delivery was unreliable. Newspapers, part
of a decentralized provincial print culture, carried bylines from other colonial cities
that were already weeks old by the time they reached the public, revealing long
delays in the transmission of information within the colonies. 24
Further complicating attempts at intercolonial unity and collaboration were
the negative stereotypes associated with the different regions-especially New
England-that contributed to an environment of prejudice and suspicion. The
southern colonies were thought to be especially aristocratic, self-indulgent, and
corrupted by luxury. When Josiah Quincy, Jr. visited South Carolina in the early
1770s, he expressed a prevalent stereotype of the southern colonies in asserting that
the "luxury, dissipation, life, sentiments and manners of the leading people [made]
them neglect, despise, and be careless of the true interests of mankind in general."
Quincy's own region-New England-was accused of tending too much towards the
24
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opposite extreme. As the Massachusetts delegation learned as they passed through
New York on their way to the General Congress, some people were "intimidated least
the leveling Spirit of the New England Colonies should propagate itself into N.
York."

25

Massachusetts was thought to be far too republican.

Many of the delegates from the Mid-Atlantic and Southern colonies viewed
the Massachusetts representatives as radical republicans, religious bigots, and
conniving traders? 6 A Maryland loyalist called New Englanders "Goths and
Vandals" and at the prospect of an alliance with them warned: "'Tis a monstrous and
an unnecessary coalition; and we should as soon expect to see the greatest
contrarieties in Nature to meet in harmony, and the wolf and the lamb to feed
together, as Virginians to form a cordial union with the saints ofNew England."27
Delegate Philip Livingston commented openly about New England's alleged faults
upon meeting the Massachusetts delegation when they passed through New York;
according to John Adams, Livingston seemed "to dread N. England-the Levelling
Spirit &c .... mention was made of our hanging the Quakers, &c." According to
Josiah Quincy, Jr., the Quakers of Pennsylvania were especially sensitive to New
England's history of persecuting religious outsiders. Visiting Philadelphia in 1773,
25
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Quincy found that Quakers there continued to tell stories about the maltreatment of
their ancestors in New England. These stories, he said, contributed to a general
dislike of the region and its people. 28 At the Congress itself, the Massachusetts
delegation would make an effort to socialize and build positive relationships with the
city's powerful Quaker leaders.
The Massachusetts delegation confronted the widespread stereotype that New
England businessmen were untrustworthy. At a social gathering in Philadelphia that
included John Dickinson, Thomas Mifflin, and Benjamin Rush, the Massachusetts
representatives found themselves defending the merchants of their colony, and
especially John Hancock, who was accused of paying the tea tax. "A Question was
started about the Conduct of the Bostonian Merchants since the Year 1770, in
importing Tea and paying the Duty," John Adams reported. "Mr. Hancock it is said
has received the Freight of many Chests ofTea. I think the Bostonian Merchants are
not wholly justifiable-yet their Conduct has been exaggerated. Their fault and guilt
has been magnified."29 A lack of trust in the merchants of not just Boston, but cities
throughout the colonies, was one reason the Congress would create a Continental
Association designed to insure that merchants kept their promises.
Perhaps the stereotype that made the Massachusetts delegation's mission at
the General Congress most challenging was the prevailing view that New England
was power-hungry and longed to establish dominion over the rest of the mainland
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British provinces. During the Massachusetts delegation's visit to New York, Philip
Livingston observed "if England should tum us adrift we should instantly go to civil
Wars among ourselves to determine which Colony should govern all the rest."
People feared that Massachusetts might win such a war. As a South Carolina planter
declared to Josiah Quincy, Jr. at a dinner party in 1773, if the colonies were to be free
of British rule they surely would find themselves ruled by governors sent from
Boston. "Boston aims at nothing less than the sovereignty of the whole continent; I
know it," the man said. While attending the General Congress in late September,
Samuel Adams witnessed for himselfthe effect ofMassachusetts's unfortunate
reputation. Though acknowledging that his colony had already come a long way in
rehabilitating its image, Adams warned: "[t]here is however a certain Degree of
Jealousy in the Minds of some that we aim at total Independency not only of the
Mother Country but of the Colonies too: and that as we are a hardy and brave People

°

we shall in time over run them all." 3 For the Massachusetts delegation to overcome
these pernicious stereotypes would be extraordinarily difficult.
Though Massachusetts suffered the worst reputation, competition for land and
trade-combined with poor intercolonial communication-had produced a dozen
disparate and distrustful American provinces by the time the General Congress met in
1774. It was a contentious climate hardly conducive to successful collaboration.
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Somehow, the delegates to the General Congress of 1774 defied precedent and
managed to construct an imperfect but lasting alliance. How difficult it must have
been, as delegate Silas Deane would remark, "[t]o bring Men, From infancy,
habituated to different modes, of Treating Subjects, perfectly to' harmonize. " 31 It took
time to reach agreement, to come to understand the unique circumstances of each
colony, and to become acquainted with the needs and people of twelve distinct
worlds. But in the end the Suffolk Resolves found unanimous support. The members
of Congress -even the most conservative--signed their names to the Articles of
Association. Why was this particular convention successful? How did it set the stage
for a moment two years later when, to use John Adams's enduring analogy, thirteen
clocks would strike together? This dissertation looks at the process of how this
happened and what helped and hindered the delegates in their efforts to form
something that had to that point proved elusive: an effective intercolonial coalition.
Reframing the Congress as a diplomatic meeting necessitates a fresh look at
the individuals involved. As ambassadors, deputized by the populace to act on its
behalf, these men had been granted unprecedented authority and autonomy that, when
exercised, transformed their convention into a legislative body. Their successful
collaboration, hardly preordained, was heavily dependent on the identities and actions
of the men who were present and their interactions with one another. Using
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biographical information, letters, and portraits, this dissertation undertakes an indepth investigation of the fifty-six men who attended the Congress of 1774. 32
This was not yet the familiar group of leaders that would declare
independence less than two years later; in fact, only nineteen of the "Signers"
appeared at this Congress. The president of this Congress was not John Hancock, but
Peyton Randolph of Virginia-a man who would be dead before the debates on
independence in 1776. Colonel George Washington, not yet General ofthe
Continental Army, attended as a delegate from Virginia. Patrick Henry attended this
Congress but he would not be back. Two of the most famous "Founding Fathers" did
not participate; Thomas Jefferson remained in Virginia in the fall of 1774 and
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Benjamin Franklin had not yet returned from Britain. Dominating this convention
were men Pauline Maier has called the "Old Revolutionaries"-mature provincial
leaders such as Samuel Adams, Richard Henry Lee, Christopher Gadsden, and
Charles Thomson. 33 For many of these figures central to the revolutionary movement
in the individual provinces, it was their first opportunity to be introduced to one
another. In the late summer and early fall of 1774 Samuel Adams first met Richard
Henry Lee and Stephen Hopkins first met Caesar Rodney. Some individuals formed
or cemented personal relationships and political alliances in these months that would
last for many years.
Such face-to-face interactions were at the heart of eighteenth-century British
society and particularly its diplomacy and politics. It was a world in which one's
reputation-shaped by previous public service, contributions to print culture,
oratorical abilities, professional identity, and role in the local community, as well as
appearance and private behavior-was linked inextricably to the exercise of political
power and the credibility of one's leadership. As Joanne Freeman has argued, "Man
gained office on the basis of it, formed alliances when they trusted it, and assumed
that they would earn it by accepting high office."34 This dissertation examines the
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congressional deputies' efforts to capitalize on or transform the reputations that
accompanied them to Philadelphia, focusing especially on John Dickinson's
disproportionate influence at the Congress because ofhis identification as the
"Farmer."
Closely linked to reputation was social status-also key to establishing the
legitimacy of the Congress as a governing body. As Peter Laslett and, more recently,
Gordon Wood have argued, the critical horizontal divide in eighteenth-century
society was between so-called "gentlemen" and the rest of the population.
Gentlemen, less than twenty percent of the population in both Britain and British
North America, were the only people in these societies regarded as legitimate
leaders-especially when problems arose that extended beyond the circumscribed
boundaries of the local community. Only the educated and wealthy men could,
Las lett contends, "know anything substantial of the world, which meant everything
which went on outside their own localities, everything rather which was interlocal,
affecting more communities, and localities than one." 35 Following this pre-industrial
mentality the provinces, almost without exception, sent "gentlemen" to represent
them at the Congress-literate, professional men who lived in Georgian houses with
their likenesses hung on the walls, who owned silk suits and books about British
history, and who held themselves to the standards of genteel behavior and
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consumption that, especially over the past decade, had become intertwined with
wealth and status throughout the British empire.
These were the leading men of their respective provinces. Converging in
Philadelphia, they were conscious of their need to display this fact to one another and
to the public throughout the colonies and abroad. For this reason, anonymous
benefactors provided Samuel Adams with a new suit, members embraced every
opportunity to demonstrate their eloquence inside Carpenters' Hall, and tired and
overfed deputies accepted one dinner invitation after another with the most important
men in Philadelphia. The delegates attending the intercolonial Congress needed to
prove that they were deserving of the unprecedented power they ultimately claimed
for themselves.
In an effort better to understand the congressional deputies and their
relationships with one another, as well as to more fully uncover the diplomatic nature
ofthis 1774 meeting, this dissertation does not draw artificial lines between public
conduct and private behavior. 36 Indeed, the scope of this project permits an
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exploration of ostensibly non-political encounters and venues, allowing discussions of
what happened before Congress convened in the morning, after it adjourned in the
afternoon, and what kinds of meetings and activities took place well into the night.
The dissertation explores the city of Philadelphia, considering what it was like while
the Congress was meeting there, what kinds of places the delegates visited, and how
they spent whatever leisure time they might have had. Using this approach, it
becomes clear that an understanding of the politics of this Congress is incomplete
without a careful examination of what the delegates were doing after they adjourned
for the day. Crucial political and diplomatic work took place outside of Carpenters'
Hall during delegates' frequent social encounters in taverns, around dinner tables, and
on the streets ofPhiladelphia.
The largest city of British North America and one of the most active ports in
the British empire, Philadelphia was well-equipped to host an intercolonial meeting.
Centrally located geographically, the city was also a center of communications, with
five weekly newspapers and twenty-three printing shops in operation on the eve of
the Revolution. 37 Philadelphia's urban landscape provided sufficient lodging houses
and taverns in which to house and feed the visiting delegations-as well as their
servants and slaves, the various family members who accompanied them, and the
collection of other curious visitors who poured into the city in August and early
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September 1774. At the time, Philadelphia boasted over ninety taverns and over
seventy inns. 38 There were cultural attractions and diverse houses of worship. The
members of Congress also needed a commodious space in which to meet that could
accommodate more than fifty men; the city provided two attractive options:
Carpenters' Hall and the State House.
In addition to the required facilities, Philadelphia also boasted a sizeable
number of genteel families who were ready and eager to organize dinner parties to
fete the deputies. Members of the Congress were welcomed by people across the
political spectrum, including high office holders and the brother of the lieutenant
governor. This was possible in part because Pennsylvania remained a proprietary
province in 1774 and was under the control of the Penn family instead ofthe crown.
Members of the political elite were able to interact more freely with members of the
various delegations than might have been the case in a royal colony such as New
York. Assembled almost daily around elegant tables laden with delicacies, the
deputies were warmly embraced and entertained by Philadelphia's most cosmopolitan
social and civic leaders, which lent legitimacy to the extralegal Congress in which
they participated.
The wealthiest and most powerful men in Philadelphia were its merchants and
it was this mercantile elite, along with lawyers and other professionals, who were the
people most involved in the social life ofthe 1774 Congress. However, so-called
mechanics and their families comprised fully half of the city's population. The
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opposing political activities of these two groups had produced a volatile political
climate in the city during the summer of 1774. An uneasy balance of power existed
between the established political leadership ofthe Pennsylvania Assembly, dominated
by Quakers and led by former Quaker Joseph Galloway, and rising popular forces,
acting through extra-legal conventions led by Charles Thomson, Thomas Mifflin, and
John Dickinson. Pennsylvania was the only colony where both a provincial assembly
and a provincial convention co-existed in a tenuous equilibrium, representing
opposing forces that would be reflected in the Congress itself. The presence of the
Congress ultimately would upset the stalemate and help reshape the internal politics
of the province, contributing to the victory of opposition leaders in the local elections
held that October and the political fall of Speaker Joseph Galloway. The Congress,
dominated by deputies personally and ideologically sympathetic to the leaders of the
popular opposition in Philadelphia, pushed the city-and, ultimately, thirteen British
colonies-towards Revolution.
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CHAPTER I
"AN ASSEMBLY AS NEVER BEFORE CAME TOGETHER":
IDENTIFYING THE DELEGATES

The Congress is Such an Assembly as never before came together on a
Sudden, in any Part of the World. Here are Fortunes, Abilities,
Learning, Eloquence, Acuteness equal to any I ever met with [in] my
Life. Here is a Diversity of Religions, Educations, Manners, Interests,
Such as it would Seem almost impossible to unite in any one Plan of
Conduct.
John Adams to William Tudor
September 29, 1774 1

In September of 1774, John Rutledge's humid South Carolina summers
collided with John Sullivan's freezing New Hampshire winters. The world of Henry
Middleton's eight hundred slaves growing rice in the south confronted the world of
Silas Deane's two slaves running a merchant's household in a New England village.
The variations among the American provinces encompassed everything from climate
to economics to culture. Accustomed to living a provincial and more or less localized
existence, the people of each British colony had its own distinctive customs,
economy, political world, and way of doing things. As ambassadors from
independent provinces, the men who attended the Congress of 1774 were keenly
aware of their colonies' differences. What they did not realize, especially at first, was
how remarkably alike they were as individuals.
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By the 1770s, developments in colonial and British culture had produced a
generation of elite men who had comparable backgrounds as scholars, lawyers,
lawmakers, and consumers. The people of the colonies chose precisely these men to
represent them at the General Congress in Philadelphia. In developing a
prosopography of the deputies that encompasses age, family, religious affiliation,
education, professional background, and political involvement, this chapter reveals a
collection of men who shared crucial and powerful ideas, sensibilities, and
experiences. Identifying the delegates' histories with one another on the local level
and across colony lines, the chapter also shows that John Adams's characterization of
the group as "Fifty Gentlemen Total Strangers" obscured familial, professional, and
political links existing among the delegates before the Congress convened.

*****

Regional Breakdown:
A total of fifty-six men (fifty-seven including Secretary Charles Thomson)
attended all or part of the General Congress. 2 Twelve of the colonies were
represented at this meeting: Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North
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Carolina, and South Carolina. Georgia would send a delegate to the next Congress
the following May, but was absent in 1774.
Of the fifty-six deputies, only eleven were from the New England colonies of
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. These colonies
were, on average, much smaller than the rest. Lacking the plantation-friendly climate
of the regions to the south, the New England economy was diverse and characterized
by small farms, the growth of urban areas, and fortunes built on international trade.
The New England colonies were primarily Congregationalist, more homogenous than
the Middle Colonies or the South, and did not rely nearly as much on slave labor.
Twenty-five delegates represented what we now refer to as the Middle Colonies:
Pennsylvania, the Lower Counties of Pennsylvania (then under the same governor as
Pennsylvania, this was the area now known as Delaware), New York, and New
Jersey. The Middle Colonies had a considerably more religiously and ethnically
heterogeneous population than New England, with a greater number of immigrants
and, in Pennsylvania, a substantial Quaker presence. Twenty men were from the
colonies to the South-Maryland, Virginia (the largest colony in area and population
and second in wealth within the British Empire, exceeded only by Jamaica), North
Carolina, and South Carolina. The Southern colonies were mostly Anglican, were the
least urban, and depended heavily on the labor of slaves to grow staple crops.
Though they had distinct beginnings, these three regions had become more similar as
the eighteenth century progressed. With an increasingly interconnected economy and
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overlapping interests and experiences, people from the three regions resembled one
another more than ever before. 3
All of the delegates to the General Congress of 1774 were born in the
colonies. Only the Secretary of the Congress, Charles Thomson, was an immigrant.
Some were the sons of English, Irish, or Scottish immigrants: Samuel Chase, James
Duane, William Hooper, Patrick Henry, John Sullivan, and all three of the men
representing Delaware. Most represented the colony in which they were born, though
about a dozen of the delegates were born elsewhere-often in a neighboring colony.
The deputations sent by Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey were more likely to
include such men. Although some relocated in childhood, others-such as William
Livingston, who had spent most of his life in New York and had moved only recently
to New Jersey-were transplants. In addition, the three men representing North
Carolina all grew up in other provinces; Richard Caswell was born in Maryland,
Joseph Hewes in New Jersey, and William Hooper in Massachusetts.

Age:

The deputies to the General Congress of 1774 ranged from 24 to 67 years old,
though well over a third were in their forties. 4 Edward Rutledge of South Carolina
was the youngest congressional delegate at age twenty-four. The only other delegate
3
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under the age of thirty was twenty-eight year old John Jay ofNew York. The oldest
delegate to Congress was Stephen Hopkins of Rhode Island, who was sixty-seven
when he arrived in Philadelphia. Other delegates in their sixties were Stephen Crane
ofNew Jersey, Richard Bland of Virginia, Samuel Rhoads of Pennsylvania, and
Charles Humphreys of Pennsylvania. With these exceptions, all of the delegates were
between thirty and sixty years old. The two men who would act as president at the
Congress, southerners Peyton Randolph and Henry Middleton, were among the older
members of the assembly-ages fifty-three and fifty-seven, respectively.
There was some regional variation in the ages of the delegates. The New
England delegates were older, on average, than delegates from the other two regions.
They ranged from age 34 to age 67, and averaged 47.2 years old. This finding is
consistent with New England community studies showing that men typically began
holding higher elected office in town government in their early forties. First expected
to gain maturity and experience in lesser offices, an aspiring town leader in
Massachusetts was generally elected for his individual accomplishments, not
inherited social status. He was typically middle-aged when he became a selectman
for the first time-although the more prominent and educated he was, the greater
likelihood he would hold office at a slightly younger age, usually in his mid-thirties.
Most officeholders in Massachusetts did not reach the pinnacle of town leadership
and become leaders in their communities until their late-forties, and they generally
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stepped down shortly afterwards around age fifty to make way for others. 5 The
Middle Colonies' delegates were slightly younger than those from New England, with
ages ranging from 28 to 66 and the average being 45 years old. The Southern
delegates were the youngest, ages ranging from 24 to 64, at an average of 43.75 years
of age. In contrast to what amounted to a de facto age requirement for town
leadership in New England, younger members of the powerful aristocratic families of
South Carolina and Virginia achieved high status in their communities early in life.
In South Carolina, in particular, historically high mortality rates and a decisively
black majority had produced an elite culture in which the young sons of gentry
planters and merchants were entrusted with significant responsibility and became
economically independent soon after they came of age-and who therefore married
and entered public life earlier than men in other colonies. 6 The presence of the
Rutledge brothers, both under the age ofthirty-five, are a good example of this
regional variation.
Overall, the average age of deputies attending this convention was forty-five.
This number is only slightly higher than the average age of the signers of the
Declaration oflndependence (43.8 years), the framers ofthe Constitution (43.5

5

See Edward M. Cook, The Fathers of the Towns: Leadership and Community Structure in
Eighteenth-Century New England (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), 102-115; Robert
A. Gross, The Minutemen and Their World (New York: Hill and Wang, 1976), 14.
6
See Darcy Fryer, "In Pursuit of Their Interest: Community Oversight of Economic and
Family Life Among the South Carolina Lowcountry Gentry, c. 1730-1789" (Ph.D. diss., Yale
University, 2001).
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years), and the members ofParliament's House of Commons (Table 1). 7 According
to Parliamentary historian Lewis Namier, the mean age of members of the House of
Commons in 1754 was 43.6 and in 1774 would not have varied from this number by
more than two percent. Differences between the House of Commons and the
American Congress of 1774 appear only when the ages of their members are broken
down by decade (Table 2). 8 This comparison reveals that the House of Commons
included a larger number of men under the age of thirty and several very elderly
individuals, while the American Congress generally lacked members of immature or
very advanced age. Still, even in the House of Commons the greatest percentage of
members was between forty and forty-nine years of age. That the average age of
participants at all of these assemblies was comparable reflects a commonly held
understanding of the age and stage in life appropriate to leadership. 9
Significantly, almost three-fourths of the delegates to the 1774 Congress were
born in the 1720s and 1730s, coming of age during the 1740s and 1750s as the
Consumer Revolution began to transform material culture and social behavior
throughout the colonies-particularly for cosmopolitan professional men (Table 3).
7

These numbers come from Richard D. Brown, "The Founding Fathers of 1776 and 1787: A
Collective View," William and Mary Quarterly 33 (July 1976), 469. Brown's article looks at the
signers of the Declaration and members of the Constitutional Convention as a demographic group,
discussing date of birth, occupation, ethnic background, age of marriage, number of children, and age
of death.
8
See Lewis Namier and John Brooke, "Introductory Survey," in Introductory Survey,
Constituencies, Appendices, vol. 1 of The House of Commons 1754-1790 (New York: Published for
the History of Parliament Trust by Oxford University Press, 1964).
9
In eighteenth-century British culture, as Peter Laslett has argued, the "ruling minority" was
composed of gentlemen who were heads of families and financially secure; this was rarely the case for
men under the age of thirty; see Laslett, The World We Have Lost (New York: Scribner, 1965), 20. It
was men in their forties who were "in full life," to use Silas Deane's phrase-professionally
established, the leader of a large household including a wife, growing children, and servants or slaves,
and experienced in public service (Deane to Elizabeth Deane, 10 Sept. 1774, LDC, 62).
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TABLE 1

Body

Mean Age (in

yrs.)
Delegates to the 1774 Congress
45.0
43.8
Declaration Signers
43.5
Constitutional Convention
Parliament House of Commons (1774) 43.6± 2%

Median Age (in yrs.)

44
n!a
n!a
n!a

Sources: Richard D. Brown, "The Founding Fathers of 1776 and 1787:
A Collective View," William and Mary Quarterly 33 (July 1976), 469; Lewis
Namier and John Brooke, "Introductory Survey," in Introductory Survey,
Constituencies, Appendices, vol. 1 of The House of Commons 1754-1790
(New York: Published for the History of Parliament Trust by Oxford
University Press, 1964).
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TABLE2

Age ofDelegates to the American General Congress on September 1, 1774*

Under 30
2
3.6%

30-39
yrs.
14
25.0%

40-49
yrs.
21
37.5%

50-59
yrs.
15
26.8%

60-69
yrs.
4
7.1%

70-79
yrs.
0
0

Over 80
0
0

*For delegates whose precise birthdays were unknown and whose birth years placed them in between
categories (Alsop and Morton) the older age was used (50 instead of 49 for both).

Age ofMembers ofthe House ofCommons in 1774

Under 30
86
16.3%

30-39
yrs.
128
24.2%

40-49
yrs.
157
29.7%

50-59
yrs.
110
20.8%

60-69
.yrs.
39
7.4%

Sources: See Table 1.

70-79
yrs.
8
1.5%

Over 80
1
0.2%
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TABLE3

Birth Year

# of Delegates

Percentage of Delegates

1700-1709

2

3.6%

1710-1719

6

10.7%

1720-1729

19

33.9%

1730-1739

22

39.3%

1740-1749

7

12.5%
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Still, by 1774, the deputies belonging to this pivotal generation of Americans also had
established firm loyalties to the provinces in which they lived, having devoted over a
decade of their adult lives to the local concerns and interests of their respective
colonies.

*****

Marriage and Children:
Most of the deputies were married and had children, though their familial
arrangements varied. While some of these men had been married for decades, others
were widowers and had remarried, several had recently married for the first time, and
two-Caesar Rodney and Joseph Hewes-never wed. 10 The average age at which the
delegates to the General Congress first married was twenty-five. This number is
lower than the age of the first marriage for the signers of the Declaration of
Independence and framers ofthe Constitution (29.4) and more in line with the rest of
the colonial population; American men in the eighteenth century usually married
between the age oftwenty-three and twenty-six. 11
Marriages among the leading families of this period established and reinforced
political and social alliances within the individual provinces. Thus the twelve

°For two of the delegates, the dates of their marriages and the beginning of the Congress
almost coincided. The assembly's soon-to-be secretary Charles Thomson and Thomas McKean of
Delaware both remarried during the first week of September.
1

11

I found marriage dates for forty-one of the fifty-six delegates. On the data for the signers
and framers, as well as the age offrrst marriage for the average eighteenth-century American man, see
Richard Brown, "The Founding Fathers of 1776 and 1787: A Collective View," 469.
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separate worlds that collided in Philadelphia in 1774 were not only cultural, but
demographic, decades of intermarriage having produced insular communities of
genetically entangled elite families. The wealthiest families within each of the
various provinces, but particularly in Virginia and South Carolina, came to constitute
a vast "cousinage" as young adults consistently selected spouses from a limited and
exclusive pool of prospective mates. 12 As John Randolph warned a recent English
emigrant concerning Virginia's leading families: "either by blood or marriage, we are
almost all related, and so connected in our interests, that whoever of a stranger
presumes to offend any one of us will infallibly find an enemy of the whole. 13
There are many examples ofthis kind of intermarriage within the various
delegations. Charles Thomson's new wife was future delegate John Dickinson's
niece, strengthening the already significant pre-existing relationship between himself
and the famous "Farmer." George Read was married to George Ross's sister,
Benjamin Harrison's wife was a cousin of Richard Henry Lee, and Harrison's sister
Elizabeth married Peyton Randolph. Edward Rutledge had recently married Henry
Middleton's daughter and John Jay, the young delegate from New York, was married
to William Livingston's daughter. 14 The fact that John Jay was now linked to the

12

David Hackett Fischer describes the "cousinage" that developed in provincial Virginia,
identifying a "tightly integrated colonial elite which literally became a single cousinage by the
beginning of the eighteenth century." Fischer discusses a similar "cousinage" in early Massachusetts,
identifying a core group of families that intermarried at high rates and collectively exercised great
power in the Commonwealth. See Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British Folkways in America (New
York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 39-42,219-225.
13
Cited in Fischer, Albion's Seed, 224.
14
John Jay and Sarah Livingston met while she was visiting relatives in New York City. The
couple wed April28, 1774 at "Liberty Hall"-the house built in New Jersey a couple of years earlier
by former New Yorker William Livingston. Following the wedding, Jay's father wrote to William
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powerful Livingston family by marriage-and Edward Rutledge to the enormously
wealthy Middleton family-inevitably both reflected and created social, businessrelated, and political alliances.
Many men used marriage as a way to improve their position in society.
As a young lawyer Silas Deane married a wealthy widow named Mehitabel Webb
and through her gained a large house in Wethersfield and a general store. Webb
already had five children, Deane was appointed the legal guardian of three of them,
and the couple had one son together. She died several years later and Deane then
married Elizabeth Saltonstall, the granddaughter of a former Connecticut governor.
These two matches afforded him great wealth and improved his status and power in
the colony. George Washington significantly enhanced his social status and wealth
when he married Martha Custis-also a young widow with substantial property. John
Adams likewise improved his position when he married Abigail Smith. There are
many more examples of the social mobility that could accompany marriage to a
woman from an eminent family.
Most of the delegates who traveled to attend the Congress went without their
wives. In many cases, these women were needed at home to attend to the running of
the household, the care of children and/or the elderly, and the management of slaves
or other workers. However, several of the men attending Congress arrived in

Livingston: "My son having informed me of his Inclination of being connected in yotu Family ... Give
me leave, Sir, to assme you that I will always readily adopt every meastue that may conduce to their
happiness, and tend to render the Connection between om Familys agreeable to both." See Henry P.
Johnston, ed., The Correspondence and Public Papers ofJohn Jay, Vol. 1-1763-1781 (New York and
London: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1890), 12.
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Philadelphia accompanied by their spouses. This small group included the aging
Stephen Hopkins of Rhode Island and three of the five men from South Carolina.
John Rutledge brought his wife Elizabeth, newlywed Edward Rutledge came with his
wife Henrietta, and Thomas Lynch traveled with his wife Hannah. 15
The delegates from the local area did not need to leave their households to
attend the Congress. John Dickinson, Edward Biddle, Joseph Galloway, Thomas
Mifflin, Charles Thomson, and others continued to see their families as they attended
Congress, and some of their wives participated in the congressional experience as
hostesses for social dinners. George Read, from New Castle in the Lower Counties,
was close enough so that his wife Gertrude could make the relatively short trip to visit
him while he was at Congress.
Most of the congressional delegates had children, and many had young,
growing families by the mid-1770s. John Adams, Samuel Chase, Thomas McKean,
William Hooper, Robert Treat Paine, and George Read-to name a few-had several
children under the age often. Older men such as Samuel Adams, Philip Livingston,
and Stephen Hopkins had grown children with families of their own. Roger Sherman
(who had an unusually large family) had toddlers, a son almost twenty-five years old,

15

Ward refers to "Mr. Hopkins & Lady" in his diary (31 August 177 4, LDC, 14); Adams's
diary says of Edward Rutledge, "His Lady is with him in bad Health." (3 September 1774, LDC, 8);
Deane mentioned that Lynch "has his Family with him" (to Elizabeth Deane, 7 September 1774, LDC,
34) and Adams's diary records "We dined with Mr. Lynch, his Lady & Daughter at their Lodgings."
(31 August 1774, LDC, 5); Deane writes of John Rutledge: "the Eldest I judge, of my Age, his Lady, &
son of Jesse's age, is with him." (7 September 1774, LDC, 35) The other two South Carolina
delegates, Hemy Middleton and Christopher Gadsden might also have traveled with their wives, but
both were widowers in 1774 and neither would marry again until1776.
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and a number of children in between the year the Congress met. 16 A small number of
delegates-again, mostly from South Carolina-brought one of their children with
them to Philadelphia. John Rutledge's son, a boy around ten years of age,
accompanied him and his wife to the city. Thomas Lynch and his wife had their
daughter Elizabeth with them, Christopher Gadsden came with his seventeen-year old
son Thomas, and Silas Deane traveled to Philadelphia with his twenty-year old stepson Samuel Webb. 17

*****

Religion:
The delegates at the General Congress of 1774 represented a range of
religious backgrounds (Table 4). By far the most numerous were the Anglicans, a
group that included all of the representatives from the southern colonies and most of
the deputation from New York. The New Englanders were Congregationalist. Most
members of the Pennsylvania delegation were Quaker: Edward Biddle, John

16

Shennan would have a total of fifteen children. The average number of children in the
second half of the eighteenth century was between six and seven, though the "Founding Fathers" had
fewer children, averaging 4.8. See Brown, "The Founding Fathers of 1776 and 1787: A Collective
View," 470. Several of the delegates' children would later take an active role in the American
government. Both Henry Middleton and Thomas Lynch had adult sons back in South Carolina, ages
thirty-two and twenty-five respectively, who would replace their fathers at Congress and sign the
Declaration oflndependence less than two years later. Also, two children still very young in 1774
would someday be President of the United States. John Adams's eldest son John Quincy would be the
nation's sixth president, while Benjamin Harrison's youngest son William Henry-born the year
before-would be the ninth.
17
See footnote 8. On Gadsden, see Deane to Elizabeth Deane, 31 August 1774, LDC, 15;
Samuel Webb left around September 20 according to Deane to Elizabeth Deane, 23 September 74,
LDC, 91.
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TABLE4

Reli2ion
Congregationalist
Anglican
Quaker
Presbyterian
Sabbatarian
Dutch Reformed
Unknown

# of Dele2ates
7
27
8
3
1
1
9

Percenta2e of Dele2ates
12.5%
48.2%
14.3%
5.4%
1.8%
1.8%
16.1%
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Dickinson, Charles Humphreys, Thomas Mifflin, and Samuel Rhoads. 18 There were
also several Presbyterians, including William Livingston, Thomas McKean of
Delaware, and Stephen Crane ofNew Jersey. Samuel Ward ofRhode Island was a
Sabbatarian, observing the Sabbath on Saturday instead of Sunday. Thus virtually all
ofthe delegates came from the four leading denominations of late colonial America. 19
From the information available, it appears that no member of the Congress identified
as Methodist or Baptist, rendering these rapidly growing evangelical sects
unrepresented. 20 Nor was Charles Carroll, as a Catholic, acceptable as a delegate.
The vast majority of the delegates held to the mainstream brands of
Christianity that were comfortable with what Henry May has called the "Moderate
Enlightenment." Secular in orientation, confident in the rational design of creation
ordained by Providence, this shared sensibility allowed them to more readily come

18

John Morton was Anglican; Joseph Galloway was raised Quaker but converted to
Anglicanism. See John E. Ferling, The Loyalist Mind: Joseph Galloway and the American Revolution
(University Park and London: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1977).
19
Though often difficult to ascertain, it is likely that many of the members of Congress held
positions ofleadership in their family's church. Philip Livingston served as an elder and a deacon at
his Dutch Reformed Church in New York. Peyton Randolph was a member of the vestry at Bruton
Parish in Williamsburg. William Paca served as a warden and as a member of the vestry at St. Anne's
Parish in Anne Arundel County, Maryland. Participation and leadership in church governance
complemented other kinds of public service in a society that did not make a distinction between church
and state. Thus, whether a delegate was an elder in a Presbyterian church, a vestryman in an Anglican
church, a deacon in a Congregationalist church, or the moderator of a Quaker meeting, he brought to
Congress a familiarity with the day-to-day management oflocal religious institutions as well as an
intimate knowledge of the Bible.
I would like to thank Steven Marini for his thoughts on this subject. Professor Marini is
working on a database that correlates religious affiliation with political identity and ideology in the late
1780s. He kindly provided me with information about several of the men who had attended the
Congress and laid out his understanding of the relationship between religion, politics, and leadership in
this era. Also see Derek Davis, Religion and the Continental Congress, 1774-1789: Contributions to
Original Intent (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2000).
20

See Nathan 0. Hatch, The Democratization ofAmerican Christianity (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1989).
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together across denominational lines. May and others have observed that America
has historically possessed a "divided heart" between the traditions of the Protestant
faith and the rationalism of Enlightenment thought. The deputies to the 1774
Congress, facing this duality and understanding the potential divisiveness of
denominational differences, focused instead on their common intellectual heritage.
The Enlightenment initially grew out of the scientific revolution, led by
Newton and others, who used a reasoned, experimental approach to draw conclusions
about the natural world. Other thinkers subsequently adopted this approach,
characterized by a faith in rational inquiry and experimentation, and applied it to the
study of many other aspects of human life and society. Enlightenment ideas, and
particularly those of the so-called Moderate Enlightenment, emerged at the end of the
seventeenth century and were most prevalent and influential in Europe and England
in the mid-eighteenth century, taking longer to permeate distant areas such as the
American colonies. Enlightenment principles appealed most to upper and middleclass people in Europe and their reach was similarly limited among the population in
the British American provinces.
Moderate Enlightenment thought, transmitted through printed materials from
abroad that were widely read by educated gentlemen throughout the eighteenth
century, particularly resonated with urban, wealthy, and ambitious men in the
colonies-the precise profile of many of the congressional delegates. 21 These
21

Darren Staloff describes the Enlightenment as a "full-scale cultural movement," attributing
to it three distinct features: faith in rational inquiry and science, an emphatic denial of the supernatural,
and an urban, intellectual tone. Staloff's book examines the relationship between Enlightenment
thought and three of the nation's founders, including John Adams; see Staloff, Hamilton, Adams,
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delegates shared a faith in the Enlightenment ideals of order, balance, progress, and
compromise-shared ideals that culminated in the language and philosophy of the
Declaration of Independence and United States' Constitution. Within a generation,
however, these ideals would be displaced by the other half of the "divided heart,"
Evangelical Protestantism, an ideology more attractive to average Americans. 22

*****

Education:
In a world where many people did not know how to read, all of the emissaries
to Congress were literate and reasonably well-read. Many of them, because of their
cultural and educational experiences, had an impressive knowledge of Classical,
Renaissance, and British history. 23 A number, and particularly the lawyers, could
read and write Latin as well as English. This common body of knowledge provided
the men with a shared vocabulary that could make communication easier. However,
the men who attended Congress did not share identical educational experiences.

Jefferson: The Politics of Enlightenment and the American Founding (New York: Hill and Wang,
2005).
22

Hemy F. May, The Enlightenment in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976).
See also Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the American People (New Haven and London:
Yale University Press, 1972), 343-384; D. H. Meyer, "The Uniqueness of the American
Enlightenment," American Quarterly 28:2 (Summer 1976): 165-186.
23
See H. Trevor Colbourn, The Lamp of Experience: Whig History and the Intellectual
Origins of the American Revolution (Chapel Hill: Published for the Institute of Early American History
and Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia, by the University of North Carolina Press, 1965), and Bernard
Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge, MA and London: The
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1967) to understand how exposure to ideas of Britain's
Opposition writers of the seventeenth century influenced thought in the colonies and helped precipitate
the Revolution.
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As children, many if not all of these men learned reading, writing, and other
skills at home with tutors or at local grammar schools. For example, John Jay's early
education took place both at home and at a grammar school in New Rochelle.
Several of the men who would attend the Congress first knew one another as children
at Reverend Francis Alison's school located near New London, Pennsylvania.
Secretary Charles Thomson was educated there alongside Thomas McKean and
George Read of Delaware. Together they mastered English grammar and
composition, studied the classical languages of Greek and Latin, and read philosophy.
Both Thomson and McKean would stay involved with the school and eventually
24
.
become two o f 1ts trustees.

At least two of the deputies, Richard Henry Lee and Christopher Gadsden,
traveled to England for education. Lee was sent abroad at age eleven to study at a
school in Wakefield, and he stayed in Britain for seven years. Gadsden left South
Carolina when he was seven or eight years old to live with relatives in England and
attend a grammar school there. He was away for about eight years, returning at age
sixteen. 25 As young adults, colonial gentlemen sometimes attended colleges in or
near their home colony (Table 5). The Massachusetts representatives-Samuel
Adams, and John Adams, Robert Treat Paine, and Thomas Cushing-all attended
Harvard. William Hooper, a delegate from North Carolina who had lived in
24

See G. S. Rowe, Thomas McKean: The Shaping Of An American Republicanism (Boulder,
CO: Colorado Associated University Press, 1978), 8, 22; John J. Zimmerman, "Charles Thomson, 'The
Sam Adams of Philadelphia,"' The Mississippi Valley Historical Review 45 (December 1958): 464480.
25

See Oliver Chitwood, Richard Henry Lee, Statesman of the Revolution (Morgantown: West
Virginia University Library, 1967), 9; E. Stanly Godbold, Jr. and Robert H. Woody, Christopher
Gadsden and the American Revolution, 7.
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TABLES

Institution Attended
Harvard
Yale
William and Mary
College ofPhiladelphia
Kings College
College ofNew Jersey
None

# of Delegates
5
4
3
3
1
1

39

Percentage of Delegates
8.9%
7.1%
5.4%
5.4%
1.8%
1.8%
69.6%
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Massachusetts before he moved south, also attended Harvard. Silas Deane and
Eliphalet Dyer of Connecticut attended Yale, as did brothers Philip Livingston of
New York and William Livingston ofNew Jersey. John Jay graduated from King's
College (now Columbia), and Thomas Mifflin and William Paca both attended the
College of Philadelphia (now the University of Pennsylvania). Richard Bland,
Benjamin Harrison, and Peyton Randolph all went to the College of William and
Mary in Williamsburg.
However, a large number-nearly seventy percent of the delegates-did not
attend college. This group included Patrick Henry, James Duane, Samuel Chase,
Joseph Galloway, Stephen Hopkins, John Morton, Roger Sherman, and George
Washington. These men were largely self-educated, and learned through books,
tutors, and/or apprenticeships. Though the percentage of delegates who attended
college may seem low, the numbers of college-educated versus informally-educated
men in Parliament's House of Commons was comparable; only about forty percent of
that body's members received a college education. 26
Regardless ofwhere or even ifthey attended college, virtually all elite
American men did acquire a great knowledge and appreciation of history-and
particularly the politics and laws of Greece, Rome, and of course England. Being
well-read in a country where many were barely literate was a sign of gentility and it
added to the delegates' legitimacy as leaders. By continually reintroducing their
26

See Namier, The House of Commons, 1754-1790, 111. A fonnal education was actually
quite rare at the time; only one in every six hundred people in the colonies attended college. See James
Kirby Martin, Men in Rebellion: Higher Governmental Leaders and the Coming of the American
Revolution (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1973), 128.
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knowledge and training into the debates of Congress, these men advertised to one
another their status as Englishmen and gentlemen. They also proved that they were
worthy emissaries. As diplomat de Callieres insisted, "the knowledge gained in a
lifetime of reading is an important adjunct in diplomacy, and above all, the reading of
history is to be preferred, for without it the negotiator will be unable to understand the
meaning of historical allusions made by other diplomatists, and may thus miss the
whole point at some important tum in negotiations."27 Education and the erudition
that accompanied it helped these men both to understand themselves as part of an
elite group with shared characteristics and to communicate more effectively.

*****
Professional Experiences:

Though a number of the deputies to Congress were merchants and planters,
lawyers dominated the assembly (Table 6). Among the most influential men at the
meeting, the attorneys present included President Peyton Randolph, John Dickinson,
Joseph Galloway, James Duane, John Jay, John Adams, Patrick Henry, William
Livingston, all three deputies from Maryland, both of the Rutledges, and many
others. 28 More than half of the delegates had legal training-a staggering number
27
Francois de Callieres, On the Manner of Negotiating with Princes: Classic Principles of
Diplomacy and the Art of Negotiation, trans. A. F. Whyte (1716; reprint, Boston and New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 2000), 46.
28
Many men of the period would most likely have considered themselves to be both planters
and merchants, or merchants and lawyers, etc. For example, Roger Sherman and Silas Deane both had
legal training but by 1774 had abandoned the practice of law for mercantile pursuits. However,
because my focus here is on the importance oflegal training and language to the workings of the
Congress, I have included in the category oflawyer all delegates who had legal training and came to
the bar regardless of their professional activities in the early 1770s.
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TABLE6

Occupation

# of Delegates

Percentage of Delegates

Lawyers

31

55.4%

Merchants

9

16.1%

Planters I Farmers

12

21.4%

Other

4

7.1%
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considering that lawyers made up less than one percent of people employed in the
colonies. 29 Though similar to the percentage of lawyers at the Second Continental
Congress and Constitutional Convention, the prominence of lawyers at the 1774
General Congress was a significant departure from the composition of the House of
Commons in which there were comparatively few attorneys. 30
The discrepancy reveals that by 1774 lawyers had come to occupy a more
politically prominent position in the British colonies than they did in Britain. This is
not to say that lawyers occupied a lowly place in British society. For centuries,
lawyers in England had been perceived as gentlemen and capable of leadership at the
national level. A sixteenth-century definition of a British gentleman included, in
addition to the sons of men who were already recognized as gentlemen, university
graduates and "whosoever studieth the laws of this realm." 31 In both Britain and
British America, the law was one way for men of relatively humble means to achieve
genteel respectability. But the absence of a landed aristocracy in the colonies-at
least to the extent that it existed in Britain-allowed for greater social fluidity and
29

Planters and farmers, by contrast, accounted for just over twenty percent of the delegates
but eighty-five to ninety percent of the general population. These numbers come from Martin, Men in
Rebellion: Higher Governmental Leaders and the Coming of the American Revolution, 66.
30
Namier notes that a total of 120 barristers (along with about twenty members of the Scottish
bar and ten attorneys) sat in Parliament between 1754-1790, a modest number given that the total
number of men elected to Parliament during this period was almost 2000. See Namier, The House of
Commons, 1754-1790, 126. Richard Brown has observed that the percentage oflawyers was higher at
the Constitutional Convention (49%) than among the signers of the Declaration oflndependence
(40% ), concluding that the law was gradually becoming a prerequisite for leadership. See Brown, "The
Founding Fathers of 1776 and 1787: A Collective View," 467-468. Brown did not include in his
calculations individuals he identified as belonging to two professions. Still, taking the surprisingly
large number of lawyers at this Congress into consideration, it is clear that the relationship between
legal training and leadership was well defined by 1774. In fact, people at the time may have seen as
similar the skills and knowledge that would be necessary at the General Congress of 1774 and at the
Constitutional Convention and chosen their representatives accordingly.
31
Cited in Laslett, The World We Have Lost, 33.
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enabled more of these lawyers to reach the apex of power in their communities. As
these men gained positions of influence in their respective colonies, the prevailing
conceptualization of leadership in British North America became closely linked, more
than it ever had been in Britain, with legal education.
There were also practical reasons why lawyers were chosen to represent the
various provinces at this Congress, in particular. As Richard Brown has pointed out,
attorneys, in part because they traveled the court circuit, had more frequent contact
with people outside their local communities than planters or merchants and were
more aware of circumstances in other areas. 32 Less insulated than most Americans of
the time, lawyers had a better understanding of the state of their province as a whole.
Attorneys were also among the colonies' most literate and educated men-the
individuals most likely to possess a wider perspective on affairs within the empire
and to understand the complicated interrelationships among the colonies and between
the colonies and Great Britain. Moreover, the Congress was a forum that required
exceptional oratorical, writing, and advocacy skills-lawyers' strengths. The
individual provinces needed to choose men who could advance their needs and
desires; lawyers spent their careers building persuasive arguments to win over judges
and juries. There were questions of great legal and constitutional significance at
stake-issues of rights and British law. Attorneys were uniquely qualified to debate
and resolve these questions.
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The numbers and influence of lawyers at the General Congress, especially
when compared to Parliament, can also be explained by the nature of the relationship
between Americans and the law. As Chris Tomlins and other legal historians have
observed, law and lawyers held a more prominent place in the British provinces than
in Britain because of how important they were to the colonizing process. From the
time of settlement in the seventeenth century, laws gave order to a chaotic and strange
New World. Laws gave new governments legitimacy, providing structure in
unfamiliar physical, moral, and economic terrain. Laws regulated race relations,
fixed boundaries, and justified land claims. 33 People living in the unformed societies
of remote places gained a reverence for the law and grew to depend on the rules and
stability it provided. With that faith in and reliance on the law came a greater
appreciation for the people who knew most about it and practiced it. Thus lawyers in
the developing American colonies were rewarded with status and power, enjoyed a
privileged place in their societies, and became central to the governance of their
respective provinces.
While law and the practice of law in the American colonies remained
relatively fluid throughout the seventeenth century, the eighteenth century brought
what Tomlins has described as an "explicit crystallization and routinization of
doctrine, practice, procedure, and administration." Sometimes called
"Anglicization," the practice oflaw became more "professionalized, formalized,
33
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[and] committed to the technicalities of common-law practice and procedure."34
Indeed, in the years preceding the Revolution, as the number of lawyers in the
American colonies grew rapidly, the practice of law became increasingly technical
and the training more vigorous. It was during this period that the attorneys who
attended the General Congress gained their legal education, joining a now largely
native-born bar. Although their training was by no means identical, as the legal
profession became more and more self-conscious and standardized, they all came to
share and value similar skills and practices. 35
Becoming a lawyer in the colonies usually involved, at the very least, several
years of study with an established attorney. During these years as clerks, young men
did assigned readings, copied, researched, and gained practical day-to-day experience
in the law as they familiarized themselves with the local political and social scene.
Training requirements varied from place to place, with New York-probably the
most regulated in terms of preparation by the early 1770s-insisting on two years of
college and five years of clerking. Though a few men studied law in England, the
majority of prospective lawyers learned the profession in provincial law offices, and
went on to practice nearby. 36 The varied experiences of Peyton Randolph, Patrick
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Hemy and John Jay are suggestive of the several ways men could obtain legal
training. These paths, though they changed over time and across colonies,
demonstrate the gradual formalization of legal training through the century.
The President ofthe 1774 Congress, Peyton Randolph studied the law in
England at Middle Temple starting in the summer of 1739. He was called to the bar
several years later and returned to Virginia to practice. At the time, Virginia still had
a rather under-developed legal community. The house Randolph inherited in the city
of Williamsburg, his family's considerable status in the colony, and his training
allowed him to serve only the most prestigious of clients. In 1745, the House of
Burgesses began to regulate attorney training by requiring an oral examination of
newcomers before a panel of well-established lawyers. Randolph became both
Attorney General of Virginia and a Burgess in 1748, and by 1760 he was on that
panel of examiners. 37
Randolph was one of a very select number of colonial lawyers who attended
the Inns of Court and were called to the English bar. Other delegates who had trained
in this way were John Dickinson, Robert Goldsborough, William Paca, John
Rutledge, and Edward Rutledge. 38 According to Alan Day, men attended the Inns of
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Court-usually the Middle Temple, which was the American preference-more for
the prestige than for the quality of the education. Attendance there automatically
improved the lawyer's professional reputation. 39 The deputies who had studied at the
Inns of Court, along with such men as Lee and Gadsden, who had spent a significant
part of their childhood abroad, also enjoyed the social status that came with living for
a time in the heart ofthe empire. While John Adams had never left Massachusetts,
John Dickinson had spent his early twenties in London going to the theater and iceskating on cold winter days. 40 Samuel Chase had never left Maryland, but William
Paca had enjoyed coffee in London's coffeehouses and strolled London's streets. A
couple of days before the Congress began, John Adams and Edward Rutledge had a
conversation about Rutledge's three years oflegal study at Middle Temple. Adams
recorded in his diary: "He thinks this a great Distinction ... Says that young
Gentlemen ought to travel early, because that freedom and the Ease of Behaviour,
which is so necessary, cannot be acquired but in early Life." Edward Rutledgewhether he meant to or not it is hard to know-exploited Adams's insecurities, for
though Adams was almost fifteen years older than Rutledge, well-educated, and a
seasoned lawyer, he had never been to England or enjoyed the "ease" of which
Rutledge spoke. Unbeknownst to Rutledge, Adams had expressed concern about his
own background before he even left for Philadelphia. He worried that the other
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delegates' "Educations, Travel, Experience, Family, Fortune, and every Thing will
give them a vast Superiority to me, and I fear to some of my Companions."41
In this respect, Patrick Henry more closely resembled John Adams than
Randolph. Hemy, about fifteen years younger than Randolph and from a frontier
family lacking in either substantial wealth or status, had made attempts at several
other professions before settling on the law. He began as an apprentice to a Scottish
merchant and married at the young age of eighteen in part because of a premarital
pregnancy. His wife's dowry brought some land and six young slaves, and for a time
Hemy tried to grow tobacco working side by side with the slaves in the fields. Before
he decided on law, Hemy had also failed at storekeeping and inn-keeping. Hemy
knew that becoming a lawyer was one of the best ways to improve one's social
position, but he had no formal training whatsoever. Without even apprenticing with a
practicing attorney, Hemy acquired law books and began to study.
In order to practice law, Henry would need to pass the aforementioned oral
entrance exam required by the Virginia Assembly. He needed the signatures of two
members of a panel of eminent lawyers-a panel which at that time included Peyton
Randolph, his brother John Randolph, Robert Carter Nicholas, and George Wythe. In
April 1760, Hemy traveled to Williamsburg to face his examiners. According to later
accounts, Hemy came very close to leaving Williamsburg without the approval of the
panel, failing to convince Wythe and managing to persuade Nicholas only when he
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promised to do additional reading. That the panel ultimately chose to accept Henry as
an attorney, in spite of his brief and superficial training and general ignorance of the
law, might be indicative of the pressure felt by the elite Tidewater gentry from the
increasingly empowered backcountry yeoman planters with whom Henry closely
identified. With the waning of deference and rise of popular politics in late colonial
Virginia, members of the governing elite such as the Randolphs struggled to maintain
control over the province's institutions-including all aspects of the court system and
legal process. The attorneys on the panel, in granting Henry formal permission to
practice law, gave the illusion that they remained in command. Henry began to
practice in the western counties of the colony, and five years later he became a
member ofthe House of Burgesses representing Louisa County.
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John Jay provides an entirely different example. Jay was one of the youngest
lawyers at Congress; Randolph was called to the bar before Jay was even born. A
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in an effort to limit the number of lawyers practicing in the province. While Jay was
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in college this bar remained in effect, which led his father to seek an apprenticeship
for his son abroad. Peter Jay wrote to John's brother in England, "I should be very
glad if you could get him to write in the Office of some Attorney, in full Business,
Either in London or Bristo1."43 Jay's father hoped John might be a clerk and then
attend the Temple for a year or two. He indicated to James that he preferred that John
go to Bristol, since they had a cousin there who could watch out for the young man
and it would be less expensive.
John Jay was fortunate in that the New York attorneys modified their decision
and he was able to clerk at a local office after all. According to the New York bar, he
would now need to have at least two years of college education (which he did), serve
as a clerk for at least five years, and pay a two hundred pound clerkship fee. Within a
couple of weeks after the attorneys changed their agreement, Jay had a clerkship set
up with Benjamin Kissam. Peter Jay followed up with his cousin in Bristol:
This has enabled me to place my Son, agreeable to his own choice and
much to my own liking, with a gentleman Eminent in the Profession,
with whom he'll not only get perfectly acquainted with the Business of
an Attorney and the Practice of our Courts, which he is at Liberty to
attend every Sessions for his improvement, but he is also to Study the
Law in a Regular manner under his Tuition, so that he will now have
every necessary advantage to qualifye him for the Profession. 44
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The legal profession had matured enough in the provinces for Jay and his father to
prefer that he receive his training in New York instead ofEngland .
. A miniscule proportion of the colonial population, the legal communities in
the various provinces were small and insular. Practicing lawyers, particularly in an
urban area, knew one another well and attorneys who had attended college or trained
together often stayed in touch. It was in their role as lawyers or law clerks that
several of the deputies to Congress first met one another. John Dickinson and George
Read, mentioned earlier as a grammar school classmate of Thomson and McKean,
both studied law in the office of Philadelphia attorney John Moland. William Paca
and Thomas Johnson of Maryland had both clerked in the office of Stephen Bordley,
and Richard Smith ofNew Jersey had been a clerk of delegate Joseph Galloway of
Pennsylvania. As lawyers, men within a particular area competed with one another
for clients. For example, delegates McKean, Dickinson, Read, Ross, and Galloway
were all practicing attorneys in the Philadelphia area at the same time and would
have been familiar with one another's courtroom styles, speaking skills, and clients.
Particularly as the eighteenth century progressed, lawyers also became
connected across provincial boundaries by the increasing uniformity, the
"Anglicization," of their training and their growing self-consciousness as
professionals. 45 Regardless of how or when they were trained, attorneys shared a
vocabulary, set of skills, and exposure to the same ideas and texts. Something all
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colonial lawyers had in common was familiarity with Sir Edward Coke. 46 First
published in the 1620s, Coke's text was where all prospective attorneys learned
common law. In it, Coke commented on an earlier fifteenth-century treatise by
Lyttleton, annotating the earlier scholar's work and covering hundreds of years of
English landholding laws. The text was so ubiquitous that it served as a symbol of
the legal profession in portraits of the period. William Johnston's portrait ofEliphalet
Dyer (Figure 1) includes several shelves holding green books of equal size; Coke on
Lyttleton has been pulled from the shelf and Dyer rests his left hand on it. An
engraving oflawyer John Dickinson (Figure 2) includes the volume as well, and this
time it is placed on a shelf close to the sitter's face. Charles Willson Peale's portrait
of Samuel Chase (Figure 3) also contains volumes of law books including Coke. It is
clear that the practice of law was central to the identities of these men since their
profession is exhibited so prominently in these images. Coke's book, in particular,
was emblematic of a profession, intimately tied to English history and custom, that
was gaining status and influence in the years preceding the Revolution.
At the intercolonial Congress, the law-like education-provided the deputies
with a topic of conversation, a set of skills, an overlapping body of knowledge, and a
shared sensibility that facilitated interactions among the deputies both inside and
outside of Carpenters' Hall. At dinner a couple of nights after Congress began,
Adams recorded that there were "a large Collection of Lawyers, at Table," and that
the group "had much Conversation upon the Practice of Law, in our different
46
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Fig. 1. William Johnston, Eliphalet Dyer, ca. 1770, Connecticut Historical Society
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Provinces." During a dinner at the home ofThomas Willing, a judge of the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Willing reportedly told the delegates from Virginia,
Maryland, and New York in attendance about a Philadelphia law requiring that
oysters brought to the market between May and September be given to the poor, since
they were "found to be unwholesome food." And after yet another social dinner,
Adams recorded that "the Gentlemen entertained us, with Absurdities in the Laws of
Pensylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland." Adams concluded, "This I find is a genteel
Topic of Conversation here." 47

*****
Provincial Politics:

Most of the men who attended the General Congress had many years of
experience at the provincial level. At least forty-five ofthe fifty-six delegateseighty percent-had served in their provincial legislatures. Twenty-six had been
47
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politically active for a decade or more, often returned to their assembly again and
again for many successive terms. 48 Twelve deputies to the 1774 Congress had
occupied the most powerful position in their provincial assemblies-that of Speaker:
Richard Caswell, Stephen Crane, Thomas Cushing, John Dickinson, Joseph
Galloway, Philip Livingston, Thomas McKean, Henry Middleton, Peyton Randolph,
Caesar Rodney, Matthew Tilghman, and Stephen Hopkins. Hopkins had been a
frequent representative to the General Assembly who also served as Chief Justice of
his colony's Superior Court, as Governor, and who attended the Albany Congress.
Richard Bland of Virginia had served in the House of Burgesses for thirty years. 49
Steeped in provincial politics for most of their lives, the men who dominated
the Congress of 1774 belonged to an earlier generation than that of the "Founding
48
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Fathers." Pauline Maier has called these men the "Old Revolutionaries," singling out
Samuel Adams, Richard Henry Lee, Charles Thomson, and Christopher Gadsden as
members of the "nucleus" of this group of colonial leaders who guided local
resistance movements from the Stamp Act to the decision to declare independenceall men who had been in contact prior to 1774 and would play critical roles at the
Congress. 50 As Maier observes, the lives and politics of these men were formed and
matured within their distinct provincial worlds-making them particularly prone to
conceptualizing an intercolonial Congress as a diplomatic venue.
Although men such as Adams, Lee, and Gadsden had spent a decade or more
in public office, they generally held popularly-elected positions as opposed to royal
appointments. As James Kirby Martin has argued, Revolutionary leaders-although
members ofthe provinces' socioeconomic elite-tended to be of slightly lower
financial standing than men, many future Loyalists, who held appointed crown offices
such as governor, attorney general, and councilor. Popularly-elected officials,
according to Martin, supported the resistance movement in greater numbers in part
because of a shared frustration at their inability to penetrate the uppermost echelon of
political power in the colonies. This dichotomy did not hold true in Connecticut and
Rhode Island, where the political hierarchy was more fluid. It was certainly the case,
however, in the southern colonies-where placemen were often sent from Great
Britain to fill the highest political offices-or in a province such as Massachusetts,
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where families such as the Olivers and Hutchinsons faced off against well-educated
but comparatively humble members of the governing elite such as the Adamses and
Otises. 51
Within each colony, experienced political leaders were very familiar with one
another. In many cases, they had worked together (or against each other) for years.
These interactions on the provincial level had produced several long-standing
rivalries and animosities that were reflected in the various delegations to Congress. 52
In Rhode Island, for instance, Hopkins and Samuel Ward had battled one another for
the governorship for thirteen years in the 1750s and 1760s. As embodiments of an
ongoing sectional rivalry, Hopkins had won nine times and Ward three. At times
their political rivalry had taken a nasty, personal tum-a pamphlet war, for instance,
that ended with Hopkins suing Ward for libel. 53 The delegation oftwo would often
disagree at Congress as well, causing a deadlock that negated Rhode Island's vote on
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decisions such as whether to consider the Galloway plan and whether or not the
Congress should explicitly acknowledge Parliament's right to regulate colonial trade.
The factions within the delegations to Congress, which mirrored internal
divisions within the colonies themselves, inevitably influenced its proceedings-and
nowhere were these differences more intensely influential than in shaping the
development of the most important alliance in the Continental Congress: the LeeAdams faction. Richard Henry Lee of Virginia and Samuel Adams of Massachusetts
became the core of a powerful voting block that first emerged at the General
Congress of 1774 and had significant influence over the proceedings of the Congress
through the rest of the decade. A coalition ofkey southerners and New Englanders,
this coordinated group directed what happened at the 1774 Congress. 54 Through a
brief discussion of the internal politics of Virginia and Massachusetts, it becomes
clear how the alliance was built by like-minded radicals within the individual
delegations.
The Virginia delegation, the most powerful at the Congress because of its
colony's size and importance, included men historically at odds with one another.
Richard Henry Lee and Patrick Henry stood apart from the more moderate
Burgesses-Benjamin Harrison, Edmund Pendleton, Richard Bland, and George
Washington-who were led by Peyton Randolph. Lee had alienated Randolph,
Pendleton, and Harrison years before in his efforts to investigate the Speaker of the
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House of Burgesses, John Robinson, and in his subsequent proposal to separate the
previously combined positions of Speaker and Treasurer of the colony. Robinson,
who had been the Speaker and Treasurer for many years, was supposed to destroy
paper currency that had been issued during the French and Indian War. Instead of
doing so, he lent the war notes to prominent friends who were deeply in debt. Lee
called for an investigation into Robinson's accounts, an action that Patrick Henry also
supported. Upon Robinson's death in 1766, a report found that there were over
100,000 pounds missing from the Treasurer's account. Because of this abuse of
power, Lee proposed that the Speakership be separated from the Treasurership-a
motion that ultimately passed. Robinson had been a powerful and respected leader,
however, and Lee's willingness to publicize his indiscretions upset Robinson's close
allies among the Burgesses. 55 Patrick Henry similarly clashed with Randolph,
Pendleton, and Harrison, in part because of his radical resolutions in response to the
Stamp Act. Introduced when many of the Burgesses had already left Williamsburg,
Henry's strongly-worded resolutions were quickly modified by alarmed moderates
and conservatives. The original version, however, made its way through the rest of
the colonies and newspapers published the resolutions as if the entire House had
supported them. They made Patrick Henry famous, but upset a number of the less
radical Burgesses. 56
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The fault line within the Virginia delegation exposed a gathering tension
within that province between the Tidewater elite, embodied by Randolph, Harrison,
Pendleton, and Bland, and newly empowered popular forces exerting pressure from
below, represented by Lee and Henry. By 1774, in the midst of a severe economic
recession and burdened by debt, yeoman planters, tenants, laborers, and backcountry
farmers had grown assertive, vocalizing their grievances and participating more than
ever before in the political process. The colony's growing and increasingly
disaffected population of middling and poor whites, who were much more concerned
about a deteriorating tobacco economy than a tax on tea and who remembered all too
well the unfair military drafts and high taxes associated with the French and Indian
war, now threatened the traditional social hierarchy in a province long dominated by
established elite families. Although all members ofthe colony's delegation
understood that an effective opposition to Parliament would require popular support
among the white population-they supported a delayed non-exportation pact that
would temporarily inflate tobacco prices in part to appease this group-only Henry
and Lee were comfortable with the changing political landscape in Virginia, knew
how to negotiate it, and derived power from it. 57
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The division within the Virginia delegation was most clearly revealed at the
end of the congressional session when Randolph, Harrison, Pendleton, Bland, and
Henry left Philadelphia several days before the Congress adjourned. The first four
men authorized George Washington to act on their behalf, and it was Washington
who signed their names to the Address to the King. But Patrick Henry chose a
different agent; Richard Henry Lee, the other remaining delegate, signed for him.
Lee, who unlike Henry, would remain a key player in intercolonial affairs, found
himselflooking beyond the men of his own colony for other American leaders who
more closely shared his radical opinions and ideas. He found a true ally in Samuel
Adams, the leader of a political movement in Massachusetts that was growing in
influence in the late 1760s and early 1770s.
Prior to the 1760s, Massachusetts politics was characterized by two main
factions. The Court party flourished in eastern cosmopolitan towns; the Country
party dominated in less wealthy agricultural areas resistant to modernization-and
also, paradoxically, in the city ofBoston. 58 The coming of the Revolution caused a
political realignment in which the traditional court and country party system largely
disintegrated, to be replaced by mobilized urban populations and radicalized western
farmers facing off against a more conservative eastern faction. During this time of
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growing dissatisfaction with British policy towards the province, the country faction
took power and became closely associated in Boston with "the crowd"-a new
political force largely directed by popular leaders such as Samuel Adams.
The Stamp Act crisis, which had a negligible impact on most areas of
Massachusetts, had irrevocably altered the political landscape in Boston. In 1765, a
mob destroyed or stole nearly all of the worldly possessions of Thomas Hutchinsona man deeply resented by citizens such as John Adams for monopolizing positions of
power in the city. Embodying the old political establishment, Hutchinson
fundamentally misunderstood the ideas and passions fueling the resistance movement.
His inflexibility and frequently poor judgment exacerbated tensions in Boston during
his tenure as acting governor and then governor starting in 1769. By the time
Hutchinson left for England in 1774, he had completely lost political control over his
city. 59 The popularly elected assemblies, along with the so-called mob, had rendered
him irrelevant. A popular party, fueled by the power of mobilized citizens of the city
and led by Samuel Adams and other local leaders that he had cultivated, was in
command.
Unlike Boston, the Massachusetts countryside was relatively quiet until1774.
Response to the Stamp Act was uneven at best and in many places nonexistent. In
most parts of Worcester and Hampshire Counties, and especially on the western
frontier, people were preoccupied with local issues and antagonisms. Letters from the
Boston Committee of Correspondence in the late 1760s and early 1770s failed to
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persuade residents of these areas to act in opposition to British policy. Even the Tea
Act provoked little response, with the exception of Worcester, which had a factious
political system more similar to that of the seaports. All of this changed with the
passage of the Coercive Acts, which finally unleashed forces in these rural areas that
would redefine the revolutionary movement.
Most alarming to people living in the western counties was the Massachusetts
Government Act, a provision of the Coercive Acts that sought to consolidate British
authority in the colony by curtailing town meetings and altering the provincial
charter. Particularly for newly formed communities, some just emerging from long
struggles to separate themselves from established towns and exercise their own
autonomy, this threat to town government was unacceptable. Western towns,
especially recently incorporated towns, responded to the Boston Committee's circular
letter of June 1774 in greater numbers then ever before. A county convention was
held in Worcester at which participants defended the provincial charter; others soon
followed. In August, a mob in Springfield composed of several thousand people
interrogated justices ofthe court about their loyalties. Anger about British policy
soon became entangled with long-building resentments towards entrenched ruling
elites in their local communities. The result was a radicalized countryside with its
own interests and agenda. 60
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Together, urban radicals and newly mobilized rural farmers exerted an
unprecedented push from below that destabilized the political situation of the entire
province. A new political alignment had emerged, pitting commercial and
cosmopolitan communities on the seaboard and river towns against the rising popular
coalition of the Boston "crowd" and agrarian radicals in the countryside.
Massachusetts was now governed entirely by popular forces, forces represented at the
intercolonial Congress by the province's deputies and particularly by Samuel Adams.
Richard Hemy Lee, who spoke for a popular faction in Virginia that remained a
minority in 1774, allied himself with this rising majority in Massachusetts. In Samuel
Adams, Lee found a fellow provincial leader who shared his principles and goalsand who was more receptive to his radical beliefs and agenda than any of the other
deputies representing Virginia. Alienated from his home colony, Lee was in many
ways-in the words of Pauline Maier-a "misplaced New Englander." He shared
Adams' preoccupation with moral virtue and self-sacrifice for the public good. Both
Lee and Adams's lives were consumed by politics, their letters even to family
members remarkably formal and impersonal in tone. 61 Both radical thinkers and
shrewd politicians, the two men forged a potent political alliance.
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It was Richard Henry Lee who initiated correspondence with Samuel Adams.

His first letter of February 1773 began, "From a person quite unknown to you, some
apology may be necessary for this letter." After indicating his relationship to Arthur
Lee, the agent for Massachusetts in Britain who was already a regular correspondent
of Adams, Lee proceeded to ask Adams what he knew about the Gaspee incident that
had recently taken place in Rhode Island. Lee concluded, "You may easily, sir,
perceive, that I understand myself, writing to a firm and worthy friend of the just
rights and liberty of America, by the freedom with which this letter is penned."
Samuel Adams replied to Lee two months later. In his answer, Adams assured Lee
that he received his letter "with singular Pleasure; not only because I had long wished
for a Correspondence with some Gentlemen in Virginia, but more particularly
because I had frequently heard of your Character and Merit, as a warm Advocate for
Virtue and Liberty."62 Adams welcomed and cultivated an alliance with the
Virginian because it lent respectability to his position. He knew of the suspicions that
others held and recognized the difficulties that accompanied his reputation as a
radical democrat.
Just as key to understanding the 1774 Congress is the complex history among
the Pennsylvanians. With the notable exception of radical Quaker Thomas Mifflin,
the members of the Pennsylvania delegation to the General Congress were all
moderates and conservatives. Conservative Joseph Galloway led the delegation as
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Speaker of the Pennsylvania Assembly. But the choice of Charles Thomson as
Secretary and the later addition of John Dickinson as another delegate from
Pennsylvania meant that the province's men inside Carpenters' Hall had a history
peppered with vicious invective and violent disagreement. 63
Dickinson, Thomson, and Galloway were all deeply involved in the complex
world of eighteenth-century Philadelphia politics. By mid-century, the Pennsylvania
Assembly was a stable and powerful body dominated by the Quaker Party. At the
center of this body was Galloway, a prominent lawyer and landowner first elected to
the legislature in 1756, who went on to lead the Assembly from October 1766 until
the General Congress convened in 1774. From the start, Dickinson and Thomson
clashed with Galloway in the political arena. While Galloway was a leader of the
Quaker Party, Dickinson and Thomson identified with the opposition known as the
Proprietary Party. As the term "proprietary'' indicates, Galloway first disagreed with
Dickinson and Thomson over the issue of whether Pennsylvania should remain a
colony administered by the Penn family, or become instead a royal colony with a
governor appointed by the crown. For a time, the Quaker Party establishment-and
especially Galloway-strongly supported royalization, while Dickinson, Thomson,
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and others fought to maintain proprietary rule. The Quaker Party's efforts to establish
royal control over the colony were fully underway when the Stamp Act was passed,
leading Franklin to advocate submission to the law as a way of demonstrating
deference to the crown. Many in the Quaker Party did not support Franklin, but
Galloway did and even wrote an essay in support of parliamentary taxation. 64
As the imperial crisis came to drive Philadelphia politics, the political factions
in the city realigned, with Franklin and other members of the Quaker Party drifting
towards an alliance with former members of the proprietary party to resist British
policy. In his work on Pennsylvania politics, James Hutson suggests that a new
faction emerged in 1766 after the Stamp Act crisis. Forming in opposition to both the
Quaker and Proprietary parties, which both tended to be sympathetic to the king, this
"Presbyterian Party" would become known as the "Whig Party'' that guided the
revolutionary movement in Philadelphia. Led by Dickinson, Thomson, Reed, and
others, this group reached out to people underrepresented by the established political
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parties in Pennsylvania-backcountry farmers, tradesmen-and proved very powerful
in shaping the colony's resistance movement. 65
Through the late 1760s and early 1770s, it was the radical Thomson and
somewhat more cautious Dickinson who stood at the center of the revolutionary
movement in Pennsylvania, campaigning for nonimportation in the late 1760s and,
together with Thomas Mifflin, Benjamin Rush, James Mease, and Joseph Reed,
organizing opposition to the Tea Act and successfully turning back from their port a
ship carrying tea. After word of the Boston Port Act, Dickinson, Thomson, and
others worked for public support of the upcoming Congress and for a complete
boycott of British imports. They went so far as to organize an extra-legal provincial
congress that threatened to choose and instruct delegates to the Congress if the
assembly would not do so. The Pennsylvania Assembly did ultimately convene and,
led by Speaker Galloway, its members explicitly excluded Dickinson from the slate
of delegates chosen to represent the colony at Congress. Galloway arrived at the City
Tavern on September 5, 1774 believing he had succeeded in excluding both
Dickinson and Thomson from the gathering. In the end, he excluded neither.
Throughout the decade prior to the 1774 Congress, Galloway remained a loyal
and leading member of the Quaker Party and consistently opposed the actions of
these popular leaders. The longstanding differences between political enemies
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Galloway and Dickinson, in particular, sunk-as was so often the case in eighteenthcentury politics-to the form of personal insult. When replying to a speech made in
1764 by Galloway attacking him, Dickinson declared: "to Mr. Galloway I resign the
undisputed glory of excelling in his favorite arts-of writing confusedly and railing
insolently." That same year, Dickinson published a satire of Galloway's speeches.
Calling it a recipe on how to write a Galloway speech, he identified "ingredients" including a number of particular words and phrases-and suggested that one
"strengthen the Composition with Independence, Malice, Envy, Hatred, Ill-Manners,
and all kind of Uncharitableness." He continued: "Put all these ingredients into an
Empty Head, keep them covered warm with a large wig, well powdered, for eight
weeks, shaking them together and stirring them about with an electrified Rod every
twenty four Hours." Afterwards, the speech would "pour out onto paper." Following
the publication of Dickinson's widely read "Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania,"
Galloway reportedly said, ''with a countenance expressive of the deepest envy, that
they were 'damned ridiculous! mere stuff! fustian! altogether stupid, inconsistent!
only a compilation by Dickinson and Thomson!"' At one point the two men went so
far as to engage in a fistfight on the Assembly floor, and Dickinson later challenged
Galloway to a duel. 66 What existed between these two powerful men was not a
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civilized disagreement, but a bitter personal enmity that would continue to play out in
Congress, shaping the political divisions that emerged and the direction of the
meeting itself. John Dickinson's continental celebrity as the "Farmer" would
ultimately trump Joseph Galloway's considerable local influence and contribute to the
rejection of Galloway's Plan ofUnion.
The figurehead of the opposition party in Philadelphia, Dickinson lent
legitimacy to the movement as a wealthy gentleman and respected political thinker.
Before he began his service in the Congress, Dickinson held strong appeal for a broad
spectrum of provincial leaders. His writings, with their radical implications, aligned
him with the more activist members of the opposition movement. Yet, in practice, he
was also a genteel man who consistently advocated moderation and caution, which
endeared him to those more wary of resistance tactics that threatened social stability.
Once Dickinson began to serve in the Continental Congress, this paradox came to
anger and alienate delegates eager to take decisive action, and by 1776 Dickinson
found himself positioned as one of the more conservative members of the Congress.
Dickinson's failure to support the Declaration oflndependence-a stance for
which he has been unfairly vilified in popular representations of the time-suggests
that he ultimately came to occupy a position similar to that of Galloway in 1774.
However, Dickinson's conservatism cannot be compared to Galloway's Loyalism.
Dickinson, unlike Galloway, would not abandon the revolutionary cause and in fact
proved an important figure in the construction of the new nation during the 1780s.
Affairs of Honor: National Politics in the New Republic (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 2001), 159-198.
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His fateful decision to oppose the timing of the Declaration obscures his subsequent
service in the colonial militia, his leadership during the Revolution as president of
Delaware and then Pennsylvania, his participation in the Constitutional Convention,
and his enthusiastic support of the document that convention produced. As the
Revolution intensified in Pennsylvania, a province that in 1776 created the most
democratic and controversial of all of the state constitutions, Dickinson's moderate
influence waned, in part because his persona was no longer necessary to the
revolutionary movement's credibility. In 1774, however, his support was
indispensable and he remained one of the most influential figures in Pennsylvania and
continental politics.

*****

Intercolonial Contact:
In the ten years before the 1774 Congress, provincial leaders from the various
British colonies began to correspond and cooperate in meaningful ways. The Stamp
Act Congress, called for by the Massachusetts House of Assembly, met in New York
City for three and a half weeks in October of 1765. Like the Congress of 1774, the
Stamp Act Congress provided an important opportunity for colonial leaders to
assemble in the same room, exchange ideas, and establish personal and political
connections. Those who attended both included Thomas Lynch, Christopher
Gadsden, and John Rutledge of South Carolina, John Dickinson, Thomas McKean,
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John Morton, and Caesar Rodney of Pennsylvania and the Lower Counties, Eliphalet
Dyer of Connecticut, and Philip Livingston ofNew York. Following the Stamp Act
Crisis, provincial leaders continued to develop relationships with men living in other
colonies.
Some of the deputies to the General Congress had corresponded for a year or
more before the assembly convened. This important group included Charles
Thomson, Christopher Gadsden, and, as discussed earlier, what would soon become
the Lee-Adams junto-Richard Henry Lee and Samuel Adams. Adams and Gadsden
were in contact as early as December 1766. Fellow radical James Otis told Adams
about the outspoken South Carolina leader after the Stamp Act Congress, and Adams
wrote a letter to Gadsden praising his work at the Congress and his "commitment to
colonial unity." The two men continued to correspond occasionally until the General
Congress convened. Though theirs was primarily a political alliance, a letter Gadsden
wrote to Adams in May of 1774 reveals an openness about personal information as
well. Gadsden apologized that he had not written earlier, explaining that he had been
busy building an enormous wharf in Charleston which, he confessed, "I undertook at
first to relieve my Mind for the almost insupportable Loss of my eldest Son, a very
promising youth of about sixteen years old." He went on to tell Adams, "It Always
gives me the highest pleasure to receive a Line from you." 67 The two like-minded
men first met face-to-face at the 1774 Congress.
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Richard Henry Lee began a correspondence with John Dickinson in July 1768.
Impressed by Dickinson's famous "Letters," Lee praised the Farmer: "I acknowledge
great obligation to you, for the wise and well-timed care, you have taken of our
common liberty." He suggested that, in addition to committees of correspondence, "a
private correspondence should be conducted between the lovers of liberty in every
province," and that "[f]rom my brother, Dr. Lee, I have been informed of the
kindness, with which you have expressed your willingness to begin a correspondence
with me."68 Dickinson wrote back less than a month later.
By 1774, committees of correspondence had been in contact for some time,
and following news of the Boston Port Act, the pace of communication among these
men, and among colonial leaders in general, accelerated. As Richard Brown has
observed, it was after the Coercive Acts that resistance leaders in Boston became
more aggressive about initiating and maintaining intercolonial contact. Samuel
Adams wrote letters to both Lee and Gadsden in mid-July acknowledging the recent
delivery of several letters from each of them. The Boston Committee of
Correspondence wrote circular letters directed at the other American ports and
interior Massachusetts towns, stressing that the Port Bill was a threat and insult to all
the colonies, not just Massachusetts. Only united colonial resistance to the acts
would force their repeal. 69 People outside Massachusetts responded with money and
supplies directed to the people ofBoston. Silas Deane's town ofWethersfield,
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Connecticut, donated bushels ofwheat, rye, and Indian com. In late June, a group of
men in South Carolina sent almost two hundred barrels of rice on a sloop that docked
in the port of Salem. The twenty or so men of South Carolina addressed the delivery
to Samuel Adams, John Hancock, and Paul Revere, declaring that the rice was
intended "for the Benefit of such Poor persons in Boston whose unfortunate
Circumstances occasion'd by the Operation of the Late Unconstitutional Act of the
British Parliament may be thought to stand in need of immediate Assistance."70
There are many examples of this type of action and address. In part because of the
networks already in place among key resistance leaders, the Boston Committee had a
window into the internal workings of other provinces and was able to act accordingly.

*****

The fifty-six men who attended the intercolonial Congress of 1774 were
products of twelve provincial worlds encompassing a wide range of economic
interests, religious traditions, and cultural backgrounds. Loosely linked by poor
communication and transportation networks, historically distrustful of one another,
and absorbed by local problems, the American provinces on the eve of the Revolution
seemed ill-prepared to effect a lasting union. Yet the colonies by this time had also
produced a group of cosmopolitan and popularly-elected political leaders who,
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though deeply loyal to their respective colonies, nevertheless had important
sensibilities and experiences in common. In fact, the men selected to serve as
deputies to the General Congress were surprisingly alike. Most were of the same
generation. All were highly literate-the majority lawyers, nearly all legislators.
Just as important, nearly all were members of the gentry, however that term was
defined in their local settings. This fact made them both legitimate as leaders and
compatible as colleagues.
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CHAPTER II
"THE LIVING IMAGE":
PORTRAITS OF A POLITICAL BODY

[The wax figures] amazed spectators in all ranks where they have been
exhibited. The figures they have brought here, shew the return of the
Prodigal Son, the celebrated Mr. Whitefield, and the beloved Farmer
of Philadelphia. Gentlemen acquainted with those admired personages
confess their obligations to the skill and industry of these Ladies for
reviving the former from the grave, and presenting his numberless
friends in Boston, with the living image of John Dickinson, Esq." 1
The Pennsylvania Chronicle
September 9-16, 1771

The men who attended the General Congress of 1774 were, with a few notable
exceptions, among the wealthiest and most powerful people in the British colonies.
Most were members of the first generation to come of age during the consumer
revolution that began in the 1740s, a major cultural and economic transformation that
was reflected in their material possessions, lifestyle, and behavior. The vast majority
of these men, and particularly those representing the southern colonies, lived in
capacious houses, surrounded themselves with matching dining room chairs and sets
of silverware and china, and dressed in suits made of the finest British wools and
silks. In Philadelphia, the congressional deputies' near-universal membership in this
transatlantic elite provided them with a set of mutually understood standards related
to manners and conduct that fostered a sense of community and facilitated their
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negotiations. For those who fell short of belonging to this group, such as Samuel
Adams, the forum required a cultural performance that went beyond politics and
diplomacy-an act that involved a new costume and the cultivation of intimate
associations with undisputed gentlemen such as Thomas Mifflin, John Dickinson, and
Richard Henry Lee.
Part ofthe world of the gentry involved replication and extemalization of
one's self in the form of portraits. Men had portraits made of themselves and hung
them in the formal spaces of their homes. These were images crafted to present an
idealized and complete understanding of the man's identity and place in society.
Valued as expensive decorative objects, these pieces of colored canvas were also
important to eighteenth-century people for intangible reasons and, like all cultural
artifacts, consciously or unconsciously reveal deep-seated values and desires. What
follows is a discussion of portraits made of the deputies to the General Congress prior
to 1774. Collectively, the images reveal their dependence on the British imports that
allowed them to maintain a genteel lifestyle and their conviction that they belonged to
a transatlantic class of gentlemen. A closer examination of portraits made of four
individuals-John Adams, Samuel Adams, Thomas Mifflin, and John Dickinsonallows for a more nuanced understanding ofthe role these respective individuals
would play at the 1774 Congress and introduces problems and themes that would
shape the meeting in Philadelphia.
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*****

A number of the delegates' portraits survive, and here we will take at least a
brieflook at twelve of them. Altogether, I have located nineteen paintings and three
engravings spread out among twelve artists. A young Benjamin West painted George
Ross of Pennsylvania in the mid-1750s. John Wollaston made portraits of two ofthe
delegates in the 1750s and 1760s: William Livingston ofNew Jersey and Peyton
Randolph of Virginia. In the 1760s, Jeremiah Theus made a portrait of Christopher
Gadsden of South Carolina, Benjamin Blyth drew a pastel of John Adams of
Massachusetts, and William Johnston painted Eliphalet Dyer and Silas Deane of
Connecticut. John Singleton Copley, probably the most famous and certainly the
most skilled of the colonial artists, painted delegate Samuel Adams ofMassachusetts
in the early 1770s. This portrait was the basis for an engraving. Charles Willson
Peale painted John Dickinson ofPennsylvania in 1770, George Washington of
Virginia and William Paca of Maryland in 1772, and Samuel Chase of Maryland in
1773. Dickinson's portrait would also be engraved and reproduced for public view at
least twice.
No less than three of the men who attended Congress were among the few
colonial Americans to have sat for more than one portrait by 1774: Thomas Mifflin
of Pennsylvania, Thomas Johnson ofMaryland, and Philip Livingston ofNew York.
Mifflin was painted in 1759 at age fourteen or fifteen by Benjamin West, and againthis time with his wife Sarah-by Copley in 1773. Thomas Johnson sat for John
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Hesselius in the late 1760s, and had an additional portrait made by Peale in 1772 that
also included his wife and three children. Philip Livingston sat for Thomas
Mcilworth in 1764 and Abraham Delanoy around 1772.
Some of these portraits are well-known, such as the painting by John
Singleton Copley of Samuel Adams at Boston's Museum of Fine Arts. Others are
obscure, unpublished, and reside in storage at various historical societies or in private
collections. The portrait ofEliphalet Dyer is in storage at the Connecticut Historical
Society, for example, and the Wollaston portrait of William Livingston is in storage
at the Fraunces Tavern Museum in New York City. A portrait of Christopher
Gadsden, probably by Jeremiah Theus, is owned privately and has proved difficult to
track down. 2
Portraits by the most well-regarded colonial artists, Copley and Charles
Willson Peale, are easier to find in print than paintings by lesser artists such as
William Johnston or John Hesselius. Of course, the fate of the sitter also plays a role
in determining whether the portrait survived the past two centuries. Following the
Revolution, the Peale portrait of George Washington, for instance, would have been
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considered far more precious than the portrait of a Loyalist like Joseph Galloway.
From the relatively small number of extant portraits we have today, we can conclude
that most ofthe delegates either did not have their portraits made before 1774 or that
many did have them made but the pictures do not survive or are unknown to scholars.
Ignoring the dozens of portraits later made of"Founding Fathers" like John
Adams and George Washington, we focus here on the comparatively modest pictures
of these men made before Congress began. It is also important to pay particular
attention to significant portraits made of delegates pre-177 4-even if those delegates
would not achieve greater fame during the Revolution. Only portraits made prior to
1774 can speak to who these men were-their place in society, the way they
understood and defined themselves, and what they valued-before the Congress and
the Revolution began. They are revealing clues into how these men would be
perceived at Congress and what role they would play there.

*****

One way to approach the subject of colonial portraiture is to compare
eighteenth-century portraits to the professional photographic portraits we know today.
Professional photographs are often taken at critical times in an individual's life such
as graduations, weddings, and to mark the growth of children. Likewise, eighteenthcentury portraits were often painted to commemorate a particular moment such as
marriage. As Margaretta Lovell has argued, portraits were intimately tied to domestic
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ideals and relationships. Displayed in the private spaces of people's homes and
documenting lines of inheritance, their primary purpose was to provide a personal
record of familial and communitynetworks. 3 Photographs today sometimes include
props or special visual effects-a wedding bouquet or a holiday background, for
example. Colonial portraits also frequently included objects such as fruit or animals
and a background ofland or draped fabric. In addition, today's photographs tend to
feature people wearing "special" clothes, whether this be an older woman in her
favorite dress, brothers in identical spotless shirts, or a young woman wearing the
black drape sometimes used for high school yearbook photographs. Eighteenthcentury portraits were no different; people wore their best clothes-and sometimes
the artist painted a woman in something "fake" that she would not have owned.
In many ways, however, it is incorrect to compare eighteenth-century portraits

with the professional photographs of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. First, it
was extremely expensive to pay an artist to make a portrait in the eighteenth century.
It has been estimated that no more than one percent of the population could afford it. 4

Cost helps explain why it was very rare for an eighteenth-century person to be painted
more than once during his or her life. The vast majority of colonial Americanseven the very elite-either could not afford or did not feel the need to own more than
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See Margaretta M. Lovell, Art in a Season of Revolution: Painters, Artisans, and Patrons in
Early America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005).
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See Ellen G. Miles, "The Portrait in America, 1750-1776," in American Colonial Portraits:
1700-1776, ed. Richard H. Saunders and Ellen G. Miles (Washington: Published by the Smithsonian
Institution Press for the National Portrait Gallery, 1987), 43-44. For a general text on colonial
portraiture, see Wayne Craven, Colonial American Portraiture: The Economic, Religious, Social,
Cultural, Philosophical, Scientific, and Aesthetic Foundations (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1986).
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one portrait of themselves. For this reason, portraits usually needed to sum up an
individual's whole life in a single image. As the eighteenth-century artist Jonathan
Richardson explained: "Upon the sight of a Portrait, the Character, and MasterStrokes of the History of the Person it represents are apt to flow in upon the Mind,
and to be the Subject of Conversation: So that to sit for one's Picture is to have an
Abstract of one's Life written, and published."5 For most people, there was just one
opportunity to be memorialized inside a frame. Sitters usually used it to present an
idealized version of themselves. This was their chance to convey what they saw as
most important about who they were and to choose the physical presentation that best
captured the way they hoped to be perceived by other people. A portrait was
intended to be more than a simple likeness; it was supposed to communicate the
whole of a person. It was, in short, an autobiography in paint.
Another major difference between colonial portraits and modem photography
is that a photograph-though its subject may be manipulated and captured in a
somewhat inauthentic way-is still a representation of a moment that existed in time.
This was not true for portraits. Eighteenth-century portraits were completely
fictional; they were pigments brushed onto on a blank rectangle, and not necessarily a
genuine representation of anyone or anything. If desired, faces could be rendered
more beautiful or ordinary, and qualities considered unattractive could be minimized
or left out. Clothes, furnishings, and backgrounds in colonial portraits were
sometimes imaginary, or they were items never owned by the sitter; this was
5

Quoted in Miles, "The Portrait in America, 1750-1776" in American Colonial Portraits:
1700-1776,45.
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especially the case for the objects and architectural backgrounds presented in full-size
portraits and for women's clothes. One well-known example is the blue dress that
appears in three separate portraits by Copley, including that ofMercy Otis Warren,
and exposes intricate connections and alliances among the sitters' families. 6
For an eighteenth-century artist putting paint on a canvas, in other words,
there was much room for invention, imagination, and myth. Even if a sitter was
painted in his own clothes (as men mostly were) with a representation ofhis own
estate, lands, or ships in the background, it is important to remember that portraits
preserve a moment in time that was never there. The sitter and artist, with a third
party if the picture were commissioned, would have collaborated to determine how
the picture would appear. Together, they made decisions based on current fashions,
traditional understandings of what a portrait should look like, the artist's abilities and
preferences, and the sitter's or patron's personal taste. As such, portraits serve as a
form of social commentary, communicating the values and mores of a culture and
time.

*****

Although the circumstances of a portrait's creation were usually tied to the
sitter's family structure and to his or her place in the local community, the painting
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See Margaretta M. Lovell, "The Empirical Eye: Copley's Women and the Case of the Blue
Dress," chap. 3 in Art in a Season of Revolution: Painters, Artisans, and Patrons in Early America, 4993.
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itself was also a product of the Atlantic marketplace. Provincial artists often
borrowed ideas about fashion, pose, props, and composition directly from British
mezzotint engravings. 7 The mezzotints were helpful because they allowed people
who lived far away from London to follow the latest British fashions and trends; by
copying from them sitters showed that they belonged among the elite of a
transatlantic community. Engravings were especially useful when determining how
the body and facial features should be arranged in a composition.
The plates and text in the oft-quoted etiquette manual The Rudiments for
Genteel Behavior, published in England in the late 1730s and available to people in
the British colonies, indicated how British gentlemen and women should carry
themselves. 8 This type of publication, sometimes called prescriptive literature in that
it was written to offer advice, reinforced the importance of genteel behaviors to
communicating status in colonial society. The author of the pamphlet provided
explicit, detailed instructions to both men and women on how to do things like stand,
walk, bow, offer, and receive.
The first section of this manual, called "Standing," features an engraved plate
(Figure 4) and an accompanying description of the right way for a man to position his
head and face: "The Head erect and tumd, as in this Figure, will be right, as will the

7

Mezzotints are engravings in copper. For more information on artists' borrowings from
mezzotints, see Trevor Fairbrother, "John Singleton Copley's Use of British Mezzotints for his
American Portraits: A Reappraisal Prompted By New Discoveries," Arts Magazine 55 (March 1981):
122-130; F. A. Sweet, "Mezzotint Sources of American Colonial Portraits," Art Quarterly 14 (1951):
148-157. People in the colonies copied and/or recombined elements from British architectural pattern
books in much the same way.
8

Francois Nivelon, The Rudiments of Genteel Behavior (London, 1737).
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Fig. 4. "Standing," from The Rudiments of Genteel Behavior (1737)
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manly Boldness in the Face, temper'd with becoming Modesty." It continues with
instructions on how to hold the rest of the body:
the Arms must fall easy, not close to the Sides, and the Bend of the
Elbow, at its due Distance, will permit the right Hand to place itself in
the Waistcoat easy and genteel, as in this Figure is represented; but
any rising or falling the Hand from that Place, will make it appear
lame, and consequently disagreeable; the Hat shou'd be plac'd easy
under the left Arm, and that Wrist must be free and straight, and the
Hand support itself above the Sword-Hilt; the Sword exactly plac'd as
shewn in this Figure, is the only proper and genteel Situation for it; the
whole Body must rest on the right Foot, and the right Knee ... the left
Leg must be foremost, and only bear its own weight, and both Feet
must be turn' d outwards, as shewn by this Figure, neither more or less,
but exactly.
An image like this one would be the prototype of gentility to which men would

asptre.
Elements of this posture appear in several of the portraits of men who would
attend the 1774 General Congress. The placement ofthe legs is repeated exactly,
though reversed, in the full-length portrait of William Paca (Figure 5) by Charles
Willson Peale. In the portrait of George Washington (Figure 6), also by Peale,
Washington's sword is placed in the exact position called for in the "Standing" figure.
Four portraits feature the man's hand in his waistcoat: Hesselius' Thomas Johnson
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Fig. 5. Charles Willson Peale, William Paca, 1772,
Peabody Institute of Baltimore, Maryland
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Fig. 6. Charles Willson Peale, George Washington, 1772,
Washington & Lee University, Lexington, Virginia
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and Matthew Tilghman, Silas Deane, and George Washington. Others, such as
Eliphalet Dyer and Delanoy's Philip Livingston, have waistcoat buttons undone
somewhere in the torso area, and the pose suggests that the sitter just removed his
hand from there. Though partly a convention of portraiture, it is also likely that
mannerisms like resting a hand inside the waistcoat were common and habitual
among colonial gentlemen.
In addition to the influence of prescriptive literature, another factor to consider
with regard to a sitter's posture is the use of stays-the eighteenth-century version of
the corset. Portraits of men often portray them with sloping shoulders and this
feature, though sometimes attributed to a deficiency in an artist's technique, was more
likely based on--or at least inspired by-a gentleman's real posture. Eighteenthcentury gentry held their bodies this way because as children they were dressed,
sometimes from a very early age, in stays. 9 Stays forced wearers to sit up straight,
drop their shoulders, and stick out their chest. Both boys and girls wore stays, though
boys stopped wearing them at the time of their breeching sometime after the age of
five. By that time, however, the garment had shaped a boy's body and permanently
affected his posture and carriage.

*****

9

The cut of extant eighteenth-century clothes reveals that people actually had a different
shape then. See Linda Baumgarten, What Clothes Reveal: The Language of Clothing in Colonial and
Federal America (New Haven and London: The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in association with
Yale University Press, 2002), 121-122.
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In addition to pose and posture, another priority of the sitter and artist was the
appearance of the facial features. Control of facial expressions and movements was
an important part of the body management and self-regulation associated with
gentility and refinement. An eighteenth-century text, Human Physiognomy
Explain 'd, published in 1747, describes the ideal picture of a face in this way: "no

Muscle can be said to have any particular Action, and ... every Muscle in its respective
Place only conspires to form the pleasing Symmetry and Proportion that appears thro'
the Whole." 10 One of the engravings in that text, "A Countenance in an Easy
Composure" (Figure 7), is actually quite similar to the renderings of the faces in this
group of portraits. With the exceptions of Samuel Adams and possibly Samuel
Chase, all the portraits here do present sitters with a composed and relaxed facial
expression that includes the same kind of unfocused gaze.
Etiquette books indicate that the appearance of the mouth was particularly
important. As The Rudiments of Genteel Behavior suggests, a person's lips "must be
just join' d to keep the Features regular." Another etiquette manual of the period also
cautioned: "Do not Puff up the Cheeks, Loll not out the tongue rub the Hands, or
beard, thrust out the lips, or bite them or keep the Lips too open or too Close." 11
Again, the sitters in these portraits have the requisite closed but not pursed lips that
often turn up at the ends in a small smile.

10

Quoted in David Steinberg, "Facing Paintings and Painting Faces before Lavater" in
Painting and Portrait Making In the American Northeast, ed. Peter Benes (Boston: Boston University,
1995), 201-216.
11
Quoted in Richard Bushman, The Refinement ofAmerica: Persons, Houses, Cities (New
York: Knopf, 1992), 64.
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Fig. 7. "A Countenance in an Easy Composure," from
Human Physiognomy Explain 'd (1747)
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Sitters cared about the way their faces appeared in portraits because there was
an expectation in colonial America that the presentation of a person's external
qualities revealed internal characteristics. 12 It was important that a person's facial
features send the appropriate message. George Washington wrote a letter in the midst
of his sitting for Charles Willson Peale that reveals concern about the facial
expressions he was presenting to the artist:
Inclination having yielded to Importunity, I am now contrary to all
expectation under the hands of Mr. Peale; but in so grave-so sullen a
Mood-and now and then under the influence of Morpheus, when
some critical strokes are making, that I fancy the skill of this
Gentlemen's Pencil, will be put to it, in describing to the World what
manner of Man I am. 13
Wondering ifthe final portrait would capture the serious and occasionally sleepy
expressions on his face, Washington hoped that Peale could transcend these facial
configurations to reveal the image of himself that he wished to project.

*****
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The study of heads and faces to reveal inner qualities would eventually become a science
known as physiognomy. See Steinberg, "Painting Faces and Facing Paintings before Lavater" in
Painting and Portrait Making in the American Northeast.
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George Washington to Jonathan Boucher, 21 May 1772, The Selected Papers of Charles
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All portraits are a window into an important aspect of eighteenth-century
material culture: dress. In the eighteenth century, clothes and accessories were a
direct and personal way for an individual to communicate his or her position and role
in society. They differentiated men from women, adults from children, enslaved
black people from white people, and gentlemen from laborers. In the hierarchical
society of colonial America, clothes were a universal language that instantly
communicated a set of messages about a person's occupation, stage in the life cycle,
and social status.
In formal, public settings-and in their portraits--colonial gentlemen
generally wore wigs. Though beginning to go out of fashion by the 1770s, wigs
continued to be a sign of luxury and gentility. Sometimes made of human hair but
also made with the hair of horses and goats, they were expensive, impractical for
physical labor, and time-consuming to maintain. Since the powder could get
everywhere (to some extent an inevitability-Copley's sitters sometimes have
powder on their shoulders), people wearing them had to be particularly careful in
their movements.
In this group of portraits, there are men wearing powdered wigs, unpowdered
wigs, and their own hair.

14

Among those in powdered wigs are John Adams,

Delanoy's Philip Livingston (in a very similar wig to the one Adams wears), Peyton

14

There is also variation in the shape of the different wigs. Adams and Philip Livingston
wear a teased, frizzy-looking bob, for example, while Ross and Dyer wear curled wigs parted in the
center. See Karin Calvert, "The Function of Fashion in Eighteenth-Century America" in Of
Consuming Interests: The Style ofLife in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Cary Carson, Ronald Hoffman,
and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville: Published for the United States Capitol Historical Society by the
University Press of Virginia, 1994), 252-283.
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Randolph, Samuel Adams, George Ross, Matthew Tilghman, and Eliphalet Dyer.
Men portrayed in unpowdered wigs are William Livingston, Hesselius' Thomas
Johnson, William Paca, and West's Thomas Mifflin. The fewest number are in their
own hair: probably Silas Deane, Copley's Thomas Mifflin, and Peale's Thomas
Johnson. To be painted without a wig was unusual given that wigs were a key
element of formal dress for elite men during this period.
While at Congress, also a situation calling for a formal costume, most of the
delegates probably spent time each morning with a barber who would tease or curl
their hair or wig. If powdering the wig, a barber would first treat it with a greasy
substance called pomantum and then blow white powder onto the head from a tube
(Figure 8). The grooming process could be time-consuming. While in Philadelphia,
Delaware delegate George Read wrote to his wife that he spent the hours before
Congress "Shaving, Washing, breakfasting, waiting an Hour for the Barber's coming,
[and] near half an Hour under his hands." Deane at one point mentioned in a letter
that he wrote while waiting for his barber. We can also confirm that Rhode Island
delegates Samuel Ward and Stephen Hopkins used barbers since both included a line
for the "barber's bill" in their accounts of expenses. 15

15

George Read to Gertrude Read, 25 September 1774, Letters of Delegates to Congress,
1774-1789, vol. 1, ed. Paul Smith (Washington: Library of Congress, 1976), 101; henceforth this
volume will be referred to as LDC; Silas Deane to Elizabeth Deane, 4 September 1774, LDC, 19;
William Read Staples, Rhode Island in the Continental Congress, 1765-1790 (1870; reprint, New
York: Da Capo Press, 1971 ), 18-20. The details of grooming and powdering a wig come from Karin
Calvert, "The Function of Fashion in Eighteenth-Century America" in Of Consuming Interests, 269.
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Fig. 8. James Caldwell after a painting by John Collet,
"The Englishman in Paris," 1770, Colonial Williamsburg Collection
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Not all of the delegates wore a wig, and at least one did not curl his hair. Two
of these exceptions drew comment from John Adams and Silas Deane in the first
weeks at Congress. Adams recorded that William Livingston ofNew York was "a
plain Man, tall, black, wears his Hair-nothing elegant or genteel about him." Deane
described Thomas Lynch in a similar way: "He wears his hair strait," he wrote, and
"carries with him more Force in his very appearance, than most powdered Folks, in
their Conversation." 16 Deane's description of Lynch, which also included reference
to his suit made of homespun cloth, discussed below, is interesting because in its
distinction between those who used powder and those who did not, it somehow
manages to communicate both the status associated with powdered hair and the
superficiality of that status. That Adams and Deane made these comments suggests
that real hair was probably unusual at Congress.

*****
Colonial gentlemen wore different types of clothes depending on the weather
and the relative formality or informality of an occasion. 17 An explanation of an
eighteenth-century man's wardrobe will help contextualize specific portraits. The
most formal kind of men's attire (and the one that appears most often in portraits) was
16

John Adams, diary, 1 September 1774, LDC, 6; Silas Deane to Elizabeth Deane, 7
September 1774, LDC, 34.
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the three-piece suit that included a coat, waistcoat, and breeches. 18 Underneath the
suit a man wore a linen shirt, and around his neck he wore a white scarf-like item
called a stock or cravat. Stockings covered his lower legs, and his shoes-often with
high heels-were fastened with decorative buckles. White stockings, a white stock,
and white shirt cuffs that extended past a gentleman's coat sleeves served as a kind of
frame that drew attention not only to the color, fabric, and cut of a man's suit but also
to his face and the movements ofhis body. It was difficult to keep these white fabrics
clean and pressed, and they were a reminder of the wearer's freedom from dirty
physical labor. The white stockings also emphasized a gentleman's calves-a
physical feature so prized that a man could buy false calves if he thought himself too
scrawny. 19
Peale's enormous full-length portrait ofWilliam Paca (Figure 5) is a good
example of a gentleman's costume, and it is reasonable to assume-since the painting
was made in 1772-that Paca wore this same suit when he appeared as a delegate at
the 177 4 Congress. Paca' s suit appears to be silk, the most expensive of fabrics.
Other suits, such as the brown one in the portrait of Samuel Adams (Figure 10), were
made from different kinds ofwool. Regardless of the particular fabric, a gentleman's
clothing was supposed to be smooth in texture and richly dyed. Though by the last
quarter of the eighteenth century men's clothes tended to be made in darker and
18

The particular cut of a man's suit did change over the years, as some of the portraits
illustrate. For example, the cuffs of coats were quite large until the 1760s when they began to shrink.
Eliphalet Dyer (Figure 1) was portrayed wearing a coat with very wide cuffs in the mid-1760s, as was
Thomas Johnson (Figure 9) when he sat for John Hesselius around the same time. Later portraits, like
those ofPaca (Figure 5) and Samuel Chase (Figure 3), depict coats with somewhat smaller cuffs.
Also, as the eighteenth century progressed, waistcoats became shorter and coats grew smaller.
19
Karin Calvert, "The Function of Fashion in Eighteenth-Century America," 274.
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Fig. 9. John Hesselius, Thomas Johnson, ca. 1765, Maryland Historical Society
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Fig. 10. John Singleton Copley, Samuel Adams, ca. 1772,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
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blander colors, in the 1760s and 1770s men still sometimes dressed in bright hues.
Colorful silks, multi-colored decorative embroidery, and smooth wool fabrics like
broadcloth would have stood out next to the coarse, neutral-colored fabrics used to make
the clothes of laborers, sailors, and slaves.
Eighteenth-century people of all classes wore the same clothes for many
years-sometimes decades. Because ofthe cost of textiles and tailoring, good suits
and dresses were considered valuable and were even bequeathed to heirs in wills to be
altered and worn anew by another generation. Sometimes a garment would be
literally taken apart and sewn back together when it needed thorough cleaning. Parts
like cuffs might be replaced, or the fabric reversed to prolong the garment's life.
When a gentleman had a suit made, then, it was an investment that would be around
for a long time.
Elite eighteenth-century men did not always wear a formal suit, but most of
the time they chose to be represented wearing one. A man elected to be painted
wearing flattering and expensive clothes that could communicate his worldly success
and make him look his best. There are a couple of instances in this group of portraits,
however, when a man does not wear the formal suit. Thomas Johnson was unusual in
that he appeared in a portrait wearing clothes he probably did not own (something
that, as mentioned earlier, was much more typical for female sitters). Painted by
Peale in 1772, Johnson (Figure 11) and his family appear wearing VanDyck
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Fig. 11. Charles Willson Peale, Thomas Johnson and Family, 1772,
C. Burr Artz Library, Frederick, MD
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costumes. 20 It was still rather unusual for a family to be painted together on one
canvas; perhaps Mrs. Johnson wanted to be portrayed in fanciful dress, and this
preference led to the decision to make the costume throughout the portrait consistent.
Another factor to consider is that Johnson had been painted once before by John
Hesselius; that portrait is much more traditional.
A second divergence from the formal suit was Copley's Thomas Mifflin
(Figure 18) who, in a portrait that will be discussed at length later, wears a frock coat.
Frock coats, which had turndown collars, did not fit as tightly as formal coats and
were appropriate attire for less formal settings and occasions. 21 Fancier versions of
these coats would become formal wear in the late eighteenth century, and Mifflin may
have been anticipating this trend-or he may have consciously rejected the formality
of the formal, tight-fitting coat in lieu of a garment more compatible with the relaxed
nature of this particular portrait.
The frock coat was an alternative to the formal coat, and so was the long,
loose gown known as a banyan. Men would wear these at home, while at the same
time exchanging their wigs for soft caps (Figure 12). Silas Deane, recovering from
illness during his first days in Philadelphia, referred to one of these when he wrote
"This Day is so excessive that I set in my Gown and Write for I dare not venture out
much thro' Fear of a Return of my disorder." 22 Only rarely did men choose to be
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Fig. 12. Men's banyans and caps, Colonial Williamsburg Collection, from
Linda Baumgarten, What Clothes Reveal (Williamsburg, 2002)
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painted wearing something so private and informal. But with delegates Christopher
Gadsden, Silas Deane, and Eliphalet Dyer all staying at the same lodging place, for
example, it is possible that they spent time in one another's company wearing these
alternate, more comfortable-but nonetheless genteel-forms of dress.

In preparation for the Congress, we know that at least four of the delegates
acquired new clothing. In early July of 1774, John Adams wrote to Abigail while on
the court circuit:
I think it will be necessary to make me up, a Couple of Pieces of new
Linnen. I am told, they wash miserably, at N. York, the Jerseys and
Philadelphia too in Comparison of Boston, and am advised to carry a
great deal ofLinnen. Whether to make me a Suit of new Cloaths, at
Boston or to make them at Phyladelphia, and what to make I know

The women of a household were usually the ones to sew new linen shirts, so Adams
was letting his wife know in advance that she would need to obtain linen and
construct the garments he required. Silas Deane and Eliphalet Dyer of Connecticut
purchased clothes in New York on their way to Philadelphia. The two men had
breakfast with a Mr. Sherbrooke who, Deane reported, "went with us to fit us with
clothes." Deane complained, "I am not well suited, but took the best I could find."
He went on to describe the "villainous carelessness" of his tailor who brought him "a
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suit of clothes quite unfit for me, so I had to set him to work anew, and wear my old
ones, and now expect to be detained on his account in the moming."24
Samuel Adams's daughter would recall that an anonymous donor arranged for
a tailor, hatter, and shoemaker to visit the Adams's house one day about a week
before her father departed for Philadelphia. Several days after taking his
measurements, a trunk appeared with all of the items needed to outfit a British
gentleman: "a complete suit of clothes, two pairs of shoes of the best style, a set of
silver shoe-buckles, a set of gold knee-buckles, an elegant cocked hat, a gold-headed
cane, a red cloak, and a number of minor articles ofwearing-apparel."25 These were a
gift from an unknown person or group of people who understood the importance of
Adams' physical presentation when meeting with other provincial leaders at the
intercolonial Congress. Given the colony's widespread reputation as being overly
republican, the benefactor knew that for Adams to arrive in Philadelphia wearing a
shabby suit would only reinforce this stereotype and alienate the Massachusetts
delegation from the powerful deputies representing the more aristocratic South.
Wanting to appear moderate, cool, and deliberate, Samuel Adams donned this tailored
suit accented with polished gold and silver and masqueraded as a British gentleman.
To show up in a homespun suit simply would not do.
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However, a homespun suit was exactly what Thomas Lynch of South
Carolina chose to wear to the intercolonial Congress. The remarks made by John
Adams and Silas Deane regarding William Livingston's and Thomas Lynch's hair
also included reference to their clothes. John Adams described Livingston as "a plain
Man, tall, black," and Thomas Lynch, according to Deane, wore "the Manufacture of
this Country, is plain, Sensible, above Ceremony ... wears his hair strait, his Cloaths in
the plainest order, and is highly esteemed."26 For Lynch, this was a performance not
of gentility-which for Lynch, a fantastically wealthy South Carolinian, was
assumed-but of radicalism and explicit support for the non-importation pact
proposed by Massachusetts earlier that year. It was a political decision that displayed
Lynch's history of support for non-importation agreements-he had been central to
his colony's efforts to maintain the boycott in the late 1760s-and also his support for
a Continental Association and his alliance with Massachusetts. 27 Whether or not to
renew colony-wide non-importation and non-exportation was a contested issue at the
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1774 Congress, and Lynch's decision to appear in homespun woven in the colonies
made clear from the start where he stood on the question. Indeed, he proved a strong
supporter ofboth-and from the first day of Congress, when Lynch proposed Charles
Thomson as Secretary for the intercolonial meeting, consistently demonstrated that
his loyalties were with Samuel Adams and his allies. 28
Samuel Adams, the commoner who led the Boston crowd, had to dress up in
an expensive suit in order to prove his credentials as a gentleman in Congress.
Draped in a scarlet cloak of fine British cloth, his hat, suit, and shoes of the latest
style, Adams could present himself as the social equal of the powerful southern
delegates. Lynch-a respected southerner of enormous wealth--could afford to
forego that costly suit and instead wear coarse homespun to advertise his support of
non-importation and his alliance with the people of Boston. Everybody knew that
Lynch could dress in the finest clothes, but that he chose not to. Adams's origins and
reputation made his social status less clear and he needed to prove that he belonged
among the leading men of the American provinces. Both of these men understood the
language of goods in British America and used dress as a way to communicate.
The messages sent by Adams in his British wool and Lynch in his
homespun-and by the sitters in all of these portraits-expose the wide reach and
28

Lynch's appearance at Congress in locally produced textiles was certainly not the first or
only time a South Carolina political leader wore homespun. When Christopher Gadsden's wife Mary
had died in July of 1769, newspapers up and down the seaboard reported that Gadsden wore blue
homespun instead of black mourning clothes. The same issue of the South Carolina Gazette that
carried news of her funeral also announced a non-consumption agreement, and before long, the
newspaper noted that many people in South Carolina were wearing homespun garments. See E. Stanly
Godbold, Jr. and Robert H. Woody, Christopher Gadsden and the American Revolution (Knoxville:
University of Tennessee Press, 1982), 82.
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implications of the consumer revolution that was reshaping the British Atlantic world
during the mid-eighteenth century. Beginning in the 1740s, material goods of all
kinds-and particularly textiles-were introduced into the American marketplace on
an unprecedented scale. The resulting explosion of consumer choice transformed
Americans' relationships to objects. It also affected behavior, as Americans imported
in greater quantities not only cloth but also prescriptive literature and mezzotints.
This new consumerism transcended the boundaries of local communities, creating a
link among people throughout the colonies as they collectively negotiated a new
material world. The very act of consuming loosely stitched together a scattered
people, connecting communities from New Hampshire to New Jersey to South
Carolina in what Timothy Breen has called an "Empire of Goods." 29
The men who attended the 1774 Congress were disproportionately affected by
these changes. Indeed, it was people of their demographic-generally affluent,
urban, and transatlantic in sensibility-who were most directly affected by the
consumer revolution. Thus the men who attended the 1774 Congress, representing
provinces with distinct histories and agendas, found common ground as consumers of
British goods and cultural practices. However much the twelve provinces represented
29

See T. H. Breen, The Marketplace ofRevolution: How Consumer Politics Shaped American
Independence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004); T. H. Breen, '"Baubles of Britain': The
American and Consumer Revolutions ofthe Eighteenth Century" in Of Consuming Interests: The Style
ofLife in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Cary Carson, Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert
(Charlottesville: Published for the United States Capitol Historical Society by the University Press of
Virginia, 1994), 444-482. Breen analyzes the complex relationship between British colonists and the
Atlantic marketplace in the eighteenth century and traces how this relationship shaped the coming of
the Revolution. He argues that the non-importation pacts of the 1760s were a novel form of protest that
was a natural extension (or inversion) of the consumer revolution. The act of abstaining from
consumption became a political tool that could mobilize people throughout the provinces.
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in the General Congress differed from one another, their leading men had much in
common. All participated in a cosmopolitan culture and shared common standards of
genteel self-presentation emanating from London.
However, since gentility and particularly genteel dress were inextricably
linked to the importation of goods produced elsewhere in the world-goods that, no
matter where they came from, had to go through an English port before reaching the
colonies as dictated by the Navigation Acts-the deputies to Congress faced
something of a dilemma. Ironically, the very goods that supported their status as
cosmopolitan gentlemen were the ones that had to be abandoned in the case of a nonimportation and non-consumption pact. Their collective decisions threatened the
same cultural and material world that unified them.
At the 1774 Congress, Samuel Adams and Thomas Lynch appeared as
opposites-one in a new suit of imported cloth, the other in homespun-but together
they expressed a unique and unprecedented cultural moment. Each used the mutually
understood sartorial vocabulary of the consumer revolution to advance their political
and diplomatic goals. Adams donned his wool jacket fully recognizing the colonies'
utter dependence on imports from abroad and how central these objects were to
Americans' identity and social status-not to mention political credibility. Lynch, on
the other hand, sought to highlight the dependence Britain had on this rampant
consumerism. The suit was a testament to his belief, shared by many others, that a
coordinated non-importation movement could successfully disrupt the marketplace
and pressure the British government to rescind the Coercive Acts.
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*****
The rest of the chapter takes a closer look at portraits of four individuals who
attended the 1774 Congress, noting the ways in which the representations of these
men diverge from typical eighteenth-century portraits in both the circumstances of
their creation and their content-and how these differences illuminate the role these
men played at the General Congress. We begin with a very ordinary portrait of John
Adams, the comparatively inexperienced and painfully provincial deputy from
Massachusetts. Though John Adams would in time become one of the most
important members of Congress and a famous Revolutionary figure, he did not enjoy
that stature on the provincial or continental scale in 1774. Unlike Samuel Adams, he
was not known up and down the continent as a leader of the resistance movement. In
the coming decades, John Adams would be painted several times by the best artists of
his day, but the only portrait that existed of him in the early 1770s was a pastel made
in 1766 (Figure 13). Adams and his wife probably had their portraits made in 1766
during a trip to Salem to visit Abigail's sister Mary and her husband Richard
Cranch. 30 John and Abigail Adams had married about two years earlier, and it was
common for portraits to be made of a newly married couple.
The artist, Benjamin Blyth, a twenty-year-old native of Salem, Massachusetts,
was himself young and inexperienced. He and his brother Samuel were both painters
who catered to the needs oflocal families, though Benjamin made more portraits and
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Andrew Oliver, Portraits ofJohn and Abigail Adams (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 1967), 8.
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Fig. 13. Benjamin Blyth, John Adams, 1764, Massachusetts Historical Society
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Samuel tended to do other kinds of decorative painting. Benjamin worked primarily
in pastels, a medium never as popular or highly-regarded as oil paint, and he would
not begin to sign his work-an indication of self-consciousness as an artist-until
1767. 31 In 1766, therefore, he was a still a young, amateur artist who provided a
valued service to Salem and North Shore people, and particularly to clergymen,
merchants, physicians, and lawyers such as John Adams.
In the Blyth portrait, John Adams wears a rather large, frizzed powdered wig
and a gray formal suit with matching coat and waistcoat. Around his neck is a white
stock. The background is plain, and there are no other objects in the image. The John
Adams presented here is a young, married professional who belongs to a
circumscribed community ofwell-offlocal families. The pastel was made for
personal reasons-to commemorate his marriage and the establishment of his
household and practice. The portraits of John and Abigail would hang together in
their home, a sign of wealth, a symbol of their marital union and social position, and a
reminder ofhow they looked as they established their family and household. 32

31

Part of the reason for this preference was probably the hardiness of the material; pastels are
fragile, and can rub off when a picture is moved or touched. Blyth's first advertisement as a lirnner in
The Salem Gazette in 1769 read: "Benjamin Blyth draws crayons at his father's house in the great
street leading to Marblehead." See Theodore Bolton, Early American Portrait Draughtsmen in
Crayons (New York: Kennedy Graphics, Inc., 1970), 7; James Thomas Flexner and Linda Bantel
Samter, The Face of Liberty: Founders of the United States (New York: Clarkson N. Potter, Inc.,
1975), 266.
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As one scholar has noted, the Blyth portraits of John and Abigail Adams have been
retouched and restored many times, and long before modem conservation practices. The portrait we
see today looks different from the picture that hung in the Adams's house. In fact, these images are
not even reliable examples of Blyth's style; one must look to the artist's pictures of forgotten
Massachusetts residents to get a clearer understanding of how he drew portraits. While the pastel of
John Adams originally forecast an ordinary, localized life for the sitter, the portrait we are left with
today actually reveals in its retouched appearance the fame and importance Adams would achieve in
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The pastel of John Adams was a typical eighteenth-century portrait. Made by
a local artist for entirely personal reasons, Adams's costume, and the format of
separate side-by-side images of John and his wife were conventional. John Singleton
Copley's portrait of Samuel Adams, made in the early 1770s, is the complete opposite
in every respect. Its explicitly political and public message and use correspond with
the more central role Samuel Adams would play at the General Congress.
John Hancock commissioned John Singleton Copley to paint this portrait of
Adams. 33 Hancock could afford what Copley charged, which by 1770 was an
enormous sum and considerably more than any other artist. Copley completed the
painting in either 1770 or 1772; it is unclear whether he painted it before or after a
trip to New York. 34 Around the same time, Hancock commissioned Copleyto paint
an image of himself as well-a smaller portrait not nearly as impressive as the one
Copley had made ofHancock years earlier in 1765. Though impossible to know, I
would suggest that it was the 1765 Copley portrait of Hancock (Figure 14) and the
early 1770s portrait of Adams that hung together in Hancock's drawing room. The
two portraits are the same size and are visually linked by the open books (in
Hancock's case, a ledger) prominently featured in each image.
later years. See Bettina A. Norton, "The Brothers Blyth: Salem In Its Heyday" in Painting and
Portrait Making in the American Northeast, ed. Peter Benes (Boston: Boston University, 1995), 54.
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John Miller, Sam Adams: Pioneer in Propaganda (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company,
1936), 254.
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Jules David Prown, John Singleton Copley (Cambridge: Published for the National Gallery
of Art, Washington by Harvard University Press, 1966). Prown suggests that the portrait could have
been made in 1770 following the event it depicts, or after the election of May 1772 when Hancock and
Adams were both re-elected to the legislature. He contends, "The purpose of the commission was to
emphasize that the two men were still united politically, despite Hutchinson's hopes that Hancock had
become disenchanted with radicalism" (83-84). For more on Copley see also Carrie Rebora et. al.,
John Singleton Copley in America (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1995).
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Fig. 14. John Singleton Copley, John Hancock, 1765,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Deposited by City of Boston
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Unlike the majority of colonial portraits, the Adams image refers to a specific
moment in time: the day after the Boston Massacre when Adams confronted
Governor Thomas Hutchinson and demanded the removal of the British troops from
Boston. The objects in the painting all tell the story of Adams's outspoken defiance.
Adams clenches with his right hand a rolled petition that reads "Instructions
of... Town Boston." With his left hand, Adams points at the Massachusetts charter
and seal. What is most affecting about the portrait is Adams's facial expression and
body language. Through his intense gaze, Adams challenges the viewer of the work
just as he challenged Hutchinson. 35 It is a political portrait, of a political man, but the
weight of the sitter's passion also makes it seem somehow personal.
This portrait of Samuel Adams was, first and foremost, a piece ofpolitical
propaganda. Though it was displayed in what was ostensibly a private home,
Hancock and Adams wanted it made for political reasons. It would have hung in the
semi-public spaces of the house where a number of political meetings occurred in the
early 1770s. People who visited Hancock found Samuel Adams glaring at them from
the wall, reminding them of the Boston Massacre and Adams's much admired public
resistance to the governor's authority following that incident. The portrait served as
a reminder of Hancock's political alliance with Adams and, by extension, his role as
advocate for the people of Boston.
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Rebora, John Singleton Copley in America, 275-277. For a general discussion of Copley's
portraits of men with a particularly focus on that of Joshua Henshaw, another opposition leader painted
by Copley following the confrontation with Hutchinson, see Lovell, "The Remembering Eye: Copley's
Men and the Case of Joshua Henshaw," chap. 4 in Art in a Season ofRevolution: Painters, Artisans,
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If contemporary observer Peter Oliver was even partially correct in his
assessment ofthe relationship between Hancock and Adams, in which a shrewd
Adams continually manipulated a gullible and dull Hancock, the portrait also kept
Adams's presence inserted constantly into the susceptible mind of his associate. It
served as a reminder to Hancock, and the many guests in his home, of Adams's
power over the mind and substantial economic resources of this wealthy merchant. 36
Adams's confrontational and popular face, packaged, beautifully framed, and hung
among the finery of Hancock's drawing room, lent Adams respectability and
legitimacy as a provincial leader that his own economic situation could not provide.
Copley painted Samuel Adams wearing a formal suit of dark reddish-brown
wool with fabric-covered buttons. There is no embroidery on the suit, and the linen
ruffles at the wrists are very simple. The suit coat bulges strangely on his left side
and there are two buttons undone near the top of the waistcoat. Because sitters are so
often portrayed with a calm and composed facial structure and a genteel, relaxed
pose, the presentation of Adams's body here seems decidedly ungenteel by
comparison. 37 This representation of Adams served his and Hancock's political
agenda in Massachusetts, but it would not serve Massachusetts' diplomatic agenda in
Philadelphia. Indeed, the Congress would be a challenge for the Massachusetts
delegation both politically and culturally. Adams would need to embody a different,
less confrontational message when coming face-to-face with other provincial leaders
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Douglass Adair and John A. Schutz, eds., Peter Oliver's Origin and Progress of the
American Rebellion: A Tory View (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1961), 39-41.
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in the summer of 1774. The Congress would require a different kind of performance
from Samuel Adams, in which he acted the gentleman and the martyr in his new suit
and silver shoe buckles.
Samuel Adams's image took another step into the public world when Paul
Revere made an engraving based on the portrait in early 1774. Mezzotint engravings,
as noted earlier, were common in Britain and the colonies by the 1770s. In addition
to their use by artists, engravings also appeared in newspapers and magazines to
illustrate stories and provide visual interest. People often purchased prints of
imported or locally produced engravings and hung them on the walls of their homes,
and particularly in the central halls and stairways of Georgian-style buildings. 38
The silversmith Paul Revere was not a professional artist but, supplying a
growing need, he did make a number of competent engravings in the early 1770s.
Though best-known for his rendering of the Boston Massacre, he also made a portrait
ofWilliam Pitt in 1771, images for Ames Almanac and Susannah Carter's Frugal
Housewife in 1772, and plates for the Royal American Magazine, including portraits

of Samuel Adams and Hancock in mid-1774. The Royal American Magazine first
appeared in January 1774 and reached about one thousand subscribers. The Hancock
engraving was included in the March issue, and the portrait of Samuel Adams
appeared the next month as the frontispiece (Figure 15). 39
38

See John Dolmetsch, "Prints in Colonial America: Supply and Demand in the MidEighteenth Century" in Prints in and ofAmerica to 1850, ed. John D. Morse (Charlottesville:
Published for the Henry Francis duPont Winterthur Museum by The University Press of Virginia,
1970), 53-74.
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While Adams was attending the Congress, engravers Samuel Okey and Charles Reak were
arranging to produce yet another print of Adams that would ultimately appear in April of 1775. Failing
to obtain access to the Copley original in Hancock's house, the two men used a copy of the painting
already made by someone named J. Mitchell.
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Fig. 15. Paul Revere, Engraving ofSamuel Adams, 1774,
National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution
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Revere based his representation of Samuel Adams on Copley's painting. The
tum of the head, wig, and clothes-even the two undone buttons-are all the same.
For the figures outside the oval frame Revere copied, with small alterations, an
English engraving of Richard, Earl Temple that appeared in two books published in
the 1760s: The Scots Scourge, being a Compleat Supplement to the British Antidote
to Caledonian Poison and The North Briton Extraordinary. To the left of Adams is

the figure of Liberty with her cap and staff. In Revere's version, she stands atop a
book with the words "Laws to Enslave America." Above the border of the oval frame
is the angel ofFame blowing a trumpet and below a scroll labeled "Magna Charta."
Revere replaced the male armored soldier in Earl Temple's portrait with a female
figure-Minerva, the Roman goddess ofwar and wisdom. She holds a shield and
pins down with her spear a British soldier who holds a snake and whose helmet is
clearly marked "G R XXIX"-a reference to the twenty-ninth regiment involved in
the Boston Massacre. 40
Paul Revere, through his engraving, made Samuel Adams's body a kind of
public property. He introduced a representation of the Boston radical's head and
shoulders into the public imagination, providing people who had never seen Adams in
person with an idea of his physical appearance. In a society where graphic
portraits-particularly of colonial figures-were scarce, people would have taken
time to examine the image. This kind of public visibility undoubtedly contributed to

°Clarence S. Brigham, Paul Revere's Engravings (Worcester: American Antiquarian
Society, 1954; reprint, New York: Atheneum, 1969), Ill, 114; Brown University, Dept. of Art, The
Classical Spirit in American Portraiture (Providence: Department of Art, Brown University, 1976),
32, 45-49.
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Adams's notoriety and reputation, which in tum influenced how he was perceived
and treated by others. Fashioned with the help of Copley, Hancock, and Revere in
paint and print-and finally by an anonymous patron who presented him with new
clothes-at the intercolonial Congress Adams took full control of his image as, in
person, he successfully confronted the challenge of overcoming the negative
stereotypes that he embodied.

*****
Benjamin West painted Thomas Mifflin, the eldest son of a prominent Quaker
merchant, when he was about fourteen or fifteen and a student at the College of
Philadelphia. 41 It was one of the last portraits West made before his departure for
Europe. 42 The picture (Figure 17) presents Mifflin as a hunter, his right hand at the

41

A few years earlier, when West was about seventeen or eighteen years old, he also had
painted portraits of future delegate George Ross of Pennsylvania (Figure 16) and his wife Ann.
William Smith, Provost of the College of Philadelphia, met West while he was in Lancaster making the
pictures, and offered to provide him with an education in the classics. It was Smith who introduced
West to contemporaries Joseph Reed, Francis Hopkinson, and Jacob Duche (who would give the
opening prayer at the Congress), and who eventually arranged for West's trip abroad. The
interrelationships in the late 17 50s among artist West, future delegate and signer of the Declaration
George Ross of Lancaster, poet and future signer of the Declaration Francis Hopkinson, Provost
William Smith, Reverend Jacob Duche, future Philadelphia radical Joseph Reed, and future
Philadelphia radical Thomas Mifflin are useful reminders of the long history connecting these men to
one another in the region. See Robert C. Alberts, Benjamin West: A Biography (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1978). For more on West, see Helmut von Erffa and Allen Staley, The Paintings of
Benjamin West (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1986); Dorinda Evans, Benjamin
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Though West began his career in the colonies he left, never to return, in April of 1760. Born
outside Philadelphia, West met local artist William Williams when he was about nine years old and as
a young painter went on to study works and adopt stylistic elements from older, established portraitists
in the area like Gustavus Hesse1ius, his son John Hesselius, and John Wollaston. After settling in
England, West became one of the fmest artists of his day, training a number of colonial artists
(including Charles Willson Peale) in his London studio.
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Fig. 16. Benjamin West, George Ross, c. 1755,
Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pennsylvania
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Fig. 17. Benjamin West, Thomas Mifflin, c. 1759,
Historical Society of Pennsylvania
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top of a rifle that stands almost as tall as he does. 43 Behind Mifflin are woods, water,
and three fallen birds on the ground. He wears a blue coat with a blue velvet collar,
breeches, and what may be leather coverings for his lower legs. He appears to wear a
wig, but it is unpowdered. Hunting was considered to be a genteel activity and was
specifically associated with men. Mifflin's portrait asserts both his social position
and-related to that-his manhood.
Thomas Mifflin would go on to graduate from college the following year, and
over the next fifteen years would become one of the wealthiest merchants and most
powerful men in Philadelphia society and politics. After a four-year apprenticeship in
a Philadelphia counting-house, Mifflin traveled in Europe for a year. Upon his return,
he entered into business with his brother. Mifflin married Sarah Morris in early 1767,
and was elected to the Pennsylvania Assembly for the first time in 1772 for the first
of four consecutive year-long terms.
When Thomas and Sarah Mifflin traveled to Boston in the summer of 1773
following a death in the family, they employed John Singleton Copley to paint a
double portrait-one striking in the ways it deviates from West's earlier rendering of
West and other typical portraits of the time. The choice of artist was unusual in that
he was not local. The Mifflins would be the only residents of Philadelphia ever
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This element is consistent with scholars' observations regarding the tendency of portraits of
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painted by Copley, and it is interesting that they chose Copley rather than Peale. 44
Copley apparently kept the Mifflins in the Boston area longer than they expected;
people the Mifflins knew in Boston wrote: "our friends Thomas and Sally have made
a much longer stay with us, than they at first thought to do. Copley has been the
happy means of their detention."45
The delay gave the Mifflins an opportunity to mix in Boston society and build
relationships with the province's leaders that strengthened the Massachusetts
deputies' alliance with Mifflin at the General Congress. John Adams recorded having
tea with Mifflin in Boston in mid-July at a gathering that also included Samuel
Adams and several other men. Adams judged Mifflin "a very sensible and agreable

44

This painting was one of the last Copley made before permanently departing the colonies
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man" as well as "an easy Speaker-and a very correct Speaker."46 As will be
discussed in the next chapter, Mifflin reciprocated the hospitality he received in
Boston by inviting the members of the Boston delegation into his Philadelphia
mansion on numerous occasions during their stay in Philadelphia.
The painting (Figure 18) is quite large at about five feet by four feet (a
somewhat irregular size), though it is still nowhere near the size ofPaca's portrait. In

it, Thomas and Sarah Mifflin are both seated with their heads reaching approximately
the same height. Thomas Mifflin looks at his wife, and she in tum looks directly at the
viewer. 47 Both sitters wear relatively simple attire that lacks extensive embroidery or
ruffles. Thomas wears his own hair unpowdered, and he is dressed in a frock coat; as
indicated earlier, this was a less formal type of coat that had a tum-down collar and
was lighter and closer-fitting than the traditional suit coat. He sits on a Boston
Chippendale-style chair, and the couple is arranged around the same spider-leg table
used in two other portraits by Copley. Using his right index finger as a temporary
bookmark in a slim volume he is reading, his left hand touches or almost touches the
46

Jolm Adams, diary, 16 July 1773, Diary 1771-1781, vol. 2 of The Adams Papers: Diary
and Autobiography ofJohn Adams, ed. L. H. Butterfield (Boston: Harvard University Press, 1961;
reprint, New York: Atheneum, 1964), 83-84.
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Although a growing trend, it remained rather unusual in 1773 for a married couple to
appear together on one canvas-and particularly side by side with both figures sitting or both figures
standing. In the past, in the unlikely event that a couple was painted together, the husband would
usually stand and tower above his seated wife. This began to change around 1760. (See Margaretta
Lovell, "Reading Eighteenth-Century American Family Portraits," 247.) Otherwise, two equal-sized
pictures would be made (see, for instance, the Blyth pastels of Jolm and Abigail Adams or Peale's
paintings of Jolm and Mary Dickinson). The Mifflins' choice was less common. It is tempting to start
jumping to conclusions about the choice to appear in an untraditional format and a person's attitude
regarding the resistance movement, change, and so on. Though there may be something to that-it's
hard to know-one only has to look at Copley's next portrait of a seated couple to reconsider; the
Winslows were Loyalists who fled the colonies for Nova Scotia once the war began. Portraits like this
one did mark a societal shift toward greater emphasis on companionate marriage and indicated the
changing role of women in the Revolutionary era.
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Fig. 18. John Singleton Copley, Thomas and Sarah Mifflin, 1773,
Philadelphia Museum of Art
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top of Sarah's hand as she works at a type ofloom used to make silk fringes for
upholstery and the hems and cuffs of clothing. 48
It has been argued that this picture (though clearly in a less explicit way than
the image of Samuel Adams) has a political message, and the message is related
directly to this loom. Since the Mifflins were away from home, it is unlikely that the
loom actually belonged to Sarah Mifflin. Much like the table and chair that appear in
the portrait, the loom was probably brought in as a prop. It is certainly possible that
Sarah did own one similar to it, though, since it was not unusual for a woman of Mrs.
Mifflin's status to use this kind ofloom at home while entertaining guests. The
juxtaposition of the lack of ostentation in the couple's dress with the conspicuous
home-production of the silk fringe, however, makes a political statement regarding
the colonies' commitment to self-sufficiency. Both Thomas and the viewer look to
Sarah, the more prominent figure in the portrait, as a model of both industriousness
and gentility. 49 Overall, the portrait sends a message of restraint and productivity that
expresses nicely a commitment to local manufacturing associated with past and future
non-importation agreements.
Indeed, Mifflin was an ardent supporter of non-importation and served on the
committee that drafted the Continental Association. He was closely allied with
Charles Thomson and Joseph Reed as they orchestrated the mass meeting that set in
motion Pennsylvania's participation in the 1774 Congress. Conservatives tried to
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unseat Mifflin, a member of the Pennsylvania Assembly representing the city of
Philadelphia, in the October elections because he was "too warm for the cause." Both
a wealthy Quaker and an active leader of the resistance movement in Philadelphia, he
was the only radical in his province's delegation to the intercolonial Congress. From
the moment they arrived, Mifflin opened his home to the Massachusetts deputies,
serving as their entry point into Philadelphia's high society. That Mifflin chose a
New England artist to paint his portrait, and made unusual choices in the clothes and
props that appeared in the image--choices that had radical implications in the
politically charged atmosphere of 1773-suggest Mifflin's support of a trade boycott,
his alliance with the men of Massachusetts, and the crucial role Mifflin ultimately
played in establishing the legitimacy of that colony's deputies as they negotiated the
cultural terrain ofthe city.

*****

The last portraits we will examine here are of Pennsylvania delegate John
Dickinson. Charles Willson Peale made a picture of Dickinson in the summer of
1770 and created two copies of it before sending one overseas to Edmund Jenings, the
man who had originally commissioned the painting. Within the next couple of years,
at least two engravings were cut that were probably based on this portrait. Dickinson
was the only delegate, as far as I can determine, to appear in yet another medium
before the General Congress convened: wax. The various representations of
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Dickinson circulating in colonial culture reflected and enhanced his fame and
reputation as the "Farmer," contributing to the construction of a fictional identity that
gave Dickinson and his allies tremendous power.
A London lawyer named Edmund Jenings commissioned portraits of
Dickinson, John Beale Bordley, and the Carrolls of Carrollton. Some background
regarding Peale's career helps explain the circumstances behind the commission.
Peale began his working life as a saddlemaker, eventually trading a saddle for a few
art lessons with John Hesselius. Apart from these lessons, Peale was largely selftaught. He may have been influenced by itinerant painter John Wollaston, and he did
visit Boston to study the works in John Smibert's studio and meet Copley. It was
clear that, though inexperienced, Peale had great promise as a portraitist. In 1766 a
group of Maryland gentlemen, including the two Charles Carrolls and John Beale
Bordley, raised money to send Peale to London to study. 50
When Peale left for England, Bordley sent with him a letter of introduction to
his half-brother Edmund Jenings. Peale spent two years in London studying with
Benjamin West, copying paintings and probably doing some secondary work on
West's projects. He met and developed a relationship with Jenings, who ultimately
commissioned Peale to make a full-length portrait of William Pitt. 5 1 Their connection
continued after Peale's return to the colonies, with Jenings sending Peale gifts and

°Charles Coleman Sellers, Charles Willson Peale, 50.

5
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This painting would hang at the home of Richard Henry Lee, and Peale would sell prints of
the image in the colonies. Peale had some technical problems with his painting that caused the colors
to darken and fade over time. Lee complained that this happened to the Pitt painting, and Peale had to
spend time fixing the problem in this and other works he made upon his return from London. See
Sellers, Charles Willson Peale, 89.
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commissioning portraits of prominent gentlemen-probably as a way to help Peale
establish himself as the painter of the area's wealthiest families.
Peale made the original painting ofDickinson for Jenings in 1770, a copy for
Dickinson's home, and a third for unknown reasons. Peale did not actually send the
painting to Jenings for almost two years after its completion, presumably holding
onto it so he could make copies of it and exhibit it in his studio. He apologized to
Jenings in July of 1771: "all this spring and Summer I had intended to go to
Philadelphia and have retouched your piece of Mr. Dickinson" but, he explained, he
needed to finish portraits for the Lloyd family first. 52 The painting was finally sent in
June of 1772.
Dickinson is portrayed wearing a brown suit, one side folded over to expose a
light colored silk lining (Figure 19). He wears a powdered wig, and holds a tricornered hat and gold-topped cane in his right hand. Over Dickinson's shoulder,
Peale painted a wooded landscape. Jenings had requested that the portraits he
commissioned include plants and trees specific to America, and in response, Peale
informed Jenings in a letter of April 1771 that "in Dickensons I have the falls of [the]
Schulkill river." 53 Peale referred to a place along the Schuylkill where a large rock
extending two-thirds of the way across the water acted as a dam to create a waterfall.
Groups of congressional delegates would visit this natural wonder during their stay in
the city; Deane recorded "riding about Six Miles N. West from the City to the
52

Peale to Edmund Jenings, 18 July 1771, The Selected Papers of Charles Willson Peale and
His Family, 101.
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Peale to J enings, 20 April 1771, The Selected Papers of Charles Willson Peale and His
Family, 96-97.
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Fig. 19. Charles Willson Peale, John Dickinson, 1770,
Historical Society of Pennsylvania
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Falls of the Schuylkill River, which is a pretty romantic place."54
The significance of this site went beyond the presence of the falls, however,
because on the bank of the river opposite the rock stood the Club House of the
Fishing Company of Fort St. Davids. The meeting place for a select group of
Philadelphia gentlemen, Fort St. Davids contained all the accoutrements needed for
elegant dining and a museum that included American Indian artifacts and portraits of
the King and Queen. John Dickinson had become a member of this elite club in 1768
when members of the Fishing Company appeared at his house and invited him to join
as a sign of respect and thanks for his recently published Farmer's Letters. 55 In
combining "romantic" scenery that emphasized Pennsylvania's natural beauty with
Dickinson's elegant personal appearance and a veiled reference to his membership in
an exclusive Fishing Company, Peale suggested that thriving among the distinctive
landscape of the British colonies was a class of wealthy, eminent, and refined people.
The same summer that Peale painted him, Dickinson married Mary Norris
and-as was customary-Peale painted a complementary portrait of her at his first
opportunity. In late 1771, Peale had noted that he had not portrayed Mrs. Dickinson
(or another female sitter) during an earlier stay in Philadelphia because their
"conditions would not permit their setting ... they have each a fine Girl." Peale finally
made the portrait the following summer. He would write to Benjamin West in early
June of 1772: "I am just setting out for Philadelphia to oblige Mr. Dickinson (the
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Deane to Elizabeth Deane, 4 September 1774, LDC, 19.

See Joseph Patterson Sims, The Fishing Company of Ford St. Davids, (Historical
Publications of the Society of Colonial Wars in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1951 ).
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Farmer) in portraying his Lady & child." 56 In the finished portrait (Figure 20), Mary
Dickinson supports her daughter Sally as she sits on a carved pedestal; in the
background is a view of Philadelphia and especially visible are the spires of Christ
Church and the First Presbyterian Church. The portraits of John and Mary Dickinson
would have hung together on the walls of their home as they did for many well-off
couples at the time. While the painting that went to Jenings would be displayed in
England and viewed by strangers who knew only of his reputation, the copy made for
Dickinson himself would be displayed in his home and viewed by friends, family, and
colleagues.
Like Samuel Adams, Dickinson's image would be reproduced as an
engraving. At least two engravings of the "Farmer" would reach a wide audience in
the colonies and perhaps in England as well. These prints followed the publication in
late 1767 and 1768 of Dickinson's series of"Letters from a Pennsylvania Farmer" in
the Pennsylvania Chronicle. The "Letters," extremely popular throughout the
colonies, appeared in nineteen of the twenty-three American newspapers and in seven
separate pamphlet editions. They reached an estimated seventy-seven thousand
readers. Some colonial leaders knew them so well that they regularly quoted them.
Richard Henry Lee admired Dickinson's "Letters" so much that he had them
reprinted in Virginia in a pamphlet that also included ten articles written by Richard's
brother Arthur. Richard Henry Lee himself wrote an introduction for this re56

Peale to William Fitzhugh, 20 December 1771, The Selected Papers of Charles Willson
Peale and His Family, 109-110; Peale to Benjamin West, 6 June 1772, The Selected Papers of Charles
Willson Peale and His Family, 122; Edgar Richardson, Brooke Hindle, and Lillian B. Miller, Charles
Willson Peale and His World, 48.
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Fig. 20. Charles Willson Peale, Mary and Sally Dickinson, 1773,
Historical Society of Pennsylvania
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publication and eagerly initiated a correspondence with Dickinson. 57 The "Letters"
afforded Dickinson widespread fame, something that was very rare for an American,
and created the persona of "The Farmer"-a continental celebrity who rendered
visiting delegates to Congress starstruck and deferential when relating to John
Dickinson at the 1774 Congress.
At least one image of Dickinson was sold by Philadelphia bookseller Robert
Bell. The Pennsylvania Chronicle advertised a print in 1768, for example, that was
made by a James Smither. The newspaper did not describe what the print looked like,
and scholars have made a reasonable inference that it refers to the print seen in Figure
2. More likely, however, this particular print was made later based on Peale's
portrait. Though in many ways the portrait and print differ, the wig, placement of the
head and shoulders, and the parts of Dickinson's body included within the frame are
very similar in both images. 58
In the print we do have-whether it is indeed the 1768 image or one made
after 1770--Dickinson is pictured in an oval frame. Behind him is a set of
bookshelves holding what are probably law books. On the top shelf is Coke Upon
Littleton, the most important text for British lawyers; the book seems to come out of
57

See Carl Kaestle, "The Public Reaction to John Dickinson's Farmer's Letters" in
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Dickinson's shoulder on a diagonal, forming a forty-five degree angle from the line of
his nose and mouth. On the shelfbelow is the Scottish philosopher David Hume's
"History of England." Though some Americans (John Adams was one) thought
Hume too partial to the Stuarts, this text was popular in the colonies before

~d

during the American Revolution. 59
Dickinson is depicted in a suit with a turned down stock, his waistcoat mostly
unbuttoned. His right elbow rests on a book with the words "Magna Charta" and his
right hand holds a scroll with the words "Letters from a Farmer To the Inhabitants of
the British Colonies." His index finger points to the word "Farmer." Dickinson's left
hand exits the picture, perhaps to save the artist from having to engrave it. Below the
image in its oval frame are the following words:
THE PATRIOTIC AMERICAN FARMER.
J-N D-K-NS-N Esq.r BARRISTER at LAW:
Who with Attic Eloquence and Roman Spirit hath Asserted
The Liberties ofthe BRITISH Colonies in America.
'Tis nobly done, to Stem Taxations Rage,
And raise, the thoughts of a degenerate Age,
For Happiness, and Joy, from Freedom Spring;
But Life in Bondage, is a worthless Thing.
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David Hume, The History of England, 6 vols. (London, 1754-62). For more on Hume's
"tory" narrative of English history see H. Trevor Colbourn, The Lamp of Experience: Whig History
and the Intellectual Origins of the American Revolution (Chapel Hill: Published for the Institute of
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Printed for & Sold by R. Bell, Bookseller60
Perhaps this print was the first page in a republication of the Farmer's "Letters."
Another engraved plate of Dickinson, probably by Paul Revere, appeared in

Ames Almanac in 1771 or 1772, a publication printed and sold by Ezekiel Russell. 61
This image of Dickinson (Figure 21) is clearly based on the print just discussed,
though it is a simplified version. Dickinson again rests his elbow on the book labeled
"Magna Charta" and holds a scroll-this time titled simply "Farmer's Ltters." The
engraver eliminated the books behind Dickinson and changed the frame. Otherwise,
the images are very similar. It was, after all, an accepted practice for artists to
directly copy from one another's work.
In addition to the oil paintings and at least two engravings, John Dickinson's
body was also modeled in wax. The most famous waxwork artists in the American
colonies were Patience Wright and her sister Rachel Wells. These women were
sisters of the portrait artist Robert Peke, but as waxworkers they became established
artists in their own right. The two sisters used wax to create precise, life-size
reproductions of famous individuals (Figure 22 shows the only surviving example).
They were extraordinarily detailed, including glass eyes with eyelashes and eyebrows
and accurate imitations of the color and texture of a person's skin and hair.

60

Quoted in E. McSherry Fowble, Two Centuries of Prints in America 1680-1880: A
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Fig. 21. Paul Revere, Engraving of John Dickinson, 1771,
National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution
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Fig. 22. Patience Wright, Waxwork ofWilliam Pitt, Earl of Chatham, 1779,
from Charles Coleman Sellers, Patience Wright: American Artist and Spy in
George III's London (Middletown, Conn., 1976)
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Patience Wright was famous in part for her artistic process; Benjamin West
told Charles Willson Peale that she "made portraits in wax by a most extraordinary
manner, holding the wax under her apron she moddled it into the features of the
person sitting before her!" 62 The drama of the process enhanced her reputation.
Wright and her sister eventually created two fixed exhibitions of waxworks, one in
New York and one in Philadelphia. Robert Treat Paine, a delegate to Congress from
Massachusetts, recorded in his diary a trip to see Philadelphia's exhibit of"Wax
Work Images."63
Though Wright and Wells were not the first to mold human figures in wax,
they were the first to use wax for contemporary portraits. Most of Wright's portraits
were busts, but some were full-sized figures. A number were Biblical characters such
as Cain and Abel, Samson and Delilah, and the Prodigal Son. When Wright relocated
to England in 1772, she would create portraits of William Pitt, Benjamin Franklin,
George III, and Lord North. However, before she left, she created two of her bestknown portraits: a full-sized representation of evangelist George Whitefield and a
bust of John Dickinson. 64

An exhibit of the sisters' waxworks toured to Boston in early September of
1771, and the Pennsylvania Chronicle reported that the wax figures "amazed
62

Quoted in a footnote in Sellers, Patience Wright, American Artist and Spy in George III's
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The bust of Dickinson, made in 1771, was almost lost in a fire that started in Wright's New
York home shortly after the bust was completed. Much ofher work was destroyed, but it was reported
that she was "so fortunate as to save the curious piece of the Rev. Mr. Whitefield, the Pennsylvania
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40.
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spectators in all ranks where they have been exhibited." The account continued:
The figures they have brought here, shew the return of the Prodigal
Son, the celebrated Mr. Whitefield, and the beloved Farmer of
Philadelphia. Gentlemen acquainted with those admired personages
confess their obligations to the skill and industry of these Ladies for
reviving the former from the grave, and presenting his numberless
friends in Boston, with the living image of John Dickinson, Esq. 65
Thus, a three-dimensional, life-like reproduction of John Dickinson's head and
shoulders had visited Boston by 1771. It is even possible that the future deputies to
the 1774 Congress, to that point unfamiliar with Dickinson's body, encountered it that
year. People paid money to observe the size of Dickinson's head, the shape ofhis
nose, and the curve of his jaw. They could have discussed his body and wove
together their impressions of Dickinson the body and Dickinson the mind. While
Dickinson's actual head bent over his books and chewed his food back in
Pennsylvania, his wax head introduced itselfto the imaginations of Bostonians.
The fame Dickinson acquired through his writings, coupled with the
circulation of his image through colonial culture, would enhance his already
substantial power and give him enormous influence over what happened at the 1774
American Congress. As will be discussed at greater length in later chapters,
Dickinson's alter-ego as the Farmer was politically useful as Thomson, Mifflin, and
like-minded men from Massachusetts and the South pursued their diplomatic and
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practical goals in Philadelphia. It was only at the very end of the Congress, when
Dickinson the man joined the gathering as a newly-appointed deputy from
Pennsylvania, that hints appeared of Dickinson's ultimate incompatibility with the
image he had helped create for himself.

*****
A single portrait can reveal a person's occupation, social status, tastes, and
ideals. Assembled together, a group of portraits suggest shared sensibilities and
values. The clothes, props, and poses found in paintings of future deputies to the
1774 General Congress reveal the importance of genteel identity to eighteenthcentury political leaders throughout the colonies. At the Congress, the delegates'
familiarity with this transatlantic code of presentation and etiquette, along with their
shared experiences as consumers, laid a cultural foundation that facilitated political
and diplomatic encounters both inside and outside of Carpenters' Hall. These
portraits also yield important insight into the behaviors and reputations of specific
individuals who would participate in the Congress.
The image of John Adams made in 1766 emerges as a typical eighteenthcentury portrait in the way that it balances the sitter's genteel aspirations with
provincial loyalties. It posits Adams as a professional and newly married man,
established in a local community and marketplace. Made for exclusively private
reasons, it hung in the family's house beside a complementary portrait of his wife.
The portraits of Samuel Adams, Thomas Mifflin, and John Dickinson, however,
reveal a politicization of portraiture on the eve of the Revolution. That of Samuel
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Adams, as painted by Copley, depicts a man of resolve, so passionate in his defense
of principle that he appears heedless of gentility. This image, propagated through
Revere's print, could only confirm widely held concerns about the radicalism of the
resistance movement in Boston and the egalitarianism of Massachusetts society in
general. In Philadelphia, Adams would have to dress and behave in accord with
genteel conventions if he were to exercise due influence.
By contrast, Thomas Mifflin did not have to prove his gentility. As with
Thomas Lynch and his homespun suit, Mifflin could take his wealth and genteel
status for granted and pose for a portrait in a style advertising his modesty, restraint,
and productivity at a time when economic self-sacrifice was called for. Ironically,
this message of self-sufficiency and self-control played down the consumer
revolution-the very "empire of goods"-that united the deputies as they collectively
participated in the transatlantic world of gentility.
Finally, in the portraits of John Dickinson, the theme of the John Adams
pastel is recast. Like the Blythe portrait, Peale's painting of Dickinson presents a
man who embodies cosmopolitan culture and genteel ideals, but also-as
demonstrated by the inclusion of the Philadelphia countryside-identifies strongly
with a local community. However, for this image of Dickinson, as well for the prints
and the wax bust of the "Farmer" soon circulating throughout the colonies and greater
Atlantic world, genteel standards and provincial loyalties now went hand in hand with
political principle.
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CHAPTER III
"OUT-OF-DOORS":
SOCIAL EXPERIENCES AND PERSONAL ENCOUNTERS IN PHILADELPHIA

Both of these Measures, it seems, were privately settled by an Interest
made out ofDoors.
Joseph Galloway to William Franklin
5 September 1774 1

They part with each other on terms of the utmost friendship; it will
have the most happy effect in cementing the union of the Colonies, not
only by the ties of public interest, but of private friendship.
Joseph Reed to Josiah Quincy
25 October 1774 2

For every hour that the deputies to the Congress spent debating inside
Carpenters' Hall, they spent another socializing in the streets, taverns, coffeehouses,
carriages, and homes of Philadelphia. There were sight-seeing outings for strangers
to the city, dishes of coffee at the famous City Tavern, and elegant meals with some
of the most powerful men in Pennsylvania politics. Fellow lodgers Silas Deane and
Christopher Gadsden ate supper together, Congregationalist John Adams and
Anglican George Washington ventured into a Catholic church, and Richard
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Henry Lee spent an afternoon drinking burgundy with his long-time correspondent
John Dickinson. Men with stomachs full of alcohol and syllabubs offered patriotic
toasts. Long after the sun had set, candlelight illuminated the faces of men deep in
conversation.
Scholarship on the First Continental Congress has focused almost exclusively
on what happened inside Carpenters' Hall, but these "out-of-doors" experiences are
just as worthy of study. In part because this convention marked the first face-to-face
encounters of influential colonial leaders, socializing was a central part of the
delegates' experiences and their personal interactions had great political and
diplomatic significance. Discussions that took place in various social settings were
an opportunity for delegates to communicate in a less formal and less explicitly
political forum, to negotiate private understandings and agreements, and to build
personal alliances that could translate into political action. Regularly participating in
the exclusive rituals of genteel dining in the homes of elite Philadelphians was also a
key component of the delegations' efforts to claim for themselves, separately and
collectively, political legitimacy. Finally, focusing on the congressional deputies'
social experiences exposes the diplomatic nature ofthe General Congress by
illuminating the ways the city of Philadelphia received the provincial delegations,
playing the role of official host and ensuring that the visitors were duly impressed by
the place's leaders and culture.

*****
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Though the General Congress officially began on September 5, roughly half
of the delegates arrived in Philadelphia days and sometimes weeks earlier. Most of
the South Carolina delegation, which traveled by ship, was in Philadelphia at least a
couple of weeks before the Congress began. The Massachusetts delegates left Boston
on August 10 and rode into Philadelphia on August 29, joining the men from South
Carolina and New Hampshire already arrived. They were followed by the
Connecticut and Rhode Island delegations within the next two days. About twentyfive representatives in all attended a preliminary meeting at the City Tavern on the
first of September, and most of the remaining members reached the city before the
convention officially convened on the fifth. 3 The early arrival ofthe Massachusetts
delegation, in particular, was deliberate and premeditated. Thomas Mifflin expressed
in a letter to Samuel Adams in late July that he was pleased the Massachusetts
delegation would spend time in Philadelphia before the assembly convened, asserting
that it "may have a most happy Effect" in shaping the minds of more prominent
Philadelphians such as John Dickinson. 4

3
The following are the exceptions: the North Carolina delegation was delayed because their
provincial congress ran until the end of August, with Joseph Hewes and William Hooper appearing on
September 14 and Richard Caswell on September 17; Thomas Johnson ofMaryland and Richard
Hemy Lee were absent on the first day; Matthew Tilghman of Maryland appeared on September 12;
John Alsop and Hemy Wisner ofNew York and George Ross of Pennsylvania attended starting
September 14; John Haring ofNew York began attending September 26; Simon Boerum of New York
arrived October 1; Dickinson did not become a delegate until the local elections in October and joined
the Congress on October 17. This information comes from the list of delegates and their dates of
attendance found in Letters of Delegates to Congress, xxvi-xxxii. On the North Carolina delegation's
delay see Robert Charles Kneip III, "William Hooper, 1742-1790: Misunderstood Patriot" (Ph.D. diss.,
Tulane University, 1980).
4
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(University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1952), 31.
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Most of the deputations traveled on horseback or by carriage. The
Massachusetts delegation, which departed from the Boston home of delegate Thomas
Cushing, Speaker of the General Court, rode together in a coach accompanied by two
white armed servants on horseback and four black men, two on horseback and two on
foot. A number of gentlemen accompanied the parade out of Boston and into
Watertown. It was a cavalcade befitting an embassy en route to a diplomatic meeting
of tremendous importance-an entourage designed to claim legitimacy and dignity
for the men inside the carriage.
Other delegations traveled without the solemnity and protection of armed
attendants. Deane, Dyer, and Sherman of Connecticut made most of the journey
together; Deane and Dyer both purchased clothes during their stay in New York.
Most of the other colonies' deputies- including the men ofRhode Island, New York,
Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina-traveled in groups. Virginians Peyton
Randolph, Benjamin Harrison, Richard Henry Lee, and Richard Bland, for example,
traveled together and arrived in Philadelphia on September 2. Patrick Henry and
Edmund Pendleton stayed overnight at George Washington's home in northern
Virginia on August 30 and the three set out after dinner the next day. That second
group was in Philadelphia by the evening of September 4-the night before Congress
began. 5
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While most of the delegates traveled to the city using horses, crossing rivers
by ferry, and eating and sleeping at taverns along the way, the men from South
Carolina experienced a different kind of journey as they traveled by ship, most with
family members. Henry Middleton, Edward Rutledge, and the younger Rutledge's
wife sailed for Philadelphia first, arriving in the city by mid-August. John Rutledge
and his wife and son traveled on a ship that first stopped in New York; the
Connecticut Journal reported that he arrived in New York City on August 20 and he

was probably present at a large gathering of men from New York, Massachusetts, and
Connecticut that took place on August 25. John Rutledge's stopover in New York
afforded an excellent opportunity to speak with the moderate and conservative New
York delegates who would be his allies at the Congress. The remainder of the South
Carolina delegation-popular leader Christopher Gadsden with his son and Thomas
Lynch with his wife and daughter-left Charleston on August 14. Cannons were
fired as they boarded the ship to send them off. 6 Their trip by sea took about eight
days, which meant that they docked in Philadelphia two full weeks before the
Congress started.
A few of the delegates had been to Philadelphia before for one reason or
another. Richard Bland and Patrick Henry stopped there in 1770 while on their way
to a convention about Indian trade in New York that never actually took place.
departure from Mount Vernon in his diary, 31 August 1774, The Diaries of Washington: 1748-1799
[CD-ROM], H-Bar Enterprises, Oakman, AL; On the Virginians' arrival in Philadelphia, see Samuel
Ward, diary, 2 September 1774 and 5 September 1774, LDC, 14.
6
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Robert H. Woody, Christopher Gadsden and the American Revolution (Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press, 1982), 120-121.
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Christopher Gadsden lived in Philadelphia for several years as a young man when he
was apprenticed to a merchant there. 7 In addition, men from neighboring Delaware
were familiar with the city. Other deputies, however, had never set foot in
Philadelphia. Samuel Adams had never even left the Boston area. John Adams, in
anticipating the trip, called it "a long Journey indeed!" He predicted, "Certainly I
shall enjoy good Company, good Conversation, and shall have a fine Ride, and see a
little more of the World than I have seen before." Silas Deane, who lived in
Connecticut and had business in New York, made special mention on his way to
Philadelphia when he first crossed into unfamiliar terrain: "I was now on a new
journey, on a road new to me, and of course my attention was excited, the more so as
I had often heard this country brought not only as a rival but in preference to
Connecticut, by gentlemen ofNew York." 8 Attending the Congress involved both a
physical and metaphorical journey beyond the localism of provincial life.
The trip itself was a time for introductions, socializing, and conversation.
Adams would tell his wife that he had the opportunity along the way "to form
Acquaintances with the most eminent and famous Men, in the several Colonies we have
passed through." The Massachusetts delegation met the Connecticut delegation and
members ofthe New York delegation as they traveled southward. Deane described a
social occasion in New York City on August 25 that involved members of all three
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deputations as well as two South Carolinians. The Massachusetts delegates had eaten
dinner with about fifty members ofNew York's Committee of Correspondence. After
the meal--one that John Adams called "the most splendid dinner I ever saw"-the
Connecticut delegates arrived to find the group rather intoxicated. Deane observed,
"The glass had circulated just long enough to raise the spirits of every one just to that
nice point which is above disguise or suspicion, especially in persons any way
generously disposed." Seeing that this was "an excellent opportunity to know their real
sentiments," he circulated among the local gentlemen and elicited opinions. 9 This
scenario hints at the role that social occasions would play when it came to
communicating about political matters.
Though for most of the delegates, attendance at the Congress required a
journey into an unfamiliar social, political, and natural landscape, there were a few
who did not need to travel far at all. For men like Joseph Galloway and Thomas
Mifflin, Philadelphia had long been a familiar city, its society, politics, and geography
an intimate part of everyday life. For the political leaders of Pennsylvania, the
upcoming Congress meant not a long journey but a preparation for visitors. The
people of the city awaited the arrival ofthe delegates-these eminent deputies from
the other American colonies who needed to be housed, fed, and entertained.

*****
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As the Massachusetts delegation approached Philadelphia at the end of
August, they were greeted about five miles outside the city by a group of men on
horseback. This welcoming party included Mifflin of Pennsylvania, Thomas McKean
ofDelaware, one of the Rutledge brothers from South Carolina, the New Hampshire
delegates Nathaniel Folsom and John Sullivan, and other unnamed gentlemen of the
city. Introductions and greetings took place as the group of men sweated in the heat
and humidity of Pennsylvania in late summer. Benjamin Rush, a local physician and
future delegate to the Congress, then rode with John Adams and Robert Treat Paine in
their coach as they traveled the last few miles into the city.
The group arrived in Philadelphia by dusk. "As dirty, dusty, and fatigued as
we were," John Adams would write, "we could not resist the Importunity, to go to the
tavern, the most genteel one in America." This was the City Tavern, also sometimes
referred to as the "New Tavern" or "Smith's Tavern." There, these dirty, dusty, and
overheated Massachusetts men were introduced to many other gentlemen of the city
and also to deputies Thomas Lynch and Christopher Gadsden of South Carolina. The
men from Boston enjoyed "a fresh welcome" and spent time in conversation with
their new acquaintances. 10 Soon, a curtain that divided the room in half was pulled
back, revealing an elegant meal that the men shared.
Because the City Tavern would play such a central role in the social life of the
Congress, its history, appearance, and significance should be explained. There were
over ninety licensed taverns in Philadelphia in 1774, but the City Tavern was
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undoubtedly the most famous-and, as Adams pointed out, the most genteel. 11 The
tavern had just opened the year before, its construction funded by some of the city's
wealthiest citizens. The imposing four-story brick structure, which measured fifty
feet by forty-six feet, stood on the north-west comer of Second Street and Walnut
Street.
The delegates would have entered the building (Figure 23) by climbing a set
of stone stairs and stepping into the central hall and staircase area characteristic of
Georgian buildings. To each side was a large, simple room that could, as it was the
night ofthe Massachusetts delegation's arrival, be divided in half using moveable
screens. Upstairs was the "Large Room"-a long gallery that ran along the back of
the building. This gallery could also be split in half if desired; undivided, it was large
enough to host grand balls and banquets, not to mention oversized political meetings.
The third and fourth floors held bedrooms. Charles Carroll of Carrollton, the wealthy
Maryland planter who would be a signer of the Declaration of Independence and who
accompanied the province's delegation but was not an official delegate, stayed in one
of those rooms during his two-week visit to Philadelphia that September to observe
the progress of the convention. 12
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Fig. 23. City Tavern, photograph by author, 2003
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The tavern had been used for political conversations and political meetings
long before the delegates to Congress arrived in Philadelphia. One revealing example
of the tavern's role in city politics took place in the spring of 1774, two days after
Paul Revere appeared in the city with news of the Boston Port Bill and requests for
help from Massachusetts leaders Samuel Adams and John Hancock. Several of
Philadelphia's leading activists, including future Secretary ofthe Congress Charles
Thomson and future Pennsylvania delegates Thomas Mifflin and Joseph Reed,
decided to orchestrate a meeting at the City Tavern to mobilize support for Boston.
This meeting, attended by about two hundred men, followed a script
previously determined by Mifflin, Reed, Thomson, and John Dickinson. The plan,
which worked perfectly, was for the first three men to present increasingly radical
plans of action to the group. When the assembled gentlemen were sufficiently
alarmed, the more moderate Dickinson would step in to present "compromise"
measures, which included a statement in support of Boston and an agreement to
correspond with the other colonies about what to do next. The meeting went off just
as its organizers desired, an unexpected highlight being Thomson's fainting spell
during his impassioned speech. Dickinson's plan was approved and these decisions
were announced to the public at a mass meeting in front of the State House. Though
purportedly a public event, this scene played out in a venue closed to much of
Philadelphia society-the exclusive and contained setting of the City Tavern. 13
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Delegates to the Congress often gathered to socialize at the City Tavern in
September and October of 1774, and it was also the site of more formal meetings.
The delegates who had arrived by the first of September, the tentative date that the
Congress was scheduled to begin, held their preliminary meeting at the tavern. When
the Congress first formally assembled at ten o'clock in the morning on the fifth of
September they met not at Carpenters' Hall, or even the State House, but at the City
Tavern. It was from there that they walked as a group towards Carpenters' Hall.
And, after formally adjourning in late October, the entire Congress spent their last
evening together eating, drinking, and talking at the City Tavern.
It was fitting that the men congregate at this location. Built with the specific

intention of entertaining, feeding, and lodging the elite members of Philadelphia
society, it was an elegant place reserved for people of a certain rank-a rank to which
most if not all of the congressional delegates belonged. The tavern was a neutral and
exclusive space that fostered a sense of community among a group of men keenly
aware of their provinces' distinct identities, agendas, and interests. That the deputies
made the genteel City Tavern the center of their social lives in Philadelphia indicates
that it was a key stage for the collective performance of gentility-a code of conduct
the deputies well knew was closely correlated in eighteenth-century society with
political leadership.

*****
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It was hot and humid in Philadelphia as the delegates arrived in town. On the

day the Massachusetts contingent reached the city, the temperature reached ninety
degrees. Robert Treat Paine of Massachusetts often included brief descriptions of the
weather in his spare diary entries, and during his first days in Philadelphia he
recorded that it was "Exceeding Sultry," "Scalding hot," and "Exceeding hot, Sultry."
John Adams referred to the "violent Heat" and Deane described the weather as
"extreme hot" and "extreme heat." 14
The sweltering city was crowded with people who had traveled from
elsewhere in the colonies. Caesar Rodney told his brother, "There are more Strangers
in Town now (Exclusive of the Gentlemen of the Congress) than ever was known at
any one time." 15 The embassies from the north and south were joined by other
curious and important individuals who traveled to Philadelphia to keep abreast of the
Congress's progress-especially with regard to the potential trade boycott. The
aforementioned Charles Carroll was one of them. Henry Pelham, Copley's halfbrother, was in Philadelphia for part of the Congress. Some of these "strangers" were
the family members of delegates-Deane's step-son Samuel Webb, for example.
Also contributing to the great number of people in the city were the servants
and enslaved people who accompanied the congressional delegations to Philadelphia.
Some of the delegates-probably most of them, though it is very difficult to know14
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brought at least one servant or slave with them who would attend to their personal
needs. As noted earlier, four black men and two white men accompanied the
Massachusetts delegation. The surviving account of expenses for Roger Sherman
includes the cost ofboard for his servant. The expense accounts that Ward and
Hopkins submitted each included a sum that covered their time and the costs
associated with their horses and servants for the days they were occupied with the
Congress. Samuel Ward specifically referred in a letter to someone named "Cajoe"probably the name of his slave. We know that George Washington's personal body
servant Will went with him to Philadelphia; Washington recorded buying a pair of
shoes and a pair ofboots for him while they were there. 16
With this influx of strangers to the city, lodging was scarce. Silas Deane
observed upon his arrival that the city was "full of People from abroad, & all the
Lodgings in Town full, or engaged." Rooms were reserved in advance, and Deane
recorded that arrangements had been made for Eliphalet Dyer and William Johnson
(who had declined to serve as a delegate) to stay at the residence of a "Widow Lady's
one Mrs. House." Deane took the bed set aside for Johnson. Also staying at this
location were Deane's step-son, someone Deane called "young Mr. Dyer"-perhaps
Dyer's son-Christopher Gadsden of South Carolina, and Gadsden's son Thomas.
16
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Next door to this boarding house-it is unclear whether in a different boarding house
or another kind of lodging-were John Rutledge and his wife and son. 17
Though it is impossible to know where all the different members of Congress
lived while in Philadelphia, there is information about where some of them stayed.
Thomas Lynch, along with his wife and daughter, lodged at a Mrs. McKenzies.
Roger Sherman lodged at the boarding house of Sarah Chesman, Samuel Ward at a
Mr. Redwood's house, and George Washington at the residence of Edward FitzRandolph. Richard Henry Lee of Virginia stayed with his sister Alice and her
husband Dr. William Shippen, Jr., whom she had met in England when he was a
medical student and she was visiting relatives. The Massachusetts delegation spent
most oftheir stay at Sarah Yard's boarding house-a stone house conveniently
located opposite the City Tavem. 18

*****
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The provincial deputies used their first few days in Philadelphia to become
acquainted with one another. It was a time of formal introductions, ceremonial visits,
and elaborate meals. Some of the delegates to the intercolonial Congress already
knew one another because of shared educational, professional, or political
experiences. Moreover, delegates sometimes knew of one another by word of mouth
or through political writings even if they had not yet met face to face. Still, the fact
remains that many of these men were virtual if not complete strangers, and it was at
the Congress that they first encountered one another in person. These were moments,
then, when physical presentation was particularly meaningful.
As the delegates were introduced to one another, they had an opportunity to
assess the physical characteristics of fellow colonial leaders. For those with colonywide reputations, such as Dickinson, this was also a moment for delegates to connect
an unfamiliar physical body with a familiar body of writing. The delegates would
have observed one another's clothing and also a person's overall size, facial features,
health, speaking voice, and manner. The men made judgments related to these
physical factors, sometimes using an individual's external qualities as a way to
determine internal characteristics. 19
Though all of these men made judgments based on appearance, the
descriptions that survive of the various delegates come almost exclusively from the
pens ofNew Englanders John Adams and Silas Deane-the two men who wrote in
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the most detail about their experiences at the Congress. Although their
characterizations of the men around them are fascinating and revealing, they are only
personal impressions influenced by the writer's expectations, personality, taste, and
experiences with others. However, these comments suggest the criteria eighteenthcentury men used to judge one another and-though biased-they do provide some of
the only evidence we have about delegates' defining physical and personal qualities.
That regional traditions and cultural variations conditioned the deputies'
reactions to one another is revealed in John Adams' impression of Edward Rutledge.
Rutledge was a prime example of how young men of the southern colonies, and
particularly South Carolina, acquired powerful positions of leadership at an age that
would be unthinkable in New England. Rutledge first arrived in Philadelphia as a
very young man; he was only twenty-four years old. When John Adams first met
him, he used the word "young" three separate times in his description. The first was
meant to distinguish Edward from his older brother John. The second mention was
that "young Rutledge was high enough." Adams's concluding judgment of Edward
was: "This is a young, smart, spirited Body."20 This rather positive description
suggests that John Adams's first impression of Edward Rutledge did not foreshadow
the intense dislike that would follow. Less than a week after their first meeting,
Adams's description of Edward Rutledge became more critical: "This Rutledge is
young-sprightly but not deep." Adams went on to complain about Rutledge's
speaking voice and call him "good natured, tho conceited." The second week in
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October, Adams again referred to Rutledge and his speaking ability saying, "Young
Edward Rutledge is young, and zealous-a little unsteady, and injudicious, but very
unnatural and affected as a Speaker." By end of Congress, Adams's description was
scathing: "Young Ned Rutledge is a perfect Bob o' Lincoln-a Swallow-a
Sparrow-a Peacock-excessively vain, excessively weak, and excessively variable
and unsteady-jejune, inane, and puerile." The New Englander Adams apparently
concurred with diplomat de Callieres's opinion that it was "usually unwise to entrust
important negotiations to young men, who are commonly presumptuous and vain as
well as indiscreet."21
Ideas about the correlation between age and leadership similarly shaped the
impressions ofNew Englander Silas Deane, who included approximate ages in
descriptions of fellow delegates that he fashioned in letters for his wife. His guesses
were more or less accurate-except when he overestimated the ages of men who
played particularly prominent roles at the Congress. Deane thought President of the
Congress Peyton Randolph "may be rising of Sixty"-which was not entirely correct,
since Randolph was only fifty-three. Deane was even farther off when he asserted
that Thomas Lynch, one of the most outspoken and visible leaders in Congress, was
"a Gentleman about Sixty"-Lynch was only forty-seven. When Deane described
noted orators Richard Henry Lee and Patrick Henry as being in "full Life, perhaps
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near Fifty," he again misjudged. 22 While Lee was forty-two that fall, Henry was only
thirty-eight years old.
These judgments by Adams and Deane reflect widespread attitudes towards
age in eighteenth-century America that were most pronounced in New England. As
members of a traditional society that revered age and maturity, particularly among the
leading members of the community, it is not surprising that Adams was put off by the
"jejune" Ned Rutledge and that Silas Deane overestimated the ages ofthe most
prominent southern deputies. Brought up in a culture in which meetinghouses were
seated according to age, men rarely held high office until they were middle-aged, and
older men were turned to in times of crisis, the New Englanders correlated political
prominence with seniority. Moreover, fashions of the time reflected this veneration
of old age, as men aspired to look older than they actually were by wearing powdered
wigs and clothes tailored to suggest an aged form. 23 Thus disguised as elder
statesmen, deputies might successfully persuade strangers-in this case, Deane-that
they were older than their years.
In addition to approximate age, delegates also noticed height and weight.
Adams, at 5'7 or 5'8, described John Dickinson, Caesar Rodney, William Livingston,
and Richard Henry Lee as "tall." Deane commented on George Washington's six
22
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foot three frame in his comparison that Washington was "nearly as Tall a Man as Col.
Fitch." In terms of weight and overall size, Adams described both Dickinson and
Rodney as "slender as a Reed." Deane thought that Henry Middleton was "of a very
slender Thin habit" and depicted Benjamin Harrison as "an uncommonly large Man."
Both Adams and Deane commented on President Peyton Randolph's size. Adams
called him "a large, well looking Man," and Deane thought him "designed by Nature,
for the Business; of an affable, open, & majestic deportment, large in size, though not
out of Proportion, he commands respect, & Esteem, by his very aspect, independent
of the high Character he sustains."24 Deane's remarks confirm that a large and
impressive physical form was considered the ideal embodiment of intangible qualities
related to leadership ability and character.
Deane and Adams also made several references to fellow delegates' faces.
According to de Callieres, it was indeed essential for an ambassador to carefully
observe the faces of the people around him in order to "discover the thoughts of men
and to know by the least movement of their countenances what passions are stirring
within." Adams described both Dickinson and Rodney as pale, declaring that Rodney
was "the oddest looking Man in the World" with a face "not bigger than a large
Apple." Still, Adams thought he saw "a Sense of Fire, Spirit, Wit and Humour in his
Countenance." Deane, when he compared Washington to the other colonel, wrote
that he had "almost as hard a Countenance"-but that he also had "an easy
24
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Soldierlike Air, & gesture." Deane described Edmund Pendleton as a man "of easy,
and cheerful Countenance." On two occasions, Adams referred specifically to a
person's eyes. When he met John Rutledge he recorded: "his Appearance is not very
promising. There is no Keenness in his Eye. No Depth in his Countenance. Nothing
of the profound, sagacious, brilliant, or sparkling in his first Appearance." And, upon
meeting James Duane, Adams portrayed him as having a "sly, surveying Eye, a little
squint Eyed-between 40 and 45 I should guess-very sensible I think and very
artfull." 25 In both of these cases, Adams used external appearance as a way to
discover or discuss internal qualities. 26
Deane and Adams judged their colleagues' physical features in part by
standards internalized from portraiture. Deane admired Randolph's deportment,
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which was open yet commanding, and his form, which though large was also, as
Deane emphasized, in proportion. Deane similarly described Washington and
Pendleton as having an "easy" manner consistent with the relaxed, but nevertheless
controlled, genteel postures prevalent in portraiture of the time. John Adams,
however, compared the faces of those around him with the atypical portrait of a
fellow deputy. He sought not the unfocused and cool gaze generally prized in
portraiture, but the passion, intensity, and resolve communicated in Copley's painting
of Samuel Adams. Thus, as the younger Adams decoded the faces around him in an
effort to identify men sympathetic to the plight of Massachusetts, he was reassured by
the "fire" in Caesar Rodney's face. On the other hand, looking for spirited and
committed allies willing to unite in opposition to Parliamentary policy, he was
disappointed by the lack of"keenness" in the eyes of John Rutledge and suspicious of
Duane's "surveying" eye. Adams sought firm men of principle, steady in their
conduct and unwavering in their resolve. Instead, Rutledge appeared superficial and
uninterested, and Duane came across as untrustworthy and calculating.
Physical assessment went far beyond a body's age and size. These provincial
representatives would also have noticed their colleagues' etiquette, manners, and the
way they carried themselves. Consciously adhering to a mutually understood code of
genteel behavior, members of Congress sought to demonstrate for both personal and
political reasons that they belonged to their society's most refined class-the tiny one
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to two percent ofthe colonial population that controlled a quarter of the wealth. 27 By
asserting their place among the local colonial elite and within a transatlantic
community of British gentlemen through cultural performances inside Carpenters'
Hall and around the city's dinner tables, the members of the Congress sought to
display the power and influence they hoped to exert over both the public and the
British government.
The Congress existed at a cultural moment in which displays of manners and
taste were becoming increasingly central to class identity and consciousness. In the
decades preceding the Revolution, a strictly hierarchical social structure in which
status depended heavily on landed wealth and family lineage yielded to a somewhat
more fluid system in which urban professionals, in particular, could attain gentility
through material goods combined with personal appearance and behavior. 28 This
development was closely linked to the Consumer Revolution, as unprecedented
quantities and varieties of goods became available in the provinces starting in the
mid-eighteenth century. Fine fabrics, wigs, and gloves-as well as porcelain, cutlery,
and pewter-flooded the colonial market, becoming more accessible to would-be
27
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consumers. Since messages about social status were now increasingly communicated
through imported objects and clothing, men (especially those whose social position
was at all questionable) became dependent on these items to prove or even elevate
their social rank. Indeed, it was now theoretically possible for any man to
masquerade as a gentleman. The accessibility ofluxury goods allowed aspiring
gentlemen--country lawyers, small merchants-to purchase the trappings of gentility
and claim membership among the elite.
Codes ofbehavior likewise were transmitted through an imported goodconduct literature. During this period, advice literature from Europe appeared in the
libraries of elite men throughout the colonies and presented a remarkably consistent
set of rules and advice. These courtesy books continually emphasized control over
one's body, face, and gaze-the same standards and ideals that applied to
portraiture. 29 This body of prescriptive literature, written not just for the elite, but for
middling people, provided to any literate individual specific instructions about how to
perform gentility. 30 Providing standardized rules of conduct and codifying ideals of
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genteel behavior, these texts allowed genteel people from Boston to Charleston to
participate in similar tea-drinking rituals and to dance the same minuet.
Shared rules of civility shaped interactions between strangers and produced an
imagined community of gentlemen that included the deputies to the General
Congress. As members of the cultural and political elite of the pre-revolutionary
years, they prized the consumer goods and elaborate social rituals that had become
the core of genteel identity. In this shifting cultural climate, the deputies understood
the increased value of genteel performance and that, collectively, their social behavior
and physical presentation had become intertwined with the power they could exert
and with the extent to which they would be perceived as legitimate. Samuel Adams
recognized this fact when he donned his new suit and climbed into Hancock's fancy
carriage to travel to Philadelphia.
That gentility and social rank were important to the group's identity is
revealed in comments made about members of the Congress who did not seem to fit
in with the rest of the assembly. Silas Deane, for example, made several
uncomplimentary remarks about fellow Connecticut delegate Roger Sherman.
Following the large dinner (mentioned earlier) in New York City with the traveling
Massachusetts and Connecticut delegations and "all the gentlemen of considerable
note in the city in the mercantile way," Deane wrote of his fellow deputy:
Mr. Sherman is clever in private, but I will only say he is as badly
calculated to appear in such a Company as a chestnut-burr is for an
eye-stone. He occasioned some shrewd countenances among the
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company, and not a few oaths, by the odd questions he asked, and the
very odd and countrified cadence with which he speaks. 31
Deane also complained about Sherman's snoring during the trip to Philadelphia and
expressed frustration at Sherman's refusal to send their carriages over on a ferry one
Sunday evening for religious reasons, a decision that forced the delegation to make
the journey the following morning in the hot sun.
James Duane, a delegate from New York City, made similar disparaging
remarks about several of the other New York representatives coming from counties
outside the city. Unlike the other eleven colonies, New York chose their delegates on
a county by county basis. John Alsop, James Duane, John Jay, Philip Livingston, and
Isaac Low were all active in New York City politics and were chosen by New York
City as delegates for the Congress. Following their selection, a letter was sent to the
other New York counties requesting that they either formally endorse the New York
City delegates or elect some of their own. Four counties decided to allow these men
to act on their behalf, six counties did nothing, and three counties picked their own
representatives: Orange County chose Henry Wisner and John Haring, Suffolk
County chose William Floyd, and Kings County chose Simon Boerum. An
unimpressed and sarcastic Duane wrote to his friend and colleague Peter Van
Schaack: "We have now here four from New York [City] and Wisener Herring Floyd
& Boerum. I hope these last will be edified & pleased for Life with the Rank they

held in their grand Assembly & that their generous Counties will erect Monuments to
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their everlasting Fame." He asserted, "considering the Rank & abilities of the other
Delegates it serves no pleasing Contrast for our Province." 32 It is clear that James
Duane did not hold these men in high regard, implying that they were an
embarrassment to the rest ofthe New York delegation.
As Silas Deane scorned Roger Sherman for his country dialect and uncouth
questions, and James Duane disparaged the upcountry delegates from New York,
cosmopolitan standards came into conflict with provincial loyalties. Faced with the
rustic manners of their parochial colleagues, Deane and Duane sought to distance
themselves from their fellow deputies, finding that they had more in common with the
refined gentlemen from the other provinces than with some of the men representing
their own colony. Perhaps Duane's contempt also conceals a disquiet about a push
from below as middling, backcountry men such as Floyd and Boerum began to attain
unprecedented power in these months leading up to the Revolution.

*****

As the delegates became familiar with one another, they also became
acquainted, ifthey weren't already, with the city of Philadelphia. The deputies' first
days there were spent touring the area, including its streets, churches, public
buildings, and other attractions. There was much to see. With a population of about
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thirty thousand people by 1774, Philadelphia was the largest city in the colonies. 33 It
was also one of the empire's largest and most important ports, following only London
and Liverpool in the tonnage of ships it cleared every year. The size of the city, its
central role with regard to commerce, the powerful Quaker population, and the city's
relative heterogeneity in terms of religious and ethnic backgrounds all made
Philadelphia a unique destination.
Visitors to the city were particularly struck by its layout. Upon his arrival,
John Adams described it this way:
The Regularity and Elegance of this City are very striking. It is
situated upon a Neck of Land, about two Miles wide between the
River De la ware and the River Schuikill. The Streets are exactly
straight and parallel to the River. Front Street is near the River, then 2

there are all equally wide, straight and parallel to each other, and are
named from forrest and fruit Trees, Pear Street, Apple Street, Walnut
street, Chestnut Street, &c. 34
Adams, a native of the decidedly un-geometric Boston area, would certainly have
been impressed by the geometric organization of Philadelphia. He echoed what a
number of travelers to Philadelphia had already observed. Josiah Quincy had visited
the city in 1773, and he similarly noted that "The streets of Philadelphia intersect
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each other at right angles; and it is probably the most regular, best laid out city in the
world." 35 A map ofPhiladelphia made in 1776 (see Figure 24) corroborates these
descriptions.
Many of the men who attended the Congress were unfamiliar with the city,
and even with its grid-like organization it was possible for them to get lost.
Connecticut delegates Silas Deane and Eliphalet Dyer ran into this problem a few
days after their arrival, and what happened to them is a reminder of the everyday
challenges facing visitors to a strange city. On their first Sunday in Philadelphia, the
two men set out for church to hear Presbyterian minister Mr. Sprout and quickly
became disoriented. Dyer, who according to Deane was "one of the worst Men in the
World at recollecting Streets, distances or Stages," led them "the right Contrary way."
Two or three streets later, the men asked somebody if they were heading in the right
direction. A miscommunication led them to believe that they were going the correct
way. "The Col. Fretted, & I laugh'd at him," Deane wrote. Deane, both amused and
annoyed, wished they had left for the service along with their fellow lodgers who
(apparently) knew where they were going. In the end, upon reaching the southwest
edge ofthe city, the two men attended a service at an unknown church. 36
Though Deane and Dyer's presence at this particular church service was more
an accident than an experiment, delegates sometimes deliberately sought out new
kinds of religious experiences during their time in the city. Philadelphia's
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Fig. 24. A Plan of the City ofPhiladelphia, published by Andrew Dury, 177 6
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heterogeneous population-in contrast to the relative uniformity of Boston,
Williamsburg, or Charleston -encompassed people of many religious backgrounds
such as Quakers, Anglicans, Scotch-Irish Presbyterians, Moravians, and Roman
Catholics. Delegates recorded their attendance at a variety of services, and on one
occasion a group of delegates that included George Washington and John Adams
observed a Catholic mass at Saint Mary's Church.
Adams would go on to describe this novel experience three separate timestwice in his correspondence, and once in his diary. "[L]ed by Curiosity and good
Company," Adams wrote to his wife, "I strolled away to Mother Church, or rather
Grandmother Church, I mean the Romish Chappel." He continued, "This Afternoons
Entertainment was to me, most awfull and affecting. The poor Wretches, fingering
their Beads, chanting Latin, not a Word of which they understood, their PaterNosters
and Ave Maria's ... " After a lengthy description of the service, Adams concluded,
"Here is every Thing which can lay hold of the Eye, Ear, and Imagination. Every
Thing which can charm and bewitch the simple and ignorant. I wonder how Luther
ever broke the spe11."37 Though of different religious traditions, Washington and
Adams shared a fascination with this exotic religious ceremony, and perhaps could
find more similarities in their disparate traditions when contextualized in opposition
to the "otherness" of Catholicism.
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In the act of attending the Catholic service-his subsequent private

observations aside-Adams also displayed religious tolerance and openness. As the
New England delegates experimented with different religious services while in
Philadelphia, they collectively demonstrated their flexibility and the respect they had
for other Christian denominations-particularly Anglicanism, the faith of the
southern allies on whom they depended. The New Englanders' church-going
behavior while attending the Congress was part of a larger effort to overturn
preconceptions of New Englanders' rigid piety and religious bigotry. This attempt to
disprove widespread stereotypes about the region's religious intolerance was also
evident when Samuel Adams nominated Anglican Jacob Duche to deliver a prayer at
the opening of Congress.
In addition to a variety of church services, delegates also visited the city's

market38 and its public buildings such as the "bettering house" for the poor, its
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hospital, and its prison. Following his trip to see the bettering house, Deane decided:
"It vastly exceeds all of the kind in America, put together, & I guess, equals, in its

excellent institutions any thing in Europe."39 Adams would similarly remark that the
city's "charitable public foundations" were superior to what he knew in Boston.
Other attractions in the city included the College of Philadelphia, the sight of the city
and the Delaware River from the steeple of Christ Church, and the waxwork models
made by Dr. Abraham Chovet. Chovet, who had moved to Philadelphia from
Barbados in 1770, made his own sculptures to use in his lectures on human anatomy.
The first time he advertised his "Anatomical Museum" to the public was in October
of 1774 while Congress was in session. 40 Visitors to Philadelphia also ventured
outside the city to see Fort St. David and the Falls of the Schuylkill River-the site
that appeared in Peale's portrait of John Dickinson. In early September, a group that
the one he already owned, visited one of the city's coachmakers. After his inquiry he complained, "I
was deceived, as to the neatness, or cheapness of their Carriages." Finding that a carriage like the one
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included delegates William Livingston, John Jay, Stephen Crane, William Floyd, and
Deane, along with several men who were not delegates, rode out the six miles to this
location. About a week later, John Adams, Robert Treat Paine, Charles Thomson,
and Thomas Mifflin made the same trip. 41
Whether for Indian delegations visiting the city of London, for participants in
European Congresses, or for those involved in present-day embassies, sightseeing
experiences have long played a role in diplomacy as host countries have worked to
entertain and impress their foreign visitors. As Herman Viola notes in his work on
Indian diplomatic missions to London and later Washington, D.C., "The various
delegations generally underwent the same experiences-sightseeing, a round of social
and diplomatic appointments and interviews with high state officials." 42 Nancy
Shoemaker describes a group ofYamacraws visiting England who were transported
about London in one of King George II's carriages, visiting public institutions such as
hospitals and schools, attending the theater, and touring Hampton Court.

43
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Sightseeing outings and other casual social interactions-even if they were
ostensibly apolitical-were also opportunities for conversation in informal settings
that built personal relationships and diplomatic alliances. A great deal of the
delegates' social interaction took place during formal dinners, discussed below, but
there were also many informal gatherings over breakfast and late into the evening.
The political decisions and agreements that had the greatest impact on the Congress
likely were made in these types of intimate situations out-of-doors. Though the
delegates' private conversations are largely hidden from the historical record, there
are times when we can catch a glimpse into this intriguing and elusive layer of the
congressional experience.
The delegates' social encounters in both formal and informal settings involved
countless conversations in which both delegates and non-delegates talked about all
kinds of topics and used their time together to introduce ideas, discuss strategy,
negotiate, and talk over the potential actions and outcomes of the Congress. That
important decisions or issues were first addressed privately is hinted at by a number
of comments in the delegates' diaries and letters. Joseph Galloway, for example, was
convinced that the outcome of the first day of Congress-the decision to meet in
Carpenters' Hall and the selection of Charles Thomson as Secretary-had been
determined in advance.
In letters, delegates referred specifically to ideas or understandings that had
been reached privately. For instance, Samuel Adams prefaced a contention in a letter
to Joseph Warren saying, "I have been assured in private conversation with
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Individuals ... " Deane mentioned that the Congress might reconvene in May, but
emphasized that this was "out Door talk." John Adams referred in a letter to a subject
that was, according to him, "often mentioned in private Conversations here." On
another occasion, Adams assured William Tudor that the Congress would not "advise
to offensive Measures" such as building a military, explaining that he had found
"opportunities enough both public and private, to learn with Certainty, the decisive
Sentiments of the Delegates and others, upon this Point."44 Private conversations
were critical to diplomacy.
One of the first private conversations John Adams had in Philadelphia was
when Benjamin Rush accompanied Adams and Robert Treat Paine in their coach as it
traveled into the city. Adams recorded that this stranger "undertook to caution us
against two Gentlemen particularly." Adams named in his diary only one of these
men: Dr. William Smith, the Provost of the College. Rush apparently told the men
from Massachusetts that Smith "had Art enough and Refinement upon Art to make
Impressions even on Mr. Dickinson and Mr. Reed." Adams alluded to another
provocative conversation about six weeks later, this time with Patrick Henry. While
working together at Henry's lodgings in mid-October, the Virginian expressed to
Adams his animosity towards several ofhis fellow delegates. Henry, in Adams's
view, had "a horrid Opinion of Galloway, Jay, and the Rutledges." Henry was "very
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impatient to see such Fellows, and not be at Liberty to describe them in their true
Colours."45
According to Adams, both Rush and Henry stated explicitly their negative
opinions about influential and powerful individuals involved with the Congress.
Their candor, if that is indeed what it was, prompts questions about the potential for
manipulation and gossip to influence people's reactions to and treatment of one
another-again, something that might make its way into Carpenters' Hall. It also
suggests the freedom of expression that could accompany private moments. These
two conversations with Benjamin Rush and Patrick Henry indicate that the language
and content of personal conversations could be different from the way the delegates
presented themselves in more formal and public settings.
By identifying how and with whom particular delegates spent their time, we
can suggest possible alliances and cooperation among certain delegates, or at least
determine that they had ample opportunity to form friendships and discuss political
matters in private. Using John Adams's and Robert Treat Paine's diaries, we can
track where the pivotal Massachusetts delegation was-particularly in the early days
of the Congress. The men from Boston spent a great deal of time with powerful
Philadelphia resistance leader Thomas Mifflin, for example. Mifflin was among the
group that rode out to meet the delegation at the end of August and he presumably
joined them at the City Tavern that evening. The next morning, John Adams and
Robert Treat Paine (and the rest of the delegation was almost certainly with them)
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walked around the town with Mifflin, viewing the State House, Carpenters' Hall, and
the market. Afterwards, the group went to Mifflin's home-what Adams called "a
grand, spacious, and elegant House." There they had "much Conversation" with
Mifflin's political ally Charles Thomson. "This Charles Thompson is the Sam.
Adams ofPhyladelphia-the Life ofthe Cause of Liberty, they say," Adams noted in
his diary. 46
On their fourth day in Philadelphia, which was the first of September, the
Massachusetts delegation again visited Mifflin for breakfast, and again Thomson
showed up-though he was followed soon afterwards by the Provost of the College,
Dr. William Smith, who was one of the men Adams and Paine had been warned about
by Rush the night they arrived in the city. The following day they dined at Mifflin's
house and the day after that they spent the evening there, both times part of a larger
group. On Sunday, the day before the Congress officially began, Mifflin spent the
evening at the Massachusetts delegation's lodgings. Thus, the Massachusetts
delegation spent time with the resistance leader Thomas Mifflin-both in more
private and informal settings and for more formal meals that included other peopleon six of the seven days preceding the start of the Congress.
In the week before Congress officially convened, the Massachusetts

delegation also dined with resistance leader Joseph Reed-another person with whom
they would spend a considerable amount of time while they were in Philadelphia.
Though not a delegate at this session (he would be in future years), Reed was an
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important player in local politics and was clearly active in the social life of the
Congress. John Adams records several occasions in early September in which he
socialized with Reed: once when they climbed the steeple of Christ Church to view
the city, once when a group including Reed and John Adams "strolled" and attended a
Moravian lecture together, and another time when Reed spent the evening with the
Massachusetts delegation at their boarding house. As John Adams recorded, "Mr.
Reed returned with Mr. Adams and me to our Lodgings, and a very social, agreeable
and communicative Evening We had." That night, Reed congratulated John and
Samuel Adams on the success of Jacob Duche's prayer, saying "We never were guilty
of a more Masterly Stroke of Policy, than in moving that Mr. Duche might read
Prayers, it has had a very good Effect, &c. He says the Sentiments of People here,
are growing more and more favourable every day. " 47 It is striking that these political
allies-Mifflin, Thomson, Reed, and the Adamses-gravitated to one another so
quickly. In effect, social gatherings helped to forge the political bonds that would
play out in Congress. These informal meetings, providing regular opportunities to
share gossip and shape strategy, were crucial to the popular leaders' success inside
Carpenters' Hall. They allowed for a frank exchange of information that transcended
the formality of genteel conduct.
There were also occasions in which some of these delegates socialized in
smaller groups with the famous John Dickinson. Richard Henry Lee apparently spent
an afternoon drinking wine with him. Following a rare intimate dinner in late
47
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September that included the Massachusetts delegation, Charles Thomson, Dickinson,
their wives, and Dickinson's niece, a pleased John Adams penned, "A most
delightfull Afternoon we had. Sweet Communion indeed we had-Mr. Dickinson
gave us his Thoughts and his Correspondence very freely." 48 Adams valued the
smallness of the gathering because it fostered what he saw as a more open
communication with the "Farmer."
Also, in addition to Mifflin, Thomson, Reed, and Dickinson, the
Massachusetts delegation spent time with Richard Hemy Lee. John Adams, who
unlike Samuel had not corresponded with Lee before the 1774 Congress, was
especially impressed with Lee, whom he first met at the City Tavern the second of
September. The following morning, the men from Massachusetts had breakfast at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Shippen-where, as mentioned earlier, Lee was staying. 49
Following this second meeting, Adams proclaimed Lee to be a "masterly Man" and
wrote a long diary entry recording the precise details of what Lee said. On at least
two other occasions, Lee spent time at the place where the Massachusetts delegates
were lodging. A few weeks into September, he was the last to leave of a group of
people who had come by to visit, and he was also there about a week later. As
Adams would write, "Spent the Evening at Home, with Coli. Lee, Coli. Washington
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and Dr. Shippen who came in to consult with us." 50 This coalition eventually became
the Lee-Adams junto-a faction powered by the strong personal and political alliance
between Samuel Adams and Lee.
Lastly, the Massachusetts delegation spent time during this first week with
Thomas Lynch. At the tavern the day they arrived in town, Lynch was also among a
group that visited the Massachusetts delegates at their lodgings the following day.
The day after that, the delegation dined with Lynch and his family. Adams recorded,
"We were all vastly pleased with Mr. Lynch. He is a solid, firm, judicious Man." It
was Lynch who would call for a vote on the convention's meeting place and nominate
Peyton Randolph as President and Charles Thomson as Secretary of the Congressthe scenario that completely surprised Galloway and led him to assume that what
occurred was a pre-arranged plan that had been "privately settled by an Interest made
out ofDoors." 51

*****
It was critical that the Congress--composed mostly of men elected by

extralegal means-project an image of itself as legitimate. The fact that the city's
wealthiest and most powerful residents welcomed the deputies into their homes
helped strengthen the body's credibility. While in Pennsylvania, delegates dined
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formally with the Attorney General Andrew Allen, Chief Justice Benjamin Chew,
Judge of the Supreme Court Thomas Willing, and Councilor James Hamilton. 52 As
Delaware representative Caesar Rodney reported to his brother, the visiting
delegations had "the greatest Respect paid them by all the first people here." Even
Robert Penn, a Councilor and the brother of Pennsylvania governor John Penn,
entertained the delegates in his home. As Rodney wrote, "R. Penn is a great friend to
the Cause of Liberty and has treated the Gentlemen delegates with the greatest
Respect. More or less of them dine with him every day, and his brother Wishes his
Station would admit of his acting the same part." After several weeks in
Philadelphia, John Adams remarked, "I have not Time nor Language to express the
Hospitality and Civility, the studied and expensive Respect with which we have been
treated, in every Stage of our Progress." He even went so far as to say, "I shall be
kill'd with Kindness, in this Place." 53 Adams was not the only delegate to remark on
the incessant socializing, feasting, and drinking that were central to the delegates'
daily routine.
The Congress typically convened at about nine o'clock in the morning and
adjourned at around three in the afternoon. Immediately after the session, the
delegates attended dinners-usually in large groups-at the homes of various
prominent residents of the city. In Thomas Cushing's words:
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We Sett in Congress from nine oClock in the Morning to three, some
times four in the afternoon, We then dine with the nobles in
Philadelphia, with seldom less than Ten, Twelve or fifteen in
Company & after that spend the Evening very agreeably. 54
It was unusual for the delegates to dine in small groups or at their own lodgings, and
apparently they rarely ate with exactly the same group twice. As Caesar Rodney
wrote to his brother, "The gentlemen of the City are entertaining the Gentlemen of
Congress every day by parcels." In late September, Adams would reveal the novelty
of a smaller dinner party when he recorded dining at the home of Charles Thomson
with "only" Dickinson and Dickinson's wife and niece. 55
These grand dinners in the homes of Philadelphia's elite were more elaborate
and included a greater range of foods than the average eighteenth-century meal.
Adams described a more mundane and certainly more common repast when he
recorded spending time with storeowner William Barrell while drinking punch and
eating "dryed smoaked Sprats" or when Sarah Yard (who, as noted earlier, owned the
lodging house where the Massachusetts delegation stayed) served "Muffins, Buck
Wheat Cakes and common Toast" to a group of men gathered at the house for
breakfast. The ostentatious and almost ceremonial meals with the "nobles," in
contrast, could include five different kinds of meat and poultry, and many special and
elegant dishes. The fare could include, as John Adams listed, "Ducks, Hams,
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Chickens, Beef, Pigg, Tarts, Creams, Custards, Gellies, fools, Trifles, floating
Islands ... and a long &c" or "Curds and Creams, Jellies, Sweat meats of various sorts,
20 sorts of Tarts, fools, Trifles, floating Islands, whippd Sillabubs &c &c.-Parmesan
Cheese" or "Turttle, and every other Thing-Flummery, Jellies, Sweetmeats of20
sorts, Trifles, Whip'd Syllabubbs, floating Islands, fools--&c." 56 There was an
overwhelming quantity and diversity of food at these dinners that spoke to the hosts'
wealth, generosity, and taste.
Various alcoholic beverages always accompanied these grand meals. On one
occasion the guests were served "Beer, Porter, Punch, [and] Wine." On another
afternoon the group drank "the very best Claret, Madeira, and Burgundy." After one
dinner Adams noted that the gathering was served "Wines most excellent and
admirable" and proceeded to comment that he had "drank Madeira at a great Rate and
found no Inconvenience in it." George Read, the day after an unusually sober
evening, wrote to his wife: "I was moderate yesterday, the ladies were the Means of
it in some Measure and the wine at the Tavern at Night was bad." 57 The two months
at Congress were, at least for some of these men, a time of almost daily over-
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indulgence.
Several of the delegates implied that they thought eating and drinking so much
everyday was unhealthy. Adams remarked that he thought his health to be
surprisingly good considering the heat and the "incessant Feasting I have endured
ever since I left Boston." George Read likewise commented on the excesses of food
and drink at the Congress, telling his wife Gitty, "Eating & drinking distress me
most." Rodney grumbled to his brother that his health would not improve "[w]hile I
am under the necessaty of Spending all those that ought to be my Leisure Hours, in
Feasting or be thought to neglect those who kindly invite."58
Though John Adams in particular was impressed by these extravagant meals
at first, his enthusiasm waned over time. By the end of September, the routine of the
Congress-including and especially these huge meals-was taking its toll. As he
wearily reported to his wife:
We go to congress at Nine, and there We stay, most earnestly engaged
in Debates upon the most abstruse Misteries of State untill three in the
Afternoon, then we adjourn, and go to Dinner with some of the Nobles
ofPensylvania, at four 0 Clock and feast upon ten thousand
Delicacies, and sitt drinking Madeira, Claret and Burgundy till six or
seven, and then go home, fatigued to death with Business, Company,
and Care. 59
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In a particularly negative letter written in early October, Adams followed complaints
about the pace of the daily congressional sessions saying, "The perpetual Round of
feasting too, which we are obliged to submit to, make the Pilgrimage more tedious to
me." Adams's use of the word "pilgrimage" suggests the journey to Philadelphia was
in part to demonstrate respect for the place and its people-making the acceptance of
dinner invitations obligatory. 60 George Read also seemed dissatisfied with the hurry
and obligations of his daily routine:
The day is Consumed in this Way-Shaving, Washing, breakfasting,
waiting an Hour for the Barber's coming, near half an Hour under his
hands-running to the Congress, sitting there 'til13 O'clock then
running to dine upon Invitation-waiting an hour before dinner
appears-then running home to avoid the Night Air. Not a moment to
spare is disagreeable yet very little in all the bustle. 61
Silas Deane echoed, "I am really hurried, and have many more engagements than I
wish for, though they are Agreeable."62 The packed social calendar of the
Massachusetts delegation was revealed when they completely forgot about cards they
had received a week earlier to dine with Philadelphia man Mr. Mease. Having
already eaten dinner, the host's brother arrived at their lodgings to see where they
were. They ended up going over later, after dinner was over, and joined the group60
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"a very agreeable Company," according to Adams, that included Thomas Mifflin,
Benjamin Rush, and John Dickinson. Adams lamented, "Our Regret at the Loss of
this Company was very great." 63
In addition to these dinners, there were also several larger social occasions in
which the members of Congress dined with the members of the Pennsylvania
legislature. About a week before Congress adjourned, for instance, the House of
Representatives of Pennsylvania invited the members of the General Congress to a
gathering at the City Tavern, and the two assemblies-totaling about one hundred
guests-ate together. There was one spectacular occasion in September in which
hundreds of people from the city and elsewhere dined together with the visiting
delegations. Several of the representatives mentioned that extraordinary occasion in
their letters or journals. Caesar Rodney wrote to his brother a few days before, "on
Fryday next the Citizens in General are to entertain the Whole Congress at the
Statehouse. It is intended to be the greatest entertainment that ever was made in this
City, the Expence of Which is Computed to a Thousand pounds at least." Silas
Deane described the event to his wife:
Friday We had a grand Entertainment at the State House ... About Five
Hundred Gentlemen sat down at once, and I will only say there was a
plenty of everything eatable, & drinkable & no scarcity of good
Humor, & diversion. We had besides the Delegates, Gentlemen From
every province on the Continent present.
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George Washington also recorded that he "Dined at the State House at an
Entertainment given by the City to the Members of the Congress." 64 The event would
be reported in newspapers throughout the colonies.
That the deputies felt compelled to attend these formal meals and public
feasts, and the regularity with which they occurred, suggest their meaning went well
beyond mere sustenance. Moreover, that they were less common at the Second
Continental Congress reveals the way in which the 1774 Congress was distinct from
subsequent meetings in its primarily diplomatic versus legislative nature. Mealtaking is an important part of diplomacy since the usefulness of face-to-face
diplomatic work lies in opportunities to build relationships with representatives of
other nations to advance shared interests and agendas and negotiate differences.
Formal dinners including deputies from colonies with a history of conflict and
disunity were an effective tool of intercolonial diplomacy in their ritualistic emphasis
on harmony. 65 This feasting, a defining feature of the 1774 Congress, accomplished
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ceremonial, symbolic work that, although ultimately subsumed the following May by
an urgent need for hands-on governance, was no less important.
Central to the meaning of formal dining, especially in a diplomatic context,
are the distinctive roles of host versus guest. While hosts seek to impress and honor
their guests, guests demonstrate through their participation in the rituals of the host
country respect and regard for its people. 66 Diplomatic negotiations between
European and Indian groups particularly emphasized this distinction, as Europeans
were expected to provide food, drink, and entertainment for the large Indian
delegations that traveled to treaty conferences. 67 The divide between host and guest
similarly was evident at the Albany Congress, which included commissioners from
seven colonies as well as Indians groups and crown officials. As Timothy Shannon
has observed, journals kept by two men, one at a treaty conference in 1745 and one at
the Albany Congress, each reveal a round of feasting-similar to that of the 1774
Congress-in which the commissioners were treated as public guests. Local
gentlemen, in this case New Yorkers, showed enthusiastic hospitality in welcoming
and entertaining representatives from the other colonies. 68
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There was an expectation, at least in British culture, that in return for this
hospitality the host should be granted power and influence. At the Albany Congress,
presiding officer James DeLancey requested additional funds from the Board of
Trade so that he could better afford to keep "a Good Table" as he hosted the visiting
commissioners. 69 He knew, as did the leading families of Pennsylvania in 1774, that
in the role of host he could claim more authority over the negotiations. Indian
delegations visiting England confronted a similar outpouring of hospitality, likewise
designed to impress and influence. Native American delegations to London were
overwhelmed by lavish meals and sightseeing outings that sought to showcase the
empire's wealth and power. This ostentatious display was intended to prove and
justify to the visiting Indians Britain's supposed superiority and dominance in
America. 70 The ruling elite of Philadelphia were no doubt similarly motivated by a
desire to impress and influence the visiting deputies who were strangers to the city.
Formal dinners were a medium of diplomacy, bringing together hosts and
guests to share food and drink in an amiable setting. For this function to succeed, the
delegates were required to perform in an appropriately genteel way-at least, they
had to do so if the alliance forged at the Congress was to be a compact among equals.

commissioners' role as guests. During their stay in Albany, colonial commissioners found themselves
treated as public guests by the governor and the town's magistrates" (Ibid., 134-135).
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1bid, 131-132.
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recognize European superiority in their accumulation and display of wealth, European hosts oflndian
delegations expected that, in a larger sense, their wealth empowered them to be the ruling class in
North America. Indians who visited Europe were supposed to be impressed by the lifestyle of the
upper classes but were instead appalled by it" (58).
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Key to understanding the significance and meaning of formal dinners at the Congress
is their specific cultural context. The manner in which British people took their meals
in the second half of the eighteenth century was fundamentally different from the
centuries preceding it-particularly for the wealthy. Until well into the sixteenth
century, all people-regardless of class-ate with their hands out of a common bowl
and drank from the same goblet. If they used utensils, they used spoons and knives,
items they were expected to carry with them when dining away from home. They did
not use forks. Rarely if ever were there matching sets of chairs, silverware, or plates.
Gradually, the notion that diners should be provided with his own plate, fork, and
glass took hold among the most fashionable and affluent, but it took many decades
for average people to possess these things and observe this new dining ideal.
Thus, the process of dining in which the delegations participated in
Philadelphia was of relatively recent origin and very distinct from mealtime in an
ordinary eighteenth-century household. The setting was certainly different, since the
elite, unlike the typical household inhabiting a one room dwelling, lived in homes
with designated public spaces. 71 The room in which genteel people dined had
matching sets of chairs, lamps and mirrors to illuminate meals that routinely stretched
into the evening, tables covered in cloths, and twenty or more matching place settings
that surrounded a geometrically arranged presentation of culinary delicacies. The last
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of several courses was entirely of desserts, which were particularly expensive. In the
eighteenth century, fashion dictated the use of cream in these sweets-hence the
trifles and syllabubs that John Adams described. 72 As Norbert Elias contends, all of
these shifts in dining behavior created greater separation between individual diners
and (through the use ofthe fork) between diners and their food.
Many of the congressional delegates, born in the 1730s, came of age just as
these fundamental changes in dining equipment and etiquette were changing
longstanding behaviors of the established and aspiring elite and further separating
these families from the rest of society. This process was underway throughout the
Atlantic world and affected the lives of nearly all Americans, and especially the
wealthy, from New Hampshire to South Carolina, who owned similar dining
equipment and increasingly even ate the same things. As Timothy Breen and others
have observed, the Anglicization of British American provincial cultures that
developed concurrently with the consumer revolution began to blur regional
differences and strengthen the colonies' relations with one another as they
increasingly imported similar goods from abroad and traded with one another for not
only goods, but foodstuffs as well. This "convergence of regional foodways," as one
food historian has called it, stemmed in part from the importation of cookware and
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cookbooks from Britain and the placement of greater value on the consumption of
English foods starting in the mid-eighteenth century. 73
Very few families were capable of entertaining a large number of guests in the
best style according to these fashionable standards. 74 It was men of this exclusive
social status, many of them holding high positions in the Pennsylvania government
and economic world, who hosted the visiting delegations in Philadelphia, welcoming
the deputies into their grand homes to partake in mutually understood genteel rituals.
But, paradoxically, dining etiquette and manners more generally were also a way for
a stranger to claim membership to an elevated social status that might be
incompatible with his actual wealth, property-ownership, and lineage. A person
attentive to mores of genteel behavior could "pass" as someone of a higher stationsomething that the comparatively humble Massachusetts delegation sought to do at
the General Congress. The shift towards an understanding of gentility that was
dependent on social behavior and appearance was key to the deputies' perceptions of
one another, since all but the natives of Philadelphia were divorced from the local
communities that defined a man's reputation and position in the hierarchy of society.
Visible wealth was more important at the Congress because members found
themselves disassociated from the identity well established within their own
provinces where people often knew intimately the history of a person and his family.
73
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Through their social interaction with the Philadelphia "nobles," the
congressmen-who were not in most cases elected legitimately and needed to prove
themselves-displayed to people throughout the city that they were indeed respected
gentlemen and leaders to whom the public should defer. All of these social
encounters reinforced the authority and influence of the Congress by displaying a
cordial cooperation and familiarity among the ambassadors from elsewhere in the
provinces and Philadelphia's elite moderate and conservative families. Because of
common understandings of legitimate leadership in the eighteenth-century AngloAmerican world, the deputies' cultural identity and performances were entangled
with the credibility and effectiveness of the Congress as a diplomatic body. In short,
the delegates' identity as "gentlemen" helped enhance the political legitimacy of the
Congress.

*****

The delegates' social experiences, and especially these dinner parties, had
other diplomatic and political ramifications as well. First, they were an opportunity
for non-delegates to learn what was going on inside Carpenters' Hall during the
day-information that was supposed to remain secret. Social venues also presented a
unique environment in which delegates and non-delegates could directly or indirectly
communicate their political opinions and tentatively experiment with new or
controversial ideas.
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Both delegates and non-delegates participated in the social life of the
Congress. A gathering for supper in early September, for example, included
delegates Thomas Mifflin, Richard Henry Lee, Benjamin Harrison, John and Edward
Rutledge, John Adams-and non-delegates Drs. Witherspoon, Shippen, and Steptoe.
On another occasion, at least two of the Massachusetts delegates dined at the country
estate of Henry Hill along with his wife, her father, Joseph Reed, Dickinson and
Thomson and their wives, and delegate Thomas Johnson ofMaryland. 75 Thus many
individuals not officially delegates to the Congress were privy to political
conversations that took place out of doors.
Inevitably, these gatherings in mixed company compromised the Congress's
decision to keep its proceedings completely confidential. Charles Carroll, rumored to
be the wealthiest man in all the colonies, stayed in the city for a time and socialized a
great deal with the various delegates as an unofficial member of the delegation,
excluded only because he was Catholic. That he was privy to what was going on
inside Carpenters' Hall is implied in a letter he wrote to his father: "their debates are
kept secret & the deputies are under a tie of honour not to reveal what passes." He
continued, paradoxically, "When I see you, I shall be able to give you a full account
of their deliberations." Non-delegate Thomas Wharton made a similar point in his
correspondence when he asserted that "by a rule established at the opening of the
Congress, we cannot get copies of their proceedings, but my intimacy with the
leading members of most of the colonies, gives me an opportunity in conversation of
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knowing their daily results."

76

Yet another example is John Dickinson, who seemed

to know exactly what had been going on in Congress when he finally joined the group
in mid-October. Thus, the delegates' pledge to keep the proceedings secret was
compromised in social settings.
Social occasions provided participants with an opportunity to learn, or at least
get an impression about, the feelings, agendas, and attitudes of other people. Joseph
Galloway made a special point to visit Philadelphia a few days before the Congress
began in order to get a sense of what to expect from his colleagues. He reported to
his friend William Franklin, "I am just returned from Philadelphia, where I have been
to wait on, and endeavour to fmd out the Temper of the Delegates .. .I have not had
any great Opportunity of sounding them. But so far as I have, I think they will
behave with Temper and Moderation." He said of the Massachusetts delegation:
The Boston Commissioners are warm, and I believe wish for a Nonimportation Agreement, and hope that the Colonies will advise and
justify them in a Refusal to pay for the tea until their Aggrievances are
redressed. They are in their Behaviour and Conversation very modest,
and yet they are not so much so as not to throw out Hints, which, like
Straws and Feathers, tell us from which Point of the Compass the
Wind comes. I dined with them on Thursday. 77
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Galloway had a good feeling regarding John Rutledge of South Carolina and
Nathaniel Folsom ofNew Hampshire, but thought Edward Rutledge and John
Sullivan ofNew Hampshire to be more "warm."78 The impressions that Galloway
developed during this visit to the city would turn out to be misleading.
Social occasions were also a chance for both delegates and non-delegates to
make their opinions and preferences known to others. There were many ways for a
person to communicate his opinions in social settings, if he wished, without stating
them explicitly. One was the "sentiment"-or toast. Thomas Mifflin hosted a dinner
on the second of September that included the Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and South
Carolina delegates, and it was at this gathering that Thomas Lynch offered the
following sentiment: "The brave Dantzickers, who declare they will be free in the
face of the greatest Monarch in Europe." After a supper the next day, again hosted by
Thomas Mifflin, John Adams would transcribe a number of other sentiments that
were given in the course of that evening. Benjamin Harrison, for example, toasted to
"a constitutional Death to the Lords Bute, Mansfield, and North." Robert Treat Paine
offered, "May the Collision of british Flint and American Steel, produce that Spark of
Liberty which shall illumine the latest Posterity." Others, not attributed to particular
individuals, included "Union of the Colonies" and "Unanimity to the Congress."
That night, according to Adams, the men "drank Sentiments tillll 0 Clock."79
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Through toasts like these, part of a long tradition of "competitive toasting" just
beginning to lose favor in the late eighteenth century, a group communally approved
an idea, a wish, or a resolution. 80 Undoubtedly, men who had a way with words were
appreciated for their witty or stirring sentiments in the same way a man might be
appreciated for his eloquence inside Carpenters' Hall.
Though the provincial deputies may have tired of the neverending eating and
drinking expected of them at the 1774 Congress, they also understood how critical it
was that they participate in it. As Deane had observed that summer evening in New
York City, rich food and heavy alcohol consumption promised more candid
conversation about topics strictly avoided at ten in the morning. When de Callieres
cautioned that "a too abstemious negotiator will miss many opportunities of finding
out what is going on," he recognized that it was part of a diplomat's responsibility to
take full advantage ofthe more relaxed communication fostered by social settings. 81
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CHAPTER IV
"SHEWING THEIR PARTS AND POWERS":
THE ROLE OF ORATORY AND CORRESPONDENCE

There is no greater Mortification than to sit with half a dozen Witts,
deliberating upon a Petition, Address, or Memorial. These great Witts,
these subtle criticks, these refined Genius's, these learned Lawyers,
these wise Statesmen are so fond of shewing their Parts and Powers, as
to make their Consultations very tedius.
John Adams, diary
24 October 1774
A frequent Communication at this critical Conjuncture is necessary.
Samuel Adams to Joseph Warren
25 September 177 4 1
In a country where many people were barely literate, the deputies to the
intercolonial Congress of 1774 stood out for their erudition. 2 Next to ministers, these
were some of the British colonies' most educated and talented orators and writersmen specifically selected by their peers for their considerable abilities and experience.
1
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Many were lawyers trained to craft credible arguments and speak convincingly in
court. Most had experience debating and drafting documents as representatives in
provincial assemblies. The college curriculum in which they were educated was
founded on the study of classical languages, with great emphasis on mannered public
speaking and structured argumentation. Products of a culture that prized eloquence
and persuasive prose, this elite group of men attended a convention that both
showcased these talents and depended on them.
Inside Carpenters' Hall the vocabulary and literacy that the delegates shared,
along with overlapping understandings of oratorical conventions and procedures,
provided structure for the delegates' debates and made it easier for them to
understand and cooperate with one another. Their facility with these tools of
communication-combined with similar backgrounds, cultural sensibilities, and
grievances-was essential for substantive intercolonial collaboration. Of course, the
members of Congress also scripted their communications with the outside world. The
correspondence associated with the Congress reveals the delegates' crucial role as
emissaries mediating the relationship between the Congress and their home
governments; even ostensibly private letters served important diplomatic and political
functions. In short, both inside and outside Carpenters' Hall, the delegates'
extraordinary command over language played an important role in facilitating
congressional proceedings and shaping the meeting's outcome.
The ways in which the deputies communicated with one another and the
public reveals an adherence to the hierarchical, closed model of communication
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dominant in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. In early colonial Boston
and Tidewater Virginia, as Richard Brown has shown, public news circulated almost
exclusively within an insulated community of cosmopolitan gentlemen. Information
was conveyed most often in face-to-face encounters, through messengers, and by
letter. Shared first with peers, news was then transmitted to everyone else on a needto-know basis. 3 Men in interconnected elite circles acted as "gatekeepers,"
determining what news would reach the public; information appeared in newspapers
after it had already circulated among the networks of the ruling elite. Unlike most
Americans, these men generally had a number of contacts beyond their local areas
and across the Atlantic. The deputies to the 1774 General Congress largely operated
on this model of communication, treating one another as peers and communicating
with people "out of doors" according to those constituents' social and political
stations. The Massachusetts delegation employed a carefully selected messenger in
Paul Revere. 4 The Congress met behind closed doors, keeping tight control over
what information was released to the public.
However, the delegates' communications also took place in the context of a
broader conversation about politics taking shape in the Anglo-American world, with
merchants, professionals, gentlemen, and middling people attending to matters of
3
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state by reading newspapers and broadsides and talking at coffee houses, taverns,
salons, and literary clubs. By the mid-eighteenth century, the strictly controlled
hierarchical model of communication characteristic of earlier decades was beginning
to break down; the proliferation of printed materials and "public" spaces such as
taverns provided unprecedented opportunities for information to be diffused to nongentry. This so-called public sphere, a domain independent from both the state and
private life, incorporated into politics previously excluded segments of the
population. While face-to-face associations remained critical, what became
increasingly important was the access to public information and political debate
accompanying a new, depersonalized printed discourse. Newspapers, pamphlets,
broadsides, and magazines-along with secular oratory and collective public ritualshelped create a community of citizens capable of criticizing and reforming the state.
This development had a democratizing effect, raising the political consciousness of
people previously unmobilized, and ultimately allowed the Congress to exist in the
first place. 5 Still, the older hierarchical, exclusive model of communications
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remained powerful even in the face of these significant shifts in American thought
and behavior.
The members of Congress-and not coincidentally the most influential
members-understood how to navigate this changing environment and manipulate
both spoken and written words to their advantage. Like all successful ambassadors,
they were masters in the art of persuasion. The success of the Congress ultimately
rested on this ability to communicate effectively with one another and with the public.
It was especially important that the members of the Massachusetts delegation find a

way to convey to their peers the great urgency and gravity of the scene in Boston.
Several hundred miles away from the troubling and increasingly volatile situation in
that occupied city, Massachusetts's deputies were forced to rely exclusively on the
power of spoken and written words. Only their considerable skills in oratory and
conversation, along with the content of letters arriving from Massachusetts, could
convince the other delegates of how serious the situation had become. Facing this
great challenge, John and Samuel Adams, Thomas Cushing, Robert Treat Paine, and
their allies in other colonies such as Richard Henry Lee, Thomas Mifflin, and Thomas
Lynch, were well aware that they needed to appeal to both the reason and the
emotions of t4eir fellow congressmen.

*****
Before leaving to attend the Congress, John Adams expressed insecurity about
his readiness to be among the provinces' most elite and educated men. He wished he
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had more time to study "such subjects of Law and Politicks and Commerce as may
come, in Play, at the Congress." He worried, "I might be furbishing up my old
Reading in Law and History." Adams believed, correctly, that to perform effectively
at Congress he should have a mastery over these subjects. 6 Familiarity with Classical
and English law, literature, and history was often on display both inside and outside
of Carpenters' Hall. This literacy was to be expected in a political world that took for
granted a man's exposure to the great Greek, Roman, and British thinkers. The
content of the deputies' speeches and debates, as well as political writing and private
correspondence, reveal their identification with a political system that belonged to
learned gentlemen-a system that the Revolution would ultimately help to
disassemble. 7
The character of the delegates' oral and written communications grew directly
out of the educational and professional experiences that many of them shared.
Though the congressmen grew up in twelve disparate provinces, each with its own
distinctive culture and economy, acquiring a gentleman's education meant that they
were exposed to many of the same texts and virtually the same curriculum and
educational methods. 8 At the center of a gentleman's education was learning to read

6

John Adams to Abigail Adams, 30 June 1774, Adams Family Correspondence, ed. L. H.
Butterfield (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1963), 115.
7
See Gordon S. Wood, "The Democratization of Mind in the American Revolution," in
Leadership in the American Revolution (Washington: Library of Congress, 1974), 63-88.
8
Though the content of a gentleman's education was very similar regardless of where he
lived, the contexts in which a man was educated varied. Boys and young men were educated in their
households by tutors (often graduates of American or English colleges), at common schools, which
taught students to read and write English, at grammar schools (distinct from common schools in that
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educated abroad, such as Richard Henry Lee, Christopher Gadsden, and unofficial delegate Charles
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and write Latin. Entrance requirements that Harvard College established in 1655the ability to read canonical classical texts such as Cicero and an understanding of
Greek grammar and Latin prose and verse-were similarly adopted by colleges
throughout the provinces and directed the curricula of the grammar schools and tutors
preparing students for those institutions. Once admitted to college, instruction
continued along these same lines as students worked to master the complexities of
Latin grammar and the works of Greek and Roman writers. The teaching ofboth
rhetoric and oratory likewise depended on classical authors and were typically
conducted in Latin. 9
All young men began with basic Latin grammar, learning simple nouns and
verbs, and then moved on to more complex figures and practiced translating passages
from Latin to English and back again. This traditional approach was used, with little
variation, throughout the Atlantic world in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 10

Carroll, who attended a Jesuit school in Flanders; see Ronald Hoffman, Princes ofIreland, Planters of
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"ceaseless self-education"; see Lawrence Cremin, American Education: The Colonial Experience,
1607-1783 (New York: Harper & Row, 1970), 470. These varieties of schools and the extent of
instruction-regardless of where it took place-grew substantially during the eighteenth century. As
the majority of congressional deputies were coming of age, education was becoming increasingly tied
to the adoption of a genteel lifestyle.
9
See David Robson, Educating Republicans: The College in the Era of the American
Revolution, 1750-1800 (Westport, Conn. and London: Greenwood Press, 1985), 16. Caroline Winterer,
The Culture of Classicism: Ancient Greece and Rome in American Intellectual Life 1780-1910 (New
York: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002) provides a close look at classical curricula, though it
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Mirror ofAntiquity: American Women and the Classical Tradition, 1750-1900 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 2007).
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As Cremin notes, "The most striking characteristic of the teaching of Latin and Greek was
the persistence of traditional methods and materials, though that traditionalism did not necessarily
attach to the ... school as a whole." Robert Middlekauff similarly observes, in his study of secondary
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There was some controversy before the Revolution about the relevance and
usefulness of a curriculum built around the mastery of classical languages and texts,
but little changed. As the eighteenth century progressed, the heavy emphasis on
classical languages and literature was accompanied by a greater interest in the
sciences and mathematics. By the close of the century, English had replaced Latin as
the primary language of instruction and oratory. However, at the time the deputies to
the 1774 Congress were educated, the classics remained the cornerstone of a
gentleman's education, and Latin the language of liberal education. It would remain
so until after the Revolution. 11
This homogeneity in the curriculum and methods of instruction in colonial
America derived from the fact that the provincial colleges all used English
universities as their models and, to greater or lesser degrees, sought to replicate those
Old World institutions much as they did other aspects ofBritish life and culture.
Where American colleges diverged from those in Britain was less by design than
accident, as Americans suffered what has been called a "cultural lag" and enjoyed
fewer resources. 12 There was tremendous overlap in the texts assigned at these
colleges; all taught Cicero's Orations; all, with the possible exception of William and
Mary, taught Homer and Virgil. The canon was small and dominated by a handful of
education in the eighteenth-century New England, how surprisingly static and unchanging this
curriculum was in colonial America. See Cremin, American Education, 501; Robert Middlekauff,
Ancients and Axioms: Secondary Education in Eighteenth-Century New England (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1963).
11
See Frank Klassen, "Persistence and Change in Eighteenth-Century Colonial Education"
History ofEducation Quarterly, 2:2 (June 1962), p. 83-99. Carl Richard dubs this "classical
conditioning"; see Richard, The Founders and the Classics: Greece, Rome, and the American
Enlightenment (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1994).
12
See Robson, Educating Republicans, 77-78, 81-82.
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authors. 13 Elite students of the Atlantic world, whether schooled at Yale, Oxford,
Edinburgh, or Cambridge received a similar classical education.
As American colleges began to shift from their principally theological roots,
becoming more secular over the course of the eighteenth century, even greater
emphasis was placed on both ancient and modem history. Especially during the latter
half of the century, colleges encouraged political engagement and public service, their
curricula exposing students to histories and political crises of other nations and their
governments and introducing republican ideas. 14 Lecture notes taken by
Pennsylvania deputy Thomas Mifflin in 1758 and 1759 during Francis Alison's moral
philosophy course at the College of Philadelphia reveal a focus on Scottish thinkers
and their contention that it was a people's right to resist abuses of power.
Commencement theses sometimes included political topics, such as a question in
1760 at Harvard that asked, "Is an absolute and arbitrary monarchy contrary to right
reason?" 15 Intensive reading of legal and political history was also integral to the
study oflaw, and it was during legal training that men such as John Adams and
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Thomas Jefferson began building their libraries and reading extensively in these
subjects.
Both personal and institutional libraries greatly increased in size and number
during the eighteenth century. Wealthy merchants and professionals continued to
enlarge their personal collections, and even more average Americans-particularly
those in urban areas of the northern and middle colonies-purchased books more
frequently. Meanwhile, the decade immediately preceding the Revolution also
witnessed the rapid growth of two new kinds of libraries: the social (or subscription)
library and the circulating library. Subscription libraries, in which members pooled
resources and appointed a librarian, collectively chose which books to acquire
through an agent in England. Circulating libraries, appearing in the 1760s, contained
predominantly modem works and popular novels; the ability to pay for borrowing
privileges by the week allowed a greater number of readers, including mechanics and
women, to regularly access these collections. 16 Institutional libraries likewise
continued to grow, over time acquiring more mathematics, science, and history texts.
Older colleges had thousands of volumes by the time of the Revolution and, as
one might expect given the overlap in assigned texts, their libraries included many of
the same books.

17

Paul de Rap in-Thoyras' s History of England, for example, could
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Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania (including the Library
Company of Philadelphia), and private libraries of individuals in New York,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and South Carolina. Other books appearing with regularity in
a number of colonial libraries included Catherine Macaulay's History of England,
Lord Clarendon's History of the Rebellion, John Potter's Antiquities of Greece, The
Works of Tacitus (translated by Thomas Gordon), and John Trenchard's Cato 's
Letters. 18 Because roughly half of the delegates were lawyers, books associated with

a legal education (such as Coke's Institutes) likewise contributed to this common
reservoir of knowledge and ideas. Familiarity with the same texts provided the
delegates with a shared vocabulary-a short-hand-that aided negotiation.
Delegates' speeches, letters, and conversations frequently included Latin
phrases and specific references to stories, characters, and events of British and
Classical history. Joseph Galloway noted in a letter his opinion that the British
colonies should, like the colonies of Rome, Greece, and Macedonia before them, send
commissioners to their parent country. James Duane apologized for his poor
penmanship with the Latin phrase "Lege si possis" which means "Read if you can."
In letters to his wife, Silas Deane quoted Alexander Pope and related an anecdote
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about James II. In a letter to William Tudor, John Adams quoted Horace and
compared discussions inside Carpenters' Hall to those had by "Queen Elizabeths
privy Counci1." 19
Some delegates were considered more scholarly and erudite than others and
were respected for their intellect and familiarity with history. Richard Henry Lee and
Patrick Henry had, according to Deane, "made the Constitution, & history of G
Brittain, & America their Capital Study ever since the late Troubles between them
have arose." Deane described Richard Bland as "a plain sensible Man, deeply studied
into, & acquainted with the Antiquities, ofVirginia, & of this Continent in General,
has wrote several very sensible peices on the Subject." John Adams similarly
referred to Bland as" a learned, bookish Man" and reported that John Jay was known
to be a "hard Student."20 John Dickinson's Farmer's Letters had established him as
one of the most knowledgeable and well-read writers in the colonies. Being regarded
as especially scholarly or well-read could place delegates in positions of influence at
the Congress; Lee, Jay, and Dickinson, for example, were members of several
important committees.
The delegates used their literacy and knowledge to impress one another and
prove themselves in the eyes of the group. John Adams, weary of the assembly's
lengthy debates by early October, said of the Congress: "Every Man in it is a great
19
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Man-an orator, a Critick, a statesman, and therefore every Man upon every Question
must shew his oratory, his criticism and his Political Abilities." He complained:
I believe if it was moved and seconded that We should come to a
Resolution that Three and two make five We should be entertained
with Logick and Rhetorick, Law, History, Politicks and Mathematicks,
concerning the Subject for two whole Days, and then We should pass
the Resolution unanimously in the Affirmative. 21
Adams attributed the gathering's drawn-out debates to the theatricality of a meeting
in which men at the apex of power in their home colonies faced off against men of
similar stature from eleven other provinces. The delegates felt a need to demonstrate
for one another their qualifications for membership at the convention, he implies,
which resulted in the strong elements of showmanship and performance in the
delegates' discussions. 22
But this shared body of knowledge was a great asset-even invaluable-to a
group of men representing such divergent interests and unaccustomed to collaborating
with one another. The delegates' familiarity with the history of their own country and
their intense interest in antiquity provided a foundation upon which they could
discuss complex issues and debate theoretical questions related to rights and
government. During the convention, as Deane noted, "the whole British Constitution,
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its rise, progress, & completion, ha[ d] been reviewed minutely,--All the Statutes
respecting it, or affecting the Colonies attended To and considered."23
Just as the members of Congress were familiar with the British Constitution,
many also shared an understanding of how Britain's House of Commons operated. 24
Delegates who wanted a prayer to open congressional proceedings pointed to
Parliament (along with the Romans and some of the colonial assemblies) as
precedent. On the first day of Congress, John Rutledge presumed that all ofthe
congressmen knew how Parliament worked when he argued that "doubtless the usage
of the House of Commons woud be adopted in our Debates & that as every Gent. was
acquainted with that usage It woud be a waste of Time to appoint a Committee on this
Subject." Even those who felt that the convention needed a committee to determine
procedure acknowledged the truth in Rutledge's remark; one delegate countered
saying that this assembly's needs were unique, noting "the Practice of Parliament that
no member shoud speak more than once on the same point which woud be very
inconvenient on the present Occasion."25 The Congress ultimately resolved to permit
members to speak twice on the same subject, modifying Parliament's example only

23
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slightly even on that point. This Congress was not a legislative body, but the rules of
Parliament provided a convenient model that the delegates knew and understood.
The fact that many of these men had led parallel lives with regard to their
educations, professional, and political experiences simplified and regulated their
exchanges inside Carpenters' Hall. They shared a deep reverence for the rules and
conventions of Parliament, adopting that body's internal procedures with only minor
variations. It was understood that the members of Congress would present motions to
be seconded, debated, and put to a vote. It was assumed that, in order to produce a
document, a committee would be appointed to generate a draft and that this draft
would be amended, recommitted, and eventually approved. Without prior exposure
to this process, accomplishing anything would have proved much more difficult.
Moreover, by adopting the framework of a permanent legislature, the General
Congress took an important step towards becoming one.

*****
The delegates at Congress spent many hours gathered inside Carpenters' Hall
giving speeches, participating in discussions, and listening to one another. Since no
one kept a systematic record of debates and the delegates kept the content of their
conversations more or less secret from the public, it is impossible to know all of what
went on. Fortunately, several members of Congress-namely James Duane, John
Adams, Silas Deane, and Robert Treat Paine-did occasionally take notes on the
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proceedings. Though a small sample, these records hint at which men played a
particularly prominent role at the convention; some delegates dominated the
discussion, while others spoke infrequently if at all.
According to these documents-seventeen in all, some much longer and more
substantial than others-the deputies who spoke most often were Richard Henry Lee,
John Jay, Thomas Lynch, and John Rutledge. Other delegates who made frequent (or
particularly noteworthy) contributions were James Duane, Patrick Henry, Isaac Low,
and Thomas Mifflin. Almost twenty delegates never appear in these notes at all,
including Caesar Rodney, George Washington, Henry Middleton, Stephen Hopkins,
and a number ofthe representatives from New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and New York.
Though a delegate from each colony is recorded as speaking at least once, the
deputies from Delaware, New Jersey, and North Carolina rarely spoke--or, if they
did, their contributions did not prompt note-taking. They stood in contrast to the
garrulous and oft-quoted deputations from New York, South Carolina, and Virginia.
Anecdotal evidence in Silas Deane's and John Adams's diaries appear to
corroborate these fragmentary notes on debates. During one debate Deane recorded a
confused Roger Sherman supporting a motion before realizing he "miss' d the
Question." A couple of days later, Deane similarly described Eliphalet Dyer as
appearing "very confused." Deane's observations are consistent with John Adams's
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characterization in his diary of Sherman and Dyer as speaking "often and long, but
very heavily and clumsily."26
Another clue in uncovering delegates' roles, behavior, and place in the
hierarchy of the Congress is the composition of its various committees-a subject that
has not been systematically analyzed in scholarship on the First Continental
Congress. 27 The largest ofthese committees was appointed to consider colonial
rights and grievances and consisted of two members from each delegation. While
some delegations (such as Rhode Island) consisted of only two members, making
their membership on the committee compulsory, the representatives selected by the
other provinces reveal who was considered best-suited to serve in this capacity.
Representing New York, for example, were lawyers and frequent speakers James
Duane and John Jay. From Pennsylvania were lawyers Joseph Galloway (Speaker of
the Pennsylvania Assembly until mid-October) and Edward Biddle (Speaker of the
Pennsylvania Assembly after mid-October). New Jersey appointed lawyers William
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Livingston and John DeHart. South Carolina's representatives to this committee were
Lynch and John Rutledge and Virginia's were Lee and Pendleton-all men who
apparently made frequent contributions to discussions. 28 On the same day it created
this committee the assembly also formed a smaller one, comprised of one delegate
from each colony, to consider colonial trade and manufacturing. Not surprisingly,
this committee consisted of a number of merchants including Silas Deane, Thomas
Cushing, Isaac Low, Stephen Hopkins, Thomas Mifflin, and Christopher Gadsden.
The remaining members-John Sullivan, James Kinsey, George Read, Samuel Chase,
William Hooper, and Patrick Henry-were all lawyers.
Much later in the session, the members of the assembly formed several
additional committees directed to prepare particular congressional documents. The
composition of these committees indicates that, before John Dickinson's arrival in
mid-October, Richard Henry Lee may have been considered the convention's premier
stylist. Lee was a member of four important committees. One would decide how
best to enforce nonimportation, nonexportation, and nonconsumption; this group
included Lee, lawyer Thomas Johnson, and merchants Thomas Cushing, Isaac Low,
and Thomas Mifflin. Another committee was appointed to draft two letters-one to
the people of Great Britain and another to the people living in the colonies. On this
committee with Lee were lawyers William Livingston and John Jay. A third was
formed to prepare an address to King George III and included Lee and lawyers
Thomas Johnson, Patrick Henry, John Adams, and John Rutledge. The fourth
28
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committee's task was to write a letter to Quebec, and this job was assigned to Lee and
Thomas Cushing.
Upon joining the convention on October 17, John Dickinson-the acclaimed
author of the widely read and republished "Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania"was immediately added to all but the first of these committees. 29 Except for the
address to the colonies (written by the young but gifted John Jay) and the plan of
Association, Dickinson wrote the final drafts of all of these documents. Thus
Dickinson, a member of the Congress for ten days and not privy to any of the debates
that had taken place in the six weeks prior to his arrival, almost instantly became the
convention's spokesman. His immediate inclusion in some of the assembly's most
important business speaks to his reputation as a superb writer and the tremendous
influence and stature he enjoyed throughout the American colonies.

*****

When daily sessions inside Carpenters' Hall presented the delegates with the
opportunity to observe and critique the speaking styles and oratorical talent of their
peers from other British provinces, they made these assessments in the context of
both their own experiences and contemporary understandings of eloquence. Public
speaking was already central to the lives of many of these men. Halfwere lawyers
29
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and regularly used their verbal skills and powers of persuasion in the courtroom.
Many had political experience in their provincial assemblies and were accustomed to
preparing speeches and articulating their opinions. Most if not all were practicing
Christians who listened regularly to sermons. In short, producing and consuming
public speech was an important part of the congressmen's daily lives before the fall of
1774.
The members of Congress belonged to a culture that treated oratory as an art
form. 30 Eloquence was associated with several distinct but related qualities. First, an
orator was supposed to express himself in a refined, polite, and elegant way-to be a
gentleman. It was also important that he be classically educated, that his thoughts be
well-organized, and that he speak clearly. However, eighteenth-century Americans
increasingly believed that true eloquence went beyond successfully laying out a set of
ideas or arguments. Ideally, oratory would reveal a speaker's personalityparticularly his virtue and sincerity-and in doing so invoke an emotional reaction
from his audience. 31 Practically speaking, this ideal resulted less in the authentic
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expression of the inner self than in the cultivation of a particular brand of public
performance.
Some of the delegates were probably familiar with David Hume's essay "Of
Eloquence," a piece written in the early 1740s but reprinted in America during the
1760s and early 1770s, in which the author unfavorably compared the more subdued,
elegant rhetoric of the eighteenth century to the passionate speeches of the great
Classical orators Demosthenes and Cicero. Though praising the orators of antiquity,
Hume acknowledged in his essay the tension that existed between classical rhetoric
appealing to listeners' emotions and contemporary understandings of politeness that
made people suspicious of speech designed to persuade the heart rather than the
mind. 32 To be effective, Hume implied, eighteenth-century orators needed to
negotiate this elusive balance between logic and sentiment.
Indeed, the definition of proper oratory was increasingly open to debate in the
last quarter of the eighteenth century. Though an appreciation for Ciceronian rhetoric
continued to resonate with Americans, a new approach to rhetoric was beginning to
emerge in Scottish universities during this period that would gradually displace the
earlier oratorical model. Ciceronian rhetoric, more elaborate and characterized by
figures of speech designed to inflame the passions of the crowd, was intended for a
large audience composed of common people. The style espoused by this new
Scottish school, an approach that emphasized careful reasoning and less ornate
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presentation, was directed at a smaller audience of peers and more in line with the
realities of eighteenth-century politics. 33 Paradoxically, however, during the same
years that these new ideas began to take hold, Americans witnessed the evolution of
yet another kind of oratory in which references to antiquity and the Glorious
Revolution would be noticeably absent-a speaking style designed to appeal, once
again, to the general populace. 34
Beginning with the Stamp Act crisis nearly a decade before, leaders of the
opposition movement in the colonies made extensive use of emotional rhetoric in
both oratory and print. This new style of oratorical performance was designed to
reveal the heartfelt sentiments of the speaker and draw a sympathetic emotional
response from the listener. As Nicole Eustace has shown, colonists initially sought to
appeal to the sensibility of fellow British gentlemen, emphasizing Americans' tender
and refined feelings and minimizing stronger passions traditionally at odds with
gentility. When the British government received these messages with scorn,
however, provincial leaders shifted their focus. Instead ofusing the vocabulary of
shared sensibility to elicit compassion from members of Parliament, opposition
leaders instead sought to build unity among Americans using the stronger, more
passionate and virile language of"spirit."35 Thus, with the strengthening resistance
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movement came a new rhetoric, one that appealed to "the people" and redefined the
appropriate expressions of feeling associated with liberty and virtue.
Silas Deane's and John Adams's impressions of their fellow delegates'
oratorical abilities must be understood in the context of these changing and
contradictory ideas about public speaking. These men took note when an individual
possessed some of the requisite qualities of an effective orator but lacked others.
Deane described Edmund Pendleton as "polite in address, & elegant, if not eloquent
in Stile & elocution." 36 Pendleton demonstrated the refinement of a gentleman but
his words lacked transparent passion. In a similar critique of Thomas Johnson, John
Adams acknowledged that despite "a clear and a cool Head, an extensive Knowledge
of Trade, as well as Law" the Marylander was "not a shining Orator." Adams
elaborated: "His Passions and Imagination don't appear enough for an orator. His
Reason and Penetration appear, but not his Rhetoric." Grouping Johnson with two
men with whom he was often at odds, Joseph Galloway and James Duane, Adams
described them similarly as "sensible and learned but cold Speakers."37 Instead, John
Adams identified Patrick Henry, Richard Henry Lee and William Hooper as the
just anger, communal sympathy, and political grief'; see Nicole Eustace, "A Passion for Liberty-The
Spirit of Freedom: The Rhetoric of Emotion in the Age of Revolution," chap. 9 in Passion Is the Gale:
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assembly's most eloquent orators. He also praised William Paca as a "deliberater"an assessment consistent with the inclusion ofthe bust of Cicero in the portrait of
Paca by Charles Willson Peale. 38
While opposition leaders used language of grief and sentiment in official
communications with Britain-the Address to the King, for instance-among
themselves they increasingly prized spirit and passion. The more militant deputies to
the General Congress were particularly immersed in this new rhetoric and fully
recognized its usefulness in building community and consensus among Americans.
Understanding that feelings of sympathy and outrage constructed the foundation for
united action on behalf of Boston, the Massachusetts delegation and their allies
worked tirelessly to elicit emotional responses from their fellow congressmen.
Making particular use of letters arriving from Massachusetts, advocates of a strong
and decisive response to the Port Act deliberately appealed to the sensibility that
British gentlemen were known to share, as well as American "spirit." 39 As a delegate
from Massachusetts, John Adams knew that a speaker's emotional coldness-no
matter how otherwise learned or logical his argument-was not likely to help his
cause. Thus John Adams disapproved of the "cool" or even "cold" oratory of
Pendleton, Galloway, and Duane; he reserved his praise for the more emotional
performances of deputies such as Mifflin and Chase, describing Mifflin as a
38
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"sprightly and spirited Speaker" and characterizing Samuel Chase as speaking
"warmly." Likewise, the reverend Jacob Duche gained acclaim as a "warm advocate"
for American rights, as did Patrick Henry for his "natural" display of emotion. 40
Henry, of course, was an extraordinary speaker. Silas Deane called him "the
compleatest Speaker I ever heard," emphasizing that "[i]f his future Speeches, are
equall to the small Samples he had hitherto given Us, they will be worth preserving,
but in a Letter I can give You no Idea of the Music of his Voice, or the highwrought,
yet Natural elegance of his Stile, & Manner." 41 According to contemporary accounts,
Henry's demeanor completely changed when he began to speak. Staring at the person
moderating the discussion, he appeared indifferent to his audience's reactions. His
monotonous but captivating voice mesmerized the listener into overlooking errors in
logic and sometimes even grammar. Henry combined his characteristic restrained
monotone and unwavering gaze with an expressive, earnest face and physical
theatrics that, together, conveyed a sense of what one historian has called "controlled
transformation" and likened to the speech and substance of evangelical conversion. 42
Henry frequently employed scriptural metaphors and co-opted the language and
animated, dramatic oratorical methods of evangelical ministers. His speaking style,
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evangelical rather than learned, was a novelty and contributed to his notoriety as an
orator; he pioneered a new kind of political discourse. Henry masterfully combined
the elegance so valued by colonial gentlemen with the "natural" and authentic
approach-the transparency of emotion-particularly prized within the resistance
movement. His impact was felt almost immediately at the convention; on the second
day of Congress, Henry's declaration "I am not a Virginian, but an American" made
its way into the notes of both John Adams and James Duane.
While an embodiment of change, Henry's unconventional and populist style
of rhetoric was also grounded in the conventions of the past. Educated colonial
gentlemen continually invoked a link between great oratory and republican forms of
government. In "Of Eloquence," David Hume suggested that eighteenth-century
Britain lacked great orators because the House of Commons fell short of being a truly
deliberative body. 43 Hence, to have great eloquence on display inside Carpenters'
Hall confirmed the virtue and validity of America's response to the Coercive Acts.
As Congress convened, American statesmen were eager to discover among
themselves great orators and spokespersons to embody the republican purity of the
provincial assemblies and the righteousness of the colonists' position. They found at
least two such men in Virginians Richard Henry Lee and Patrick Henry-dubbed by
southern gentlemen "the Demosthenes, & Cicero of America."44

*****
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While Congress was in session, the members' vow of secrecy prevented
details of congressional proceedings from reaching the public-particularly the
people in other colonies who were less likely to glean information from private
conversations with delegates. The Congress released only two documents to the press
during their meeting. In mid-September, they made public two congressional
resolutions voicing strong support for the Suffolk Resolves. These were widely
distributed and published throughout the colonies. Less than a week later, the
Congress made public a request that merchants cease importing goods from Britain
until the assembly reached a decision regarding a potential colony-wide
nonimportation agreement. Apart from these two official communications, the
Congress as a body was silent.
The members of Congress, however-and particularly the New England
delegates-were in frequent "unofficial" contact with people outside of Philadelphia
through their private correspondence. Outgoing letters, as some of the only
documents released to the public while the Congress was in session, carried great
weight and did political work. The information that delegates included in their
correspondence and the way it was presented reveals a particular image of the
Congress that they wished to project. Incoming letters-especially from the Boston
area-also played a critical role. Members of Congress depended on these
communications to relay accurate information about what was happening hundreds of
miles away. They relied on letters from Boston for the latest news, and this
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dependence offered correspondents the opportunity to interpret events and other
people's behavior in a manner that would best serve their own agenda.
Surviving correspondence reveals a longing-sometimes expressed for
rhetorical affect-to be reunited with family and community members; accepting that
it was impossible to see their families face to face, some of them craved letters.
Caesar Rodney complained to his brother at the end of September that he had only
received one letter from him since he left. He wanted a letter so much that he lived
"in hopes everyday that Some Chance hand will throw one in my way." Likewise,
James Duane expressed to his friend and colleague Peter Van Schaack his desire for
letters when he wrote in a postscript, "It is no small Relief to me to hear from my
Friends; & when you write send to here the State of my Family, as you once kindly
did. In my Frame of mind I cannot hear often enough from them!"45
One particularly poignant moment capturing the delegates' desire for letters
was something that happened to Silas Deane in early October. Deane left for
Congress when his wife Elizabeth was quite ill. Deane had sent long letters back to
Wethersfield but had not heard from her. Deane recorded:
Our Servant call'd on Me with a Large Letter by the post from J.
Webb. I opened it in haste, and with pleasure saw a long Letter
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inclosed, wrote in Your hand, my heart beat with Joy at the sight, and
before I had Time to unfold the Cover suggested to Me that You were
Now greatly recover' d, if not, quite well, or You could not write so
much, & so well. Mr. Mitchel, and You write so nearly alike that It is
not easy to distinguish-in a Word it was a Narration ofhis Tour to
the Northward, agreeable enough at any other Time & not disagreeable
in itselfthen, but in the disappointment it occasioned. 46
For delegates far from home-particularly the men from the volatile Boston area and
men like Deane and Samuel Ward who left behind sick family members-letters
could be profoundly important for personal reasons.
The sentiments expressed in these letters to relatives and friends suggest the
new role letters began to play in Americans' lives during the second half of the
eighteenth century. Formerly the domain of the ruling elite, the practice ofletterwriting now extended to other groups-including women and non-gentry-who
absorbed letter-writing conventions and technical skills from letter and penmanship
manuals. In the hands of these previously excluded groups, the meaning and content
of letters underwent a shift, becoming more sentimental, affectionate, and selffocused. No longer associated exclusively with public life and the transmission of
objective information, this new kind ofletter--dubbed a "familiar" letter-functioned
as a private expression of bonds among families and other individuals in one's
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community. Changing notions of emotional expression were similarly evident in
family portraits of the period (such as that of Thomas Johnson and his family) and in
the newfound appreciation for feeling, passion, and sincerity in oratory. 47
However, at the same time, letters continued to be widely treated as "quasipublic" documents intended for consumption by fellow gentry and-through
publication in provincial newspapers-by other politically engaged groups.
Representatives of the people characteristically communicated with their constituents
in public letters marked by an impersonal civic discourse. Such letters, dispatched to
political allies and often destined for print in newspapers aimed chiefly at the
propertied classes, exemplified the hierarchical model of communication that
dominated in the colonies until mid-century. Samuel Adams adhered almost
exclusively to this understanding ofletter-writing, eschewing sentimental language
and focusing instead on the ways letter-writing could transmit political information
and shape public opinion. Adams's letter to Joseph Warren that subsequently
appeared in the Boston Gazette, describing his role in calling Jacob Duche to deliver a
prayer at the opening of the congressional session, was clearly designed from the start
for public consumption. Adams understood the lingering association between letters
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and accurate insider information-that the content of a letter, as an ostensibly private
communication between gentlemen, would be seen as more credible and authentic
than information transmitted in any other format. 48
Deputies' letters were often carefully crafted, politically motivated documents
in which delegates sent important messages to a wide audience. Most of the
surviving letters sent by the delegates were not intimate. Though usually addressed to
one individual such as a wife or colleague, the actual recipients of a delegate's letter
could include additional family members, friends, and others members of the
community. Silas Deane called his first newsy letter to his wife Elizabeth "a kind of
Family Letter" and explained that he would not have the time to write to his various
relatives individually. On another occasion, Deane informed Thomas Mumford that
he was welcome to share his letters with Deane's father-in-law and whomever else he
chose. John Adams even invited his brother-in-law to open the letters addressed to
his wife before sending them on to her. 49
Correspondents had their audience in mind as they penned their letters. If the
content of a letter was potentially damaging, they might explicitly request that the
content of the letter remain secret to all but the most trustworthy. In one of his letters,
Deane cautioned his wife to "Read or shew this at Discretion." John Adams pleaded
with William Tudor, in a particularly frank letter, to refrain from sharing it with
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anyone else unless he had "perfect confidence" in him. Adams observed, "It may do

°

a great deal of Mischief. " 5 Correspondents also understood that, if intercepted or
opened prematurely on its journey, a letter's audience could include strangers and
even enemies. As John Adams noted-perhaps thinking about the public revelation
of Thomas Hutchinson's letters the year before that severely damaged the governor's
reputation-" so much Rascality in the Management of Letters, now come in fashion,
that I am determined to write nothing of Consequence, not even to the Friend of my
Bosom, but by Conveyances which I can be sure of." 51 The freedom of a
correspondent's expression depended on both his relationship with the recipient and
on the perceived reliability of the person conveying the letter.
Letters containing sensitive material prompted members of Congress to
consider the best way to insure the safe and speedy carriage of their correspondence.
The ideal courier was a trusted family member or friend. Deane's letter that included
descriptions of Philadelphia and some ofhis fellow delegates was sent with his
brother Barnabas when he left the city for Connecticut. Rejecting the opportunity to
send the letter via another individual, Deane opted to entrust the letter with his
brother. "[I]t being of such a Miscellaneous composition," he explained, "I am
unwilling it should pass through Too many hands, lest curiosity, should overcome
delicacy in the passage, and the Consequence be a misconstruction of my
50
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Sentiments."

52

Roger Sherman also sent at least one letter with Deane's brother.

Later that month, Deane relied on yet another relative to deliver his mail-his stepson Samuel Webb.
Ever conscious of a letter's potential audience, the members of Congress
sometimes produced ostensibly private communications crafted to convey a specific
political message. These texts played a critical role in influencing the perceptions and
attitudes of people elsewhere in the colonies and abroad. One example is a letter
Richard Henry Lee wrote to his brother William shortly after the Congress debated
and responded to the Suffolk Resolves. Lee opened the letter emphasizing the
"unanimity" among the delegates, using the word once in the opening sentence and
again in the second sentence. He then went on to describe how, upon hearing a rumor
that Boston was under attack, "50,000 Men were in Arms in the Massachusetts
Government and Connecticut, and that 30,000 were on march, well armed and
proved, to Boston." He asked, "Does not this shew that no small difficulty will attend
forcing a submission from these people, and they are most firmly resolved to dye
rather than submit to the change of their Government." Lee then emphasized once
again that the colonies were united in opposition-a unity demonstrated by their
public response to the Suffolk Resolves-and declared that the British government
"may be certain of a full, complete, and steady opposition from all North America." 53
52
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One of Lee's closing remarks exposes his desire that this information be
relayed to others in England. The Virginian wrote, "Give my love to the Doctor and
communicate this letter to him. "

54

He meant Arthur Lee-William and Richard

Henry's brother and one of Massachusetts's agents in London. Arthur was wellconnected and would have had opportunities to convey the substance of his brother's
letter to people active in British political circles. Richard Henry Lee presumably
wrote this letter hoping to persuade British politicians of the injudiciousness of
ignoring the colonies' demands-that continuing on the same course could increase
tensions.
On more than one occasion, a delegate wrote a supposedly private letter that
was then printed in newspapers and available for public consumption. An excerpt of
a letter from Samuel Adams to Joseph Warren appeared in the Boston Gazette during
the last week in September. Adams's letter relayed one general idea that he wanted
communicated to the people of Massachusetts-the unity of all Protestants in
opposing England. The focus ofhis letter involved an exploration of why he had
proposed that an Anglican clergyman deliver the opening prayer at Congress: "As
many of our warmest Friends are Members of the Church of England, [I] thought it
prudent as well on that as on some other Accounts to move that the Service should be
performed by a Clergyman of that Denomination." Adams continued with a
description of Reverend Duche's prayer, characterizing the minister as "a Gentleman
of Sense and Piety, and a warm Advocate for the religious and civil Rights of
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America. " 55 Adams then went on to address his larger purpose as identifying the
Anglicans-the religious denomination of all ofthe delegates from Virginia and
South Carolina-as close friends. Like Lee, he argued for the success of intercolonial
collaboration and the special relationship between Massachusetts and the wealthiest
and most powerful of the mainland British colonies. In naming Duche, Adams cast
Massachusetts as a colony that not only displayed grace, flexibility, and a willingness
to compromise but was actively involved in directing what was happening at the
Congress. Finally, in the description ofDuche as a genteel and pious person
sympathetic to the cause ofMassachusetts, Adams's explicitly linked the colonies'
(and especially Massachusetts's) grievances with virtue and religion. 56

*****

Among the people coming and going from the city in September and October
of 1774 was Paul Revere, who carried expresses from Massachusetts and conveyed
letters and other information back and forth between Boston and Philadelphia.
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men in popular intrigue, and the management of a faction." Galloway's observation
is accurate in its assertion that Samuel Adams stayed in continuous contact with the
Boston Committee during the meeting and encouraged correspondents in
Massachusetts to write frequently with updates on what was happening in the
province. Writing to Joseph Warren at the end of September, Adams put it plainly:
"A frequent Communication at this critical Conjucture is necessary."58
The mission of the Massachusetts delegation depended on these letters. Apart
from the two congressional resolutions supporting the Suffolk Resolves and
information traveling by word-of-mouth, these communications were the only way
people in Massachusetts had any idea of what was taking place in Philadelphia. The
Massachusetts delegation used letters to reveal the disposition of the Congress and to
convey a general idea of what the Congress would or would not support. Most
importantly, John and Samuel Adams each used their letters to caution people in
Massachusetts to avoid a violent confrontation with British troops. John explained
the situation to Richard Cranch: "The Congress will support Boston and the
Massachusetts or Perish with them. But they earnestly wish that Blood may be
spared if possible, and all Ruptures with the Troops avoided." Adams would later
reiterate to Joseph Palmer, "If you come to a Rupture with the Troops all is lost." In a
letter to Joseph Warren, Samuel Adams relayed that John Dickinson was of the same
opinion, maintaining that "if Boston can safely remain on the defensive the Liberties
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of America which that Town have so nobly contended for will be secured."59 One of
the widely publicized congressional resolutions in support of the Suffolk Resolves
likewise emphasized the need to stay on the defensive. This crucial message threads
through all of the correspondence the Massachusetts delegation sent to their
constituents in Boston.
It was paramount that Massachusetts remain peaceful until the province's
delegation had secured the cooperation of the other colonies. However, the
deputation from Massachusetts, along with Boston-based leaders of the province's
resistance movement, faced an enormous challenge in their efforts to manage a
revolutionary movement increasingly directed and controlled by people in more
radicalized areas of the province, particularly the western counties. Boston-its port
closed, the center of government now in Salem-became more peripheral to a
burgeoning popular movement. During the summer and fall of 1774, the countryside
became increasingly radicalized, holding a number of county conventions. Through
participation in these conventions, and in the widespread popular agitation to prevent
the court system from functioning, ordinary men throughout the province became
active in the revolutionary movement-making it more and more challenging for a
handful of urban leaders to control. 60 Though the Massachusetts deputies, Joseph
Warren, John Hancock and other popular leaders warned that violence in the province
59
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could jeopardize an intercolonial alliance, there was only so much they could do in
the face of this increasingly volatile and radicalized backcountry. Even the
Massachusetts Provincial Congress, convening in October, was dominated by huge
delegations from the western counties. As Joseph Greenleaf wrote to Robert Treat
Paine, "The spirit of the people want calming. Tis difficult to keep the country back."
He added that only "the fact that Congress was in session was preventing the people
from forming a formidable army." 61
In correspondence sent to Massachusetts, delegates continually requested
letters from people in the Boston area-such as Greenleafs-and stressed their
importance and political utility. John Adams told William Tudor that his letters had
"been ofUse as well as Amusement to me I assure you." Adams emphasized, "You
can hardly conceive the avidity with which your Letter and Mr Trumbulls, and indeed
every Scrap of Letter or Newspaper from Boston is read here." John Adams asked
his wife to "intreat every Friend I have to write me. Every Line which comes from
our Friends is greedily enquired after, and our Letters have done us vast service." He
told his brother-in-law, "Every Line from Boston is a Cordial, and of great Use to us
in our Business." On still another occasion, he wrote Joseph Palmer, "I receive a
greater Pleasure from the Letters of my Friends, than ever, and every Line We receive
is of Use to us." As Adams suggested, the letters arriving from Boston circulated
among the members of Congress and were an important tool in building an
intercolonial alliance; the Massachusetts delegation also looked to these incoming
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communications for current information and instructions. Samuel Adams told the
Boston Committee of Correspondence: "I have been waiting with great Impatience
for a Letter from the Committee of Correspondence for the Town of Boston upon
whose Wisdom and Judgment I very much rely." 62 The men from Boston required
these missives for essential guidance.
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CHAPTERV
"I DISSENTED, BUT ENTERED UNANIMOUSLY":
INSIDE CARPENTERS' HALL

I dissented, but entered unanimously.
James Duane, notes of debates
17 October 1774 1

I hope the administration will see and be convinced that it is not a little
faction, but the whole body of American freeholders from Nova Scotia
to Georgia that now complain & apply for redress; and who, I am sure,
will resist rather than submit.
Charles Thomson to Benjamin Franklin
1 November 17742

In late summer of 177 4, more than fifty representatives from twelve British

colonies gathered in Philadelphia to formulate a collective response to a crisis in
Boston. By the time they adjourned, they had successfully laid the groundwork for a
permanent alliance among twelve American provinces-societies so different from
one another that they were sometimes thought of as separate countries. People in the
colonies and abroad had believed it impossible that members of these distinct
provincial cultures could cooperate. The deputies themselves, acting in the shadow of
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earlier transient and imperfect experiments in intercolonial cooperation, were keenly
aware of the challenge presented by their differences. Yet, as earlier chapters have
argued, shared educational, professional, political, and social experiences facilitated
the ability of these men to work together. Moreover, the congressmen had come to
believe that only united action could successfully counter what they saw as the
gradual erosion of their freedom, autonomy, and self-determination. Combining
practical and logical argumentation with the emotional language of sensibility and
spirit, the more militant members of Congress successfully translated shared feeling
into collective action.
The deputies to the Congress generally agreed on several basic and important
points. 3 All seemingly shared the opinion that the recent acts of Parliament (and
especially the Boston Port Bill) were unconstitutional and should be repealed. Hence,
the Congress collectively approved of the Suffolk Resolves, passing two unanimous
resolutions after only a day's debate. Furthermore, most of the delegates readily
accepted the necessity of a non-importation and non-exportation pact as a resistance
strategy. The members of Congress agreed, too, on the importance and power of
intercolonial alliance. The assembly worked to reach consensus during their
discussions, even if it meant that the Congress progressed at a slower pace. A letter
from the Connecticut delegation to Jonathan Trumbull, the governor of Connecticut,
presented one reason for why the convention lasted so long:
3

In fact, Ammerman calls the early phases of the Revolution ''the high-water mark of
American consensus." See Ammerman, In the Common Cause, x. When the Congress turned its
attention toward the details of overseeing a war and organizing a government, it became more and
more difficult to reach agreement.
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[T]he great importance of something more than a Majority, an
Unanimity would it be safe and prudent-Unanimity being in Our
View of the last importance, every one must be heard, even on those
points, or Subjects which are in themselves not of the last importance.
And indeed it often happens that what is oflittle or No Consequence to
one Colony, is ofthe last To another. 4
Samuel Adams understood, perhaps better than anyone, that in order to be effective
the colonies needed to cooperate and that the Congress should appear to be united. In
a letter written in late September, Adams reminded Joseph Warren, "You know the
vast Importance ofUnion." The following day, in another letter to Warren, Adams
again emphasized: "It is of the greatest Importance that the American opposition
should be united, and that it should be conducted so as to concur with the opposition
of our friends in England."5

4

Connecticut delegates to Jonathan Trumbull, Sr., 10 October 1774, LDC, 169. Delegates
reporting on the progress of the Congress were quick to point out that the length of the session, which
lasted longer than at least some of them expected, was not due to division among the members. As
Deane wrote to his wife: "Our Business You begin To Think proceeds slow, but it is not in
Consequence of any Divisions, or Altercation in the Congress but from the vast, extensive, & lasting
importance of the Questions before Us" (Deane to Elizabeth Deane, 23 September 1774, LDC, 92).
Several weeks later, he made a similar claim in a letter to Thomas Mumford. Decisions were made
slowly, Deane explained, but this patience was rewarded with unanimous agreement. No decision was
reached in Congress, he declared, "but with an Unanimous Voice, though they have many of them
taken up Days in close, & at Times, warm debate" (Deane to Thomas Mumford, 16 October 1774,
LDC, 201). Samuel Ward similarly confessed that it could take time before the group could reach a
consensus, but emphasized that "upon a proper Discussion of a Subject We are generally very
unanimous" (Ward to Henry Marchant, 7 October 1774, LDC, 162). And Richard Henry Lee echoed,
in a letter to his brother, that business was "proceeding slowly but with great unanimity on the
important business that brought us to this Town" (Lee to William Lee, 20 September 1774, LDC, 87).
These remarks reveal that the delegates saw a relationship between unanimous action and extensive
debate and conversation.
5
Samuel Adams to Joseph Warren, 24 September 1774, LDC, 94-95; Adams to Joseph
Warren, 25 September 1774, LDC, 100. Richard Brown has argued that the Boston Committee of
Correspondence, which included Samuel Adams, was keenly aware that Massachusetts needed the
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The deputies' commitment to appearing allied in opposition to the recent acts
of Parliament led the assembly to project an image of unanimity that belied the actual
divisions within the Congress. The carefully cultivated public presentation of the
Congress obscured the significant differences of opinion that existed among the
members on fundamental and controversial issues such as whether it should be
explicitly acknowledged that Parliament had the right to regulate colonial trade. 6 In
October, the assembly spent many hours debating this question because James Duane
"had his Heart sett upon asserting in our Bill of Rights, the Authority of Parliament to
regulate the Trade of the Colonies." Duane argued that acknowledging this right of
Parliament would be the "best messenger of peace" and silence critics who believed
the colonies wanted their independence. When the delegations debated the matter on
October 13, five colonies agreed, five were against, and two delegationsMassachusetts and Rhode Island-divided among themselves. 7 Parliament's right to

support of the other colonies in order to force a repeal of the Coercive Acts. As Brown wrote, "united
resistance to English authority became the central goal of both the Boston Committee of
Correspondence and the awakened towns of Massachusetts." See Brown, Revolutionary Politics in
Massachusetts: The Boston Committee of Correspondence and the Towns, 1772-1774 (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1970), 179.
6

Ammerman points to this ideological difference as the chief source of conflict at the
Congress, and it does appear to be the main point on which the delegates diverged in principle. See
Ammerman, In the Common Cause, 53.
7
John Adams, diary, 13 October 1774, LDC, 189; James Duane, Notes for a Speech in
Congress, [13 October? 1774], LDC, 189. From surviving letters and notes on debates, the opinions of
certain individuals are clear. After visiting Gadsden at his lodgings in mid-September, John Adams
recorded that Gadsden was "violent" against Parliament regulating trade. Adams presented the radical
South Carolinian's opinion: "A Right ofregu1ating Trade is a Right ofLegis1ation, and a Right of
Legislation in one Case, is a Right in all." Adams, moderate in comparison, noted "This I deny"
(Adams, diary, 14 September 1774, LDC, 68-69). Thomas Lynch agreed with Gadsden, declaring in a
debate: "In my Idea Parliament has no Power to regulate Trade" (John Adams, notes of debates, 6
October 1774, LDC, 151-152). Samuel Ward also gave a speech the day before the vote arguing that
Parliament should not be allowed to regulate trade (Ward, notes for a speech in congress, 12 October
1774, LDC, 184-189). Holding the opposite view was John Dickinson who was, according to Adams,
"full and clear for allowing to Parliament, the Regulation of Trade" (Adams, diary, 12 September
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regulate trade was one of the questions on which the delegates were evenly divided,
although a person's position on this issue was not necessarily consistent with the
stance taken on other challenges to Parliament's actions.
The public image of the Congress also masked the personal animosity,
unfamiliarity, and distrust that existed among the different delegations. As John
Adams commented in an unfinished letter to his wife, "Fifty Gentlemen meeting
together, all Strangers, are not acquainted with Each others Language, Ideas, Views,
Designs. They are therefore jealous, of each other-fearfull, timid, skittish."8 The
day-to-day reality, when the deputies were shut inside Carpenters' Hall engaged in
extended and sometimes heated debate, revealed an assembly that was often far from
unified or unanimous.

*****
Though the Congress formally convened the morning of September 5, many
members were in Philadelphia for days or even weeks beforehand. The delegates
spent time becoming acquainted with one another in social settings in the days prior
to the opening of the Congress, and roughly half of them gathered the evening of
Thursday, September 1 at the City Tavern. By this time, the City Tavern had become
a familiar place for many of these men; it was a neutral yet genteel site. As the sun
1774, LDC, 65). Samuel Chase, too, at one point declared in debate: "I am one of those who hold the
Position, that Parliament has a Right to make Laws for us in some Cases, to regulate the Trade" (John
Adams, notes of debates, 6 October 1774, LDC, 151). Isaac Low agreed: "We ought not to deny the
just Rights of our Mother Country." He added, "We have too much Reason in this Congress, to
suspect that Independency is aimed at" (John Adams, notes of debates, 6 October 1774, LDC, 152).
8
Adams to Abigail Adams, 25 September 1774, LDC, 99.
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set and a thunderstorm sent rain pouring down onto the city's hot and dusty streets,
about twenty-five ofthe deputies to Congress drank dishes of coffee and discussed
preliminaries. Missing a number of their members, including the crucial Virginia
delegation, the men agreed to officially convene the following Monday morning at
the same location.
The delegations assembled at ten o'clock that day, a cool September morning
following another rainy night. It was from there that the delegates walked to
Carpenters' Hall. The understanding, according to New York deputy James Duane,
was that the group would look at Carpenters' Hall, and then proceed to the State
House. 9 Both of these buildings had been offered to the Congress as potential
meeting places, the first by the Carpenters' Company of Philadelphia and the latter by
the Speaker of the Pennsylvania Assembly Joseph Galloway. The Congress would
decide, after taking both into consideration, where to meet.
Carpenters' Hall, like the City Tavern, was a relatively new building in 177 4.
The Carpenters' Company, an association oflocal carpenters first formed in 1724,
appointed a committee in 1763 to identify a suitable plot ofland on which they could
construct a hall for meetings and other company business. The group acquired the
land on Chestnut Street in 1768 and raised money by subscription to fund its
construction. Work began on the structure in early 1770 and the company held its
first meeting in the unfinished building in January 1771. Construction continued into
1774-account books reveal that work was done on the structure's stairs as late as

9

Duane, notes of debates, 5 September 1774, LDC, 25.
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August 7 of that year-and due to lack of funds was not entirely completed until
1792.

10

The Hall (Figure 24) was brick, fifty feet square, and stood two stories high.

On the first floor, where the Congress would meet, there were two rooms. The upper
floor housed the Library Company of Philadelphia, which had moved to the Hall from
a more cramped space in the State House in September of 1773. The Directors ofthe
Library Company would offer the use of their books to the delegates at the Congress;
John Adams referred to their collection when he recorded that one of the chambers
held "an excellent Library." 11
The Carpenters' Hall was not an apolitical site. That July, the colony's
provincial convention had gathered in the space. In defiance of the Pennsylvania
Assembly's lukewarm response to Boston's plea for cooperation and unity following
the Port Act, this extralegal body-composed of men who were not members of the
colonial legislature and led by a group of popular resistance leaders that included
Charles Thomson and John Dickinson, longtime archrivals of the Speaker of the
House, Joseph Galloway-had turned to Carpenters' Hall as a (literally) unfinished
space without ties to the city's political establishment. 12 The convention, with
10

The Carpenters' Company of the City and County of Philadelphia (Philadelphia: H. C.
Coates, 1887), 28-29.
11

Adams, diary, 5 September 1774, LDC, 9. The description and history of Carpenters' Hall
comes from Charles E. Peterson, "Carpenters' Hall," in American Philosophical Society,
Transactions, N.S., XLIII (1953), 96-128. When the Second Continental Congress convened in May
1775 the city's political landscape had changed, and the assembly met at the State House-now known
as Independence Hall.
12
On the meeting of the provincial convention in July, see Richard Ryerson, "The Revolution
is Now Begun": The Radical Committees of Philadelphia, 1765-1776 (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1978), 57-63. As Ryerson notes, "In the spring and summer of 1774, seven
British North American colonies held provincial conventions, and three colonies held legislative
sessions to select their congressmen. Only Pennsylvania held both a convention and a legislative
session simultaneously, with the two bodies composed almost entirely of different men." (53)
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Fig. 25. Carpenters' Hall, photograph by author, 2003
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Charles Thomson acting as its Secretary-the same role he would later fill in the
General Congress-had agreed on instructions that should be given to the colony's
congressional delegation and had presented them to the Pennsylvania Assembly,
proposing that Dickinson, James Wilson, and Thomas Willing be among those chosen
to represent the province. The Assembly, much more conservative, had rejected the
convention's advice-but the pressure exerted by the convention ultimately forced
the legislature to act in order to maintain control over the composition of the
congressional delegation and its instructions. In September of 1774, then,
Carpenters' Hall was most recently associated with an extralegal popular meeting that
successfully forced the Pennsylvania legislature to formally support and participate in
the intercolonial Congress. For the General Congress to meet in that space physically
and figuratively allied the intercolonial gathering with the popular leaders and
mechanics ofPhiladelphia and separated it from the conservative influence of the
Pennsylvania Assembly housed at the State House. Though Joseph Galloway was a
member of the 1774 Congress, it would not be held in his domain and the location
foreshadowed the loss of control he would feel over the entire proceeding.
Upon arriving at the Carpenters' Hall, the delegates examined the interior and
observed the prospective meeting space. After approving of the room and the library,
John Adams described several of the site's other benefits: "There is also a long
Entry, where Gentlemen may walk, and a convenient Chamber opposite to the
Library." He continued, "The General Cry was, that this was a good Room." James
Duane would describe the delegates' ensuing discussion, in which Thomas Lynch
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proposed that since the space ''was in all respects Suitable it ought not to be fixed
upon without further Enquiry." Duane countered that "if the State house was equally
convenient it ought to be preferred being a provincial & the Carpenter's Hall a private
House." Conservative Duane was more comfortable holding the Congress in the
public space inhabited and controlled by the conservative and aristocratic
Pennsylvania assembly than in a private building recently erected by the city's
carpenters-mechanics representing a recently emboldened middling class central to
the resistance movement in Philadelphia as well as the other provincial cities. Duane
argued that, since the Speaker of the Pennsylvania Assembly had offered the space,
"it seemed to be a piece of respect which was due to him, at least to enquire whether
the State House was not equally convenient." Duane was apparently in the minority.
As Adams wrote, "A very few were for the Negative and they were chiefly from
Pensylvania and New York." 13 The delegates voted on the issue and it passed in the
affirmative. The Congress would meet in Carpenters' Hall. This decision was the
first of two major blows delivered to Joseph Galloway that Monday morning.
The next was the choice of Charles Thomson as the convention's Secretary.
After choosing Peyton Randolph as President of the Congress (a subject to be
returned to shortly), Thomas Lynch-the same deputy who had suggested a vote on
meeting at Carpenters' Hall-proposed that Charles Thomson, whom he called "a
Gentleman of Family, Fortune, and Character in this City," be appointed Secretary of
the Congress. Adams recorded that this "was accordingly done without opposition,
13

LDC,25.

Adams, diary, 5 September 1774, LDC, 9; Duane, notes of debates, 5 September 1774,
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tho Mr. Duane and Mr. Jay discovered at first an Inclination to seek further." Jay
argued that he knew of a member of Congress who was willing to act as Secretary
and thought the preference was due to him. Someone answered that if a delegate
were to act as Secretary, that person would be burdened with extra duties and unable
to direct his attention to the business at hand. The majority apparently satisfied,
Thomson was appointed. 14
This tum of events was deeply distasteful to Joseph Galloway. Silas Deane
explained:
This proceeding is highly agreeable to the Mechanics, & Citizens in
general, but mortifying to the last Degree To Mr. Galloway and his
Party, Thompson being his Sworn opposite as You may say, & by his
means, prevented being one of the Congress, for this province.

15

Thomson, a long-time political enemy of Galloway, was the last person Galloway
wanted in the room as Congress made decisions about the relationship between the
colonies and Great Britain.
Galloway described all of these events in a letter to his friend William
Franklin, the governor ofNew Jersey and son of Benjamin Franklin. He explained
that he was first upset by the decision to meet at Carpenters' Hall "notwithstanding
the Offer of the Assembly-Room"-which was, according to him-"a much more
14

Adams, diary, 5 September 1774, LDC, 10; Duane, notes of debates, 5 September 1774,
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proper Place." Then, when business turned to choosing a Secretary, Galloway
confessed: "to my Surprize Charles Thomson was unanimously selected." He
continued: "The New Yorkers and myself and a few others, finding a great Majority,
did not think it prudent to oppose it. Both of these Measures, it seems, were privately
settled by an Interest made out of Doors." Bewildered and angry, Galloway declared
that his hopes for the Congress, so confidently conveyed in an earlier letter to
Franklin, were dashed. He concluded his letter:
I cannot say but from this Day's Appearance & Proceedings, I have
altered very much my last Sentiments. The Virginians and
Carolinians, Rutlidge excepted, seem much among the Bostonians, and
have at their Instance adopted the two above Measures. The
Gentlemen from New York have as little Expectations ofmuch
Satisfaction from the Event ofThings as myself.

16

Galloway was taken aback by a political development he had not anticipated: the
emergence of the faction that would shape the Continental Congress over the next
several years, the Lee-Adams junto. The decisions made on the first day of Congress
laid the basis for choices the body would make that September and October and for
the power the junto would assume. It quickly became clear what voices would
dominate and who would set the agenda. It would not be Joseph Galloway.
The circumstances surrounding these two decisions-to meet at Carpenters'
Hall and appoint Thomson as the group's Secretary-reveal the fault lines within the
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Congress that would persist throughout the session. Galloway, who went into the
meeting expecting to disagree with the Massachusetts delegation but find men of like
mind from the southern colonies, suddenly perceived an alliance between the New
England deputies and key members of the Virginia and South Carolina delegations
that put himself and the more conservative New York delegation in the minority. The
opening day of Congress exposed, at least for Galloway, an unexpected coalition that
included well-organized radical delegates from New England, the South, and nowwith both Thomas Mifflin and Charles Thomson in the room-his own colony. His
alliance with the deputies representing New York City-men such as James Duane
and John Jay who were not, in the end, as conservative as he-was ill prepared to
quell the momentum of that powerful association.

*****
Unlike the choice of Charles Thomson as the convention's Secretary, the
decision to make Peyton Randolph the President of the Congress-a selection that,
from the surviving documents, appears uncontested-speaks to the power and
influence of the southern delegations, and especially Virginia. 17 Peyton Randolph
himself was an extraordinarily wealthy and eminent Williamsburg attorney who had
served as Speaker of the Virginia House of Burgesses since 1766. Deane and Adams
17

Thomas Wharton, Sr. wrote to a friend in May that the Virginians were "Certainly a
Sensible & Wealthy people--& the part they shall take in this Affair will have a great Influence on their
Sister Colonies." Wharton to Thomas Walpole, 31 May 1774, quoted in Ammerman, In the Common
Cause, 29.
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both described him as a large man whose impressive physical presence seemed
appropriate to his position as President. He was the leader of a powerful and
respected delegation that included military officer George Washington, elderly
scholar Richard Bland, prominent leaders of the resistance movement and great
orators such as Richard Henry Lee and Patrick Henry, and more moderate men such
as wealthy planter Benjamin Harrison and acclaimed lawyer Edmund Pendleton.
That the delegates from Virginia-and the delegates from the southern
provinces more generally-dominated the Congress is also revealed in whom the
convention chose to replace Randolph. When the Virginian left the Congress several
days before adjournment to return to Williamsburg, another southerner, Henry
Middleton of South Carolina, was selected as his replacement. It was only at the
Second Continental Congress, after Peyton Randolph left his post on May 23, that
John Hancock of Massachusetts was chosen as the leader of the Congress.
There are indications that regional differences, and the preferences of the
southern delegates, had an impact on the congressional schedule. 18 Though a
number of documents from the summer mention that the Congress would begin on
September 1, the beginning ofthe Congress was delayed until September 5apparently because the entire Virginia delegation had not yet arrived. The southern
delegations also shaped the daily routine. Samuel Ward of Rhode Island wrote to his
son that the "southern Gentlemen have been used to do no Business in afternoon so
18

The New England delegations determined the congressional schedule on at least one
occasion. At the end of October, when the Congress was hurrying to finish its business, Read records
"As I expected, the New England Men declined doing any business on Sunday." See Read to Gertrude
Read, 24 October 1774, LDC, 244.
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that We rise about 2 or 3 o'clock & set no more that Day." John Adams reinforced
that this was not a schedule familiar to him when he recorded, "Tedious, indeed ... We
sit only before dinner."

19

The men from Boston were accustomed to sessions in their

colonial legislature that sometimes reconvened after the dinner break and extended
into the night.
The wealthy, powerful, and vocal southern delegations certainly made an
impression on their colleagues from elsewhere in the colonies. Silas Deane observed,
upon meeting members of the South Carolina and Virginia delegations, that these
southerners appeared "like men ofimportance."20 Several days later, in a letter to his
wife, he elaborated:
You may tell Our Freinds that I never met, nor scarcely had an Idea of
Meeting With Men of such firmness, sensibility, Spirit, and Thorough
Knowledge of the Interests of America, as the Gentlemen from the
Southern provinces appear to be. In this I do not speak from prejudice,
but from the knowledge I have of them in their public as well as their
private Conversation, both of which I attend to with a pleasure, that
ballances many, if not more than all the anxieties, & Troubles of such
a Journey." 21

19
Ward to Samuel Ward, Jr., 9 September 1774, LDC, 59; Adams to Abigail Adams, 25
September 1774, LDC, 99. On the practices of the Massachusetts General Court see Robert Zemsky,
Merchants, Farmers, and River Gods: An Essay on Eighteenth-Century American Politics (Boston:
Gambit Incorporated, 1977), 20.
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Deane to Elizabeth Deane, 6 September 1774, LDC, 29-30. Deane's enthusiasm regarding
these men is revealed even in his descriptions of the different delegations that he included in letters to
his wife. He began with an assessment of the men from South Carolina, proceeded to the North
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The Virginians, in particular, received high praise from fellow deputies and
other people in Philadelphia. John Adams, after meeting Randolph, Harrison, Lee,
and Bland, wrote, "These Gentlemen from Virginia appear to be the most spirited and
consistent, of any." Caesar Rodney, who had traveled into town with some of the
Virginians, also complimented the men from that colony: "All the Seven delegates
appointed for Virginia are here, & more Sensible, fine fellows you'd Never Wish to
See." Joseph Reed called them "the capital men of the colony, both in fortune and
understanding," and Silas Deane said of the Virginians: "May New England go hand
in hand with them & We need not fear a want ofSpirit."22 The men from New
England were aware that they needed the support of powerful leaders in the other
colonies, so the sensibility and "spirit" of the southern delegates proved especially
welcome. Opposition leaders counted on expressions of sentiment and sympathy
from these influential southerners to bring other delegates to the aid of Boston. Only
emotional language and shared feeling could persuade the provincial deputies, mostly
strangers, to set their distinct interests aside for the sake of principle and unity.

*****
Carolina delegation, and then the group from Virginia. He never did get around to naming or
describing the delegates from the other colonies.
22
Adams, diary, 2 September 1774, LDC, 7; Rodney to Thomas Rodney, 9 September 1774,
LDC, 58; Reed quoted in Life and Correspondence ofJoseph Reed, Military Secretary a/Washington,
at Cambridge; Adjutant-general of the Continental Army; Member of the Congress of the United
States; and President of the Executive Council of the State ofPennsylvania, ed. William B. Reed
(Philadelphia: Lindsay and Blakiston, 1847), 75; Deane to Elizabeth Deane, 6 September 1774, LDC,
29-30) As Ryerson puts it: "When this body convened in Philadelphia, cautious townsmen saw the
wealthiest, most respectable leaders from other colonies propose the strongest measures to secure
colonial rights. This performance won over the city, the province, and the Assembly." See Ryerson,
"The Revolution is Now Begun," 93.
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On the opening days of Congress, after the selection of the President and
Secretary and the presentation of credentials, the delegates discussed and agreed on
several resolutions that would govern their internal procedures. After debate it was
decided, for example, that each colony would have one vote. 23 Some of these
procedures, because it was all the delegates knew, resembled those of the provincial
assemblies and the House of Commons; the group resolved that no member of the
Congress should speak more than twice on the same point without permission and
that any colony could request to postpone the vote on a particular issue to a different
day. Next, the members agreed that the proceedings inside Carpenters' Hall should
be kept secret from the public, resolving that "the doors be kept shut during the time
of business, and that the members consider themselves under the strongest obligations
ofhonour, to keep the proceedings secret, untill the majority shall direct them to be
made public." As Caesar Rodney noted, this would "avoid needless disputations out
ofDoors"-but was "much to the disappointment of the Curious."24 Not surprisingly,
this secrecy agreement proved only partially successful since the delegates shared
information about the Congress in private conversations. In theory, however, the pact

23

1t was during this debate, ironically, while arguing that large colonies should have more
power than small ones, that Patrick Henry said "I am not a Virginian, but an American." A motion
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allowed the assembly to control what information was released to people outside of
the Congress. By suppressing publication of internal disagreements, the members of
the convention were able to preserve the image of unanimity that they felt was
important to their success.
The assembly also resolved to form two committees. The first, composed of
two members from each delegation, was appointed to state the colonies' rights, list
the ways these rights were violated, and identify the best means to restore them. The
other committee was smaller, including one member of each delegation, and was
supposed to report on the statutes relevant to trade and manufactures of the different
provinces. These two committees would begin meeting on the eighth of September,
and Congress would not sit much over the next couple of weeks while waiting for
their reports. 25
The final resolution that the delegates approved on the second day of
Congress was to ask the Anglican minister Jacob Duche to open the following
morning's session with prayers. Using notes taken by James Duane and a letter
written a little more than a week later by John Adams, it is possible to reconstruct
some ofwhat was said during the debate that preceded the approval of this resolution.
According to Adams, it was Thomas Cushing of Massachusetts who moved that the
Congress should be opened the next day with prayers. Duane recorded that delegates
who supported the idea stressed "the propriety of a Reverence & Submission to the

25

The resolutions are printed in the JCC, 26. The smaller committee reported to Congress on
September 19, and the larger committee, chaired by Stephen Hopkins, apparently fmished its business
on September 23.
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Supreme Being" and noted that precedent had been set by "the Romans the British
Parliament & some of the Assemblies ofthe Continent." The delegates who opposed
the idea of having a prayer, a group that included Jay and one ofthe Rutledges,
observed that it would "be considerd as Enthusiasm & Cant" and pointed to "[t]he
want of a Suitable form in the book of Common prayers: And the Hazard of
submitting such a Task to the Judgment of any Clergy." These delegates also argued
that the members of Congress were too "divided in religious sentiments, some
Episcopalians, some Quakers, some anabaptists, some Presbyterians and some
Congregationalists" and "could not join in the same Act ofWorship."26 Wary that
religious "enthusiasm" could evoke an irrational emotional response, the more
conservative deputies emphasized the practical religious differences among the
delegates-subtly reminding their peers of the dissimilarity of the twelve provinces.
It was ultimately resolved, however, that the Congress would be opened the morning

of September 7 with an Anglican service. 27 President Randolph visited Jacob Duche
that day at his home and the clergyman agreed to come to Carpenters' Hall the next
mommg.

26
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There is a small but important difference between the accounts of Duane and
Adams. While both men noted that it was Samuel Adams who suggested that
Anglican minister Duche be the person to deliver the prayers, they gave a different
impression of when he said it. In Duane's notes, Adams made this proposal
immediately following Cushing's motion and it was afterwards that the delegates
debated the question. John Adams, on the other hand, implies that it was after this
discussion that Samuel Adams stood up and suggested Duche. John Adams recorded
Samuel as saying that "he was no Bigot, and could hear a Prayer from a Gentleman of
Piety and Virtue, who was at the same Time a Friend to his Country." In this
account, Samuel Adams then moved that Duche deliver the prayer and the motion
was seconded and passed. 28
John Adams's version of the debate works better as a story and is more
consistent with the image the Massachusetts delegation sought to project to the
public. It is more dramatic to imagine Samuel Adams standing up in the middle of
this debate to offer a compromise and sacrifice his own religious background in an
effort to find common ground. It is not nearly as interesting to begin the debate with
his suggestion and end it with a divided Congress-an argument that one side won
and the other side lost. We do not know which version is true, though we might tend
to believe Duane's notes on the debates of September 6 over Adams's letter to
Abigail written days later. Adams, doubtless anticipating that his letter would be
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widely read by friends, relatives, and acquaintances back in Massachusetts, crafted an
account for public consumption; Duane was keeping a private record.
Regardless of when he proposed that Duche give the prayers at Congress, the
message of Samuel Adams's motion was clear. It underscored his strategy of creating
unity and shared feeling among the delegates, and his desire to show people outside
Congress that its members (and especially the Massachusetts delegation) were able to
compromise and cooperate. In a letter Samuel Adams wrote to Joseph Warren that
was later printed in the Boston Gazette, Adams explained his motivation for choosing
Duche: "As many of our warmest Friends are Members of the Church of England, [I]
thought it prudent as well on that as on some other Accounts to move that the Service
should be performed by a Clergyman of that Denomination."29 As Adams noted, the
Anglicans in Congress included some of the Massachusetts delegation's most
powerful allies, such as the members of the Virginia delegation. Also among the
Anglicans, however, were men such as Galloway, Duane, and Jay who had already
revealed themselves as vocal opponents-another factor that may have contributed to
Samuel Adams's timely proposal. Interestingly, if we are to trust Duane's account,
Jay, Duane, and Galloway opposed the appointment of a preacher of their own faith.
Just as the New Englanders demonstrated their liberality by proposing an Anglican to
give the opening prayer, so the conservatives displayed their tolerance-along with a
desire to avoid possible emotional manipulation-by calling for no officiating
clergyman at all.
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*****

Around 2pm on September 6-probably after the above resolutions were
approved-an express arrived for the New Jersey delegation reporting that Boston
had been attacked. Though some doubted the veracity of the report, it was received
with alarm and the misinformation was not corrected for forty-eight hours. 30 Upon
receiving the news, the Congress immediately adjourned for several hours and
delegates recorded that the bells in the city tolled muffled all afternoon. When the
group assembled the next morning for Reverend Duche's prayers, it was a time of
heightened anxiety and uncertainty about this possible bombardment.
Jacob Duche arrived that morning dressed in his pastoral robes, and he began
by reading several prayers and the Collect for the day which was the thirty-fifth
psalm. The passage begins this way:
Plead my cause, 0 Lord, with those who strive with me; fight
against those who fight against me.
Take hold of shield and buckler, and stand up for mine help.
Draw out also the spear, and stop the way against those who
persecute me. Say unto my soul, I am thy salvation.
Let them be confounded and put to shame who seek after my soul;
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let them be turned back and brought to confusion who devise
my hurt.
Let them be as chaffbefore the wind; and let the angel of the Lord
chase them.
Let their way be dark and slippery, and let the angel of the Lord
persecute them.
For without cause have they hidden for me their net in a pit, which
without cause they have digged for my soul. 31
Delegates noted in their letters and diaries what they saw as the aptness of the day''s
collect to their circumstances. Deane recorded that the reading was "accidentally
extremely Applicable." John Adams wrote in his diary that it was "most admirably
adapted, tho this was accidental, or rather Providential." In a later letter to his wife,
he repeated, "I never saw a greater Effect upon an Audience. It seemed as if Heaven
had ordained that Psalm to be read on that Moming." 32 Though apparently a
coincidence, those working to cultivate a spirit of unity and empathy among the
delegates could not have chosen a better Biblical passage to be read aloud inside
Carpenters' Hall.
Duche then concluded with a prayer of his own. Deane recorded that the
reverend "prayed without Book about Ten Minutes so pertinently, with such
31
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Fervency, purity, & sublimity of Stile, & sentiment, and with such an apparent
Sensibility of the Scenes, & Business before Us, that even Quakers shed Tears."
Duane wrote that Duche was admired for his "eloquence & composition," and
Samuel Ward noted in his diary that Duche "concluded with one of the most sublime
catholic well adapted Prayers I ever heard."33 Later Joseph Reed told John and
Samuel Adams privately that proposing the prayer had been a brilliant tactic for
building support within the Congress and city of Philadelphia, calling it a "Masterly
Stroke ofPolicy." 34

*****

On the morning of September 16, while the larger committee that the
Congress appointed was still meeting, Paul Revere arrived in Philadelphia with what
became known as the Suffolk Resolves. 35 These resolutions, produced by Boston and
its surrounding towns, declared the recent acts of Parliament unconstitutional and
asserted Massachusetts's need for both military preparedness and a non-consumption
agreement. They also pledged to abide by the decisions of the General Congress, and
urged the people of Massachusetts to refrain from destroying private property or
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causing any kind of disorder that could lead to a violent confrontation with the British
troops. With the resolutions was what Thomas Cushing called "an express
application to the Congress for advice"; it was this direct appeal that led the
convention to address them right away. 36
The Congress met the following day, which was a Saturday, and after debate
passed two unanimous resolutions in support of the document. John Adams declared
in his diary: "This was one ofthe happiest Days of my Life. In Congress We had
generous, noble Sentiments, and manly Eloquence. This Day convinced me that
America will support the Massachusetts or perish with her." Read explained in a
letter home that the Congress responded to the Suffolk Resolves with two resolutions
of its own, "a resolve of approbation of the conduct of the people of Boston and
county of Suffolk, which includes Boston, since the operation of the port-bill; and
another resolve for a further contribution from all the colonies for the support of the
poor ofBoston." 37 The resolutions from Suffolk County, along with the formal
response by the General Congress, were immediately ordered to be printed in the

Pennsylvania Packet-making strong and unanimous support ofthe Suffolk
Resolutions the first public action of the Congress.
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The Resolves quickly circulated through the colonies. Deputies sent copies of
them to their correspondents, taking care to emphasize the unanimity of the Congress
as it responded to the document from Suffolk County. Cushing stressed in a letter to
Warren that the Congress "highly applaud[ ed] the wise, temperate and spirited
Conduct of our People, in their Opposition to the late Act of altering our
Constitution." John Adams told his wife that the resolutions "passed in full Congress
with perfect Unanimity" and Deane, in a letter to the Wethersfield Committee of
Correspondence, also insisted that the resolves passed "without one dissenting Voice,
though all the Members were present."38 It was understood that the Resolves would
have the most impact if the entire Congress-an assembly filled with some ofthe
colonies' wealthiest, most powerful, and in some cases notoriously moderate
leaders-enthusiastically and unanimously supported these strongly-worded
resolutions.
Delegates used the convention's public support for the Suffolk Resolves as a
way to intimate how the Congress felt and would act on other issues. Samuel Adams
conveyed to Charles Chauncy that the fact the resolutions were "unanimously passed"
would give him "a faint Idea ofthe Spirit of the Congress." Samuel Ward wrote to
the governor of Rhode Island that, taking into account the resolutions, "some
Estimate may be formed of the general Sentiments of the Congress." Richard Henry
Lee, writing to his brother William, likewise assured him that Massachusetts would
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"have the concurring support of the other Colonies as the Congress have in fact
already published their determination by approving in strong terms the resolves of the
County of Suffolk."

39

With the rest of deputies' deliberations still secret, the

Resolves hinted at what outsiders might expect to hear in the coming weeks; the
timing of the Resolves' publication rendered them more significant and meaningful
than they would have been if made public after or along with other information about
the convention's proceedings.
Though the most publicized, the document arriving from Suffolk County was
not the only official communication that made its way from Massachusetts to
Philadelphia while the Congress was in session. Paul Revere would return to
Philadelphia with a second express from the Boston Committee of Correspondence
on the sixth of October that expressed the committee's concern over General Gage's
fortification of Boston. This letter led to several days' debate in Congress and the
appointment of a committee to prepare a letter to Gage.

40

It was during the debates

inspired by this second express that Congress passed a resolution that, if the Coercive
Acts "shall be attempted to be carried into execution by force, in such case, all
America ought to support them in their opposition."41 With this noteworthy resolve,
the Congress promised to come to the aid of Massachusetts if it found itself in a
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situation like the one that would present itself at Lexington and Concord the
following spring.

*****
At the end of September, the Congress turned to one of the issues that had
helped precipitate the Congress: whether or not to begin non-importation and nonexportation, what goods would be included in such a boycott, and when it should
begin. Deputies from all of the colonies were well aware that public opinion stood
firmly behind a nonimportation agreement. There were popular calls for a trade
boycott with Britain up and down the eastern seaboard in the months preceding the
Congress, and it seemed certain that an agreement would be received with widespread
support. 42 Thus it was with confidence that the Congress resolved unanimously on
September 22 to ask colonial merchants to refrain from importing goods and to delay
orders already sent until the Congress decided how to proceed. The delegates ordered
that the resolution be printed for the public in newspapers and as a broadside. They
included copies of this document in letters to their home colonies so, as Rodney
explained, "that [you] might know in time what they may Expect."43 This was the
second document that the Congress released to the public about its proceedings.
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The Congress went on to debate non-importation and non-exportation for a
number of days in late September, ultimately unanimously approving a nonimportation agreement on September 27 that would go into effect on the first of
December. The Congress then reached a resolution (which, unlike that for nonimportation, was not unanimous) on September 30 that called for non-exportation to
begin on September 10, 1775. There was never serious opposition to a nonimportation pact; it had been attempted before and was not as extreme an idea as nonexportation. Non-exportation was a major undertaking and raised more serious
concerns-particularly for southerners who would be most seriously affected by the
policy. However, likely because the congressional deputies were confident that the
Coercive Acts would be repealed before non-exportation became necessary, the
debate was less about the idea of a non-exportation pact than the details of that
agreement. Moderate John Jay may have spoken for many of the delegates when he
expressed his opinion that, given the options available to the Congress-namely
negotiation, the suspension of commerce, and war-he would forego the third by
supporting the first two. 44 Nevertheless, there were extended negotiations and heated
arguments about the timetable of implementation and what should and should not be
included. Maryland, Virginia, and the Carolinas especially balked at the suggestion,
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first proposed by Massachusetts, that the pact include all exports and begin
immediately.
The starting dates for both non-importation and non-exportation were
compromises. A number of delegates, such as Mifflin and Gadsden, expressed their
preference that non-importation begin on the first ofNovember-a date that had
already been approved by the Virginians at their provincial meeting held in the
summer-instead of the first ofDecember. In an effort to appease the colonies'
merchants, however, the majority decided that the Congress should delay the start of
non-importation by a month in order to give them time to receive orders they had
already made.
Some of the delegates also strongly advocated an earlier date for the
beginning of non-exportation, but the men from Virginia flatly refused. The
Virginians had already debated the issue at their province's convention and agreed to
postpone the start of non-exportation until the current tobacco crop could be
harvested and sold. 45 The Virginia delegates, who stood to benefit financially from
this arrangement, would not yield on their colony's decision and gave the Congress
no choice but to abide by it. The decision to postpone nonexportation was driven by
wealthy Virginians who were deeply in debt and confronted with some of the worst
tobacco prices of recent years. Virginians knew that a delay in nonexportation would
drive tobacco prices up as merchants hoarded it in expectation ofthe impending
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boycott.

46

Moreover, the Virginia delegation was aware that nonexportation, when

finally implemented, would cause major economic hardship for middling and poorer
people. Governor Dunmore predicted shortly after the Congress' adjournment that
the boycott would cause widespread financial ruin and resentment among small
farmers, who would "discover that they have been duped by the richer sort, who for
their part elude the whole effects of the association, by which their poor neighbors
perish."47 The prospect of a trade boycott raised anxieties among the Virginia
deputies because of its potential to exacerbate class divisions among the white
population-possibly resulting in a loss of the public support on which resistance
leaders relied.
Leaders representing both Virginia and Maryland undoubtedly viewed the
nonexportation agreement as economically beneficial in the short term and probably
unnecessary in the long run. As implied by a letter Charles Carroll wrote to a
correspondent in England, "If[nonimportation] should not open the eyes ofthe
ministry ... [and] obtain a speedy and effectual redress of our present grievances, it is
the general opinion and well warranted by the color of the times-the spirit of
freedom and detestation of Parliamentary tyranny so universally prevalent among
us-that all exports from the old colonies to Great Britain cease in less than a twelve
month from this date; in short all intercourse and connection with the mother country
46
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will be broken off."

48

Nonexportation was used as a threat but was, at least to some

degree, a bluff. Leaders in Virginia and Maryland gambled that their provinces
would reap the economic benefits of delaying nonexportation but would never face
the reality of actually having to enforce it. They knew the specter of nonexportation
would terrify British merchants and counted on those merchants to pressure
Parliament to repeal the Coercive Acts. Meanwhile, Virginia and Maryland could
reap the economic gain that would result from the agreement itself. If leaders of the
southern provinces truly believed nonexportation would become a reality, it is
unlikely they would have so quickly agreed to it in principle.
Several members of Congress unsuccessfully argued that delaying the start of
the boycott risked the eruption of war in Massachusetts. Lynch was recorded as
saying, "We want not only Redress, but speedy Redress. The Mass. cant live without
Government I think one Year." Gadsden similarly emphasized that Boston would not
be able to continue indefinitely in its present situation without violence, and warned:
"Boston and New England cant hold out-the Country will be deluged in Blood, if
We dont Act with Spirit. Don't let America look at this Mountain, and let it bring
forth a Mouse." A few also expressed in their correspondence disappointment that
both non-importation and non-exportation would not start earlier. Ward wrote to his
son, "I lament its being postponed so late & did all I could to prevent it." Edward
Rutledge also indicated that he would have preferred it if non-importation and nonexportation were scheduled to begin sooner, writing to Ralph Izard that "both of them
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should take place at an early day, and think a few months would have put everything
to rights again." 49 These men reasoned that, given Great Britain's dependence on
trade with the colonies, an immediate suspension of trade would end the crisis sooner.
With regard to what would and would not be included in the non-importation
and non-exportation agreements, the most serious disagreement came in late October.
It was then, when the document regulating the enforcement of the boycott was being

signed, that all of the deputies from South Carolina except Christopher Gadsden got
up and left the room. Lynch, Middleton, and the Rutledges refused to sign the
document unless there was a caveat added that indigo and rice-the two principal
crops grown and sold in their colony-could be sold to Europe. They pointed out that
while the Northern colonies conducted much of their trade with Europe, rice and
indigo were commodities that (as ordered by the Acts of Trade and Navigation) could
only be exported to England. Arguing that this was unfair-that non-exportation
would have a much greater impact on South Carolina's economy than it would on the
economies of the other provinces-they demanded a change to the agreement.
Gadsden would record that "Carolina was on the point ofbeing excluded [from] the
association, when our Deputies being again summoned by the Secretary, they
returned into Congress yielding up the article of indigo: and that Congress only for
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the sake of preserving the union of America, allowed the article rice to be added to
the association." 50
Non-importation and non-exportation pacts were meaningless without an
effective enforcement mechanism to police the behaviors of merchants and citizens.
When the Congress created the Continental Association, they sought to incorporate,
for the first time in the imperial crisis, a large segment of the general population in
opposing British policy. Up to this point the economic protest against England had
been confined to the major ports, but now the entire society would be called upon to
make a major sacrifice. Thus, even more important than the non-importation and
non-exportation agreements themselves was the instrument that the Congress
produced to enforce them: the Continental Association. On the same day that the
Congress agreed on a date to begin non-exportation, the assembly appointed a
committee (composed of Cushing, Low, Mifflin, Lee, and Johnson) to draw up a plan
for enforcing the boycott. This committee eventually produced a document that was
debated off and on for several days in mid-October, formally approved on October
18, and signed at the table by all of the members of Congress on October 20.
The Association recommended that the colonies form local committees that
would enforce the nonimportation, nonexportation, and nonconsumption agreements
reached by the Congress. In some cases the committees of correspondence of the
various provinces, whose communications had led to the calling of the Congress in
50
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the first place, worked to enforce the Association themselves; elsewhere they
arranged for like-minded committees to be elected to do it for them. In the end, all of
the colonies endorsed the agreement except New York, and even there radicals
formed committees to enforce non-importation in New York City and Albany. Most
of the colonies-and particularly the influential southern colonies of Virginia,
Maryland, and South Carolina, so inconsistent and lukewarm about earlier nonimportation agreements-enthusiastically committed themselves to making the pact
work, and it did. In contrast to earlier efforts, this time the committees were
astonishingly effective at enforcing non-importation. 51 This was a significant and
unprecedented achievement. In addition to monitoring items that arrived in the ports,
some of these committees also policed the consumption oftea, encouraged local
manufacturing, and condemned extravagance at funerals and other occasions. As
dictated by the Association, the punishment for those in violation of the agreement
was the publication of their actions in newspapers and the understanding that people
would stop doing business with those individuals.
While ostensibly formed for the purpose of enforcing the Congress's
Association, the local committees also quickly took on other functions of
government, justifying their extra-legal actions by citing their deference to the wishes
of the General Congress-a body which the committee members viewed as a
legitimate central authority entitled to make decisions for the confederated provinces.
Thus the committees, popularly elected and incorporating a large number of men who
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had never before participated in government, soon outgrew their initial purpose.
They became the provisional governing structures that sustained the colonies until
new permanent ones could be created by the Continental Congress after the provinces
had declared their independence. 52
In calling for the creation of these local committees, the Congress ultimately
involved hundreds, even thousands, of people in extralegal governmental bodies that
enforced their decisions as law. 53 A Maryland resident who later criticized the
Congress aptly dubbed them "those congressmen and their satellites, the committeemen." 54 The local committees, mandated and validated by the intercolonial Congress,
took for granted the credibility and governing authority of that once-diplomatic
body-while the Congress itself validated those committees' legality and right to
police and punish people in their local communities. The two established a symbiotic
relationship, each bolstering the other's credibility, and together seized power from
the institutions of government that were already crumbling around them in late 1774
and early 1775. 55 They built a new, more inclusive, extralegal governing
infrastructure that from that point on guided provincial politics.
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*****
It was in the midst of the ongoing debate on the suspension of commerce in

late September that Joseph Galloway presented the Congress with what has become
known as the Galloway Plan. Galloway's proposed union derived from a plan
Benjamin Franklin had introduced at the Albany Congress in 1754 which involved
the creation of an American Legislature that would co-exist with Parliament. This
American Legislature would be led by a President-General appointed by the king, and
a Grand Council-analogous to the House of Commons-which would be composed
of representatives elected by the colonial legislatures for three-year terms. The
Legislature would deal with issues that affected more than one colony, but would not
interfere in the provinces' internal affairs. Any legislation Parliament passed that
would affect the colonies would have to be approved by this American Legislature,
and any legislation passed by the Council could be vetoed by Parliament. 56
Galloway introduced his plan as an alternative to non-importation and nonexportation, though he probably had been intending to present the plan for a while
and had waited for an appropriate time. 57 According to John Adams's notes that day,
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Galloway argued that non-importation would not have an impact quickly enough,
while non-exportation would destroy the colonies. "It is impossible," he is quoted as
saying, particularly appealing to the southern colonies whom non-exportation would
especially affect, "America can exist, under a total Non Exportation." He insisted, "I
am as much a friend of Liberty [as] exists-and No Man shall go further, in Point of
Fortune, or in Point of Blood, than the Man who now addresses you." But he
believed it made sense to try negotiating before turning to other methods. He
lamented, "Some Gentlemen are not for Negociation. I wish I could hear some
Reason against it."58 Galloway hoped his plan would encourage the assembly to
resolve the conflict with Britain in a less confrontational way.
During the congressional debate about his plan, Galloway emphasized the
colonies' separateness from one another, reminding his fellow deputies that the
Congress was a diplomatic meeting without any formal legislative or executive
power. He pointed out, "I know of no American Constitution. A Virginia
Constitution, a Pensylvanian Constitution We have. We are totally independent of
each other." Galloway stressed the need for a centralized power to regulate the
empire's trade. If Parliament or the king could not do it, then who would? According
to Adams's notes, Galloway asked:
Who shall regulate it? Shall the Legislature ofNova Scotia, or
Georgia, regulate it? Mass. or Virginia? Pensylvania or N. York. It

with the assent of both, which would effectually secure to Americans their future rights and
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cant be pretended. Our Legislative Powers extend no farther than the
Limits of our Governments. Where then shall it be placed. There is a
Necessity that an American Legislature should be set up, or else that
We should give the Power to Parliament or King. 59
Thus the most conservative delegate at the 1774 Congress was the man who called
attention most forcefully to the rival interests and divergent circumstances of the
twelve colonies. As was true for the deputies opposing the appointment of a
clergyman to open the Congress, who similarly stressed the colonies' dissimilarity,
those most reluctant to take a militant stance against the crown and Parliament also
most emphatically expressed the disparate interests and customs of the provinces they
represented. On practical and tactical grounds, these men doubted that a united front
could be maintained among the colonies and hence feared the fatal consequences of
resistance to the mother country. Conservatives such as Galloway reasoned that, as
history had shown, the differences among the colonies were insuperable obstacles to
intercolonial action.
Several delegates agreed and expressed their support for Galloway's plan.
James Duane seconded the motion Galloway introduced with the plan of union and
echoed Galloway's concern that negotiation had been too quickly dismissed: "N.
York thought it necessary to have a Congress for the Relief of Boston and Mass. And
to do more, to lay a Plan for a lasting Accommodation with G. Britain. Whatever
may have been the Motive for departing from the first Plan of the Congress, I am
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unhappy that We have departed from it." John Jay also declared, "I am led to adopt
this Plan," and Edward Rutledge expressed his view that "the Plan may be freed from
almost every objection." He added, "I think it almost a perfect Plan."60 After a day's
debate on the proposal, however, the delegations voted six to five to table it. It would
be formally rejected on October 22.
There were several reasons why the plan of union was not given full
consideration in debate. The identity of the person introducing the plan certainly did
not help. Joseph Galloway had a reputation, background, and personal history with
people who had influence in the Congress such as Secretary Thomson and soon-to-be
delegate John Dickinson that put him publicly in opposition to those increasingly
powerful leaders. Thomson, Dickinson, and their allies-the Adamses, Richard
Henry Lee, Christopher Gadsden, and others-would disregard any proposal that
Galloway made simply because of the opinions he had expressed and the decisions he
had made in the past. If the opposition leaders driving the Congress had been willing
to support--or even simply engage-with Galloway's ideas, the Plan may have been
the subject of serious and lengthy debate. But, regardless of the details and even
potential radicalism of Galloway's plan, these men were deeply suspicious of it and
quick to reject it out of hand because of who Galloway was. Just as the
Massachusetts delegates frequently turned to deputies representing other colonies to
introduce their ideas and advance their interests, in an effort to assuage concerns
about their own radicalism, Galloway's Plan may have been received with less
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wariness and more thoughtful consideration if put forward but someone with a less
conservative public reputation and persona.
Galloway failed to understand the power of emotional rhetoric in mobilizing
and persuading his fellow deputies. Trying to break the considerable momentum
built by deeply invested resistance leaders from New England and powerful
southerners noted for their sensibility and spirit, Galloway found that his cold,
practical arguments fell flat. 61 For all the contest of interests in the Congress, the
delegates were moved by sentiments of unity as much as by rational calculations.
Joseph Galloway had been a powerful force in Pennsylvania politics for many years,
but by the end of the 1774 Congress Galloway's role and influence in the colony's
political scene had changed, his influence ceded to an opposing faction more in tune
with public opinion in Philadelphia and the radicalized Pennsylvania backcountry-a
faction powerfully allied at the Congress of 1774 with organized and passionate
resistance leaders throughout the provinces.
Moreover, Galloway's Plan, if put into place, would have required twelve
distinct provinces-whose independence from one another Galloway himself was the
first to acknowledge-to cede power to a central authority. Granted the right to make
decisions for the colonies as a unit, the national legislature, though ostensibly only
61
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handling intercolonial problems, would inevitably have a material impact on the
provinces' internal affairs. This notion-introduced in a diplomatic forum that
respected the sovereignty of the twelve distinct colonies, a forum called into being to
oppose the unilateral decisions of a central power on the other side of the Atlanticwas going to be problematic. Composed of men at the height of influence in their
own "countries," the General Congress was unlikely at this early moment to formally
embrace an institution that would require any additional loss of control over the
direction and autonomy of their provincial governments. Any attempt to make
Galloway's Plan work in practice would require a degree of commitment and passion,
not to mention extensive and sophisticated political maneuvering, for which the
plan's initial supporters-Duane, Jay, and Rutledge-were disinclined and
unprepared.
Among the many criticisms that Galloway made of the assembly in the
following months and years was that his plan had been deliberately erased from the
minutes of the convention. Thomson did make a notation in the congressional journal
that "Mr. Galloway's motion & plan" should be inserted following the entry for
September 27 and before summaries of September 28-29. However, he later lined it
out-presumably when it became clear that the plan would be rejected. Galloway
would see for himself what Thomson had done since he was a member of the
committee appointed to revise the minutes of the convention. 62 Though not an
unusual decision for Thomson, who typically recorded only the motions that passed
62
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and completely left out a number of the proposals that came before Congress, keeping
reference to the plan out of the journals of the congressional proceedings served the
agenda of resistance leaders such as Thomson, Adams, Lee, and Gadsden because,
once again, it protected the image of an unwavering intercolonial alliance.
After the Congress was over, still committed to his idea and embittered by the
proceedings of the convention, Galloway traveled to New York to try to rally support
for his plan. He wrote a pamphlet in early 1775 called "A Candid Examination of the
Mutual Claims of Great-Britain, and the Colonies: with a Plan of Accommodation, on
Constitutional Principles," which was answered with an essay by John Dickinson and
Charles Thomson. A defiant Galloway also sent a copy of his plan to long-time
friend and political ally Benjamin Franklin. Franklin showed it to American
sympathizers in England, hoping it would bring on negotiation but knowing that plans
even more conciliatory had been rejected by members of Parliament. When
Galloway's plan was essentially ignored, Franklin tried to convince his old associate
that the proposal was unfeasible but to no avai1. 63
His plan of union universally rejected, Joseph Galloway publicly denounced
the decisions the Congress made and expended considerable effort trying to convince
the Pennsylvania Assembly to censure the convention's proceedings. Though he was
chosen as a delegate to the Second Continental Congress, Galloway refused to return.
In early May 1775, according to a letter written by North Carolinian Joseph Hewes,
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the extent of the hatred directed at Galloway was revealed when the Pennsylvanian
received a box at his lodgings that contained a noose and a note that said: "all the
Satisfaction you can now give your injured Country is to make a proper use of this
and rid the World of a Damned Scoundrell."64 Galloway departed the city soon
afterwards. Thus, after living for decades at the center ofPhiladelphia's political
world, Galloway permanently left the Pennsylvania Assembly. In 1776 he fled to the
British, and in 1778 boarded a ship for London. His wife remained behind, so
perhaps Galloway planned to return-but he never did.

*****
Standing in contrast to the dismissal of Galloway's Plan ofUnion was
evidence of growing support for the resistance movement in Philadelphia. John
Adams asserted that there was "a most laudable Zeal, and an excellent Spirit, which
every Day increases, especially in this City'' and noted that the people there were
voluntarily setting up militias. In addition, the Quakers held a General Meeting at the
end of September-a meeting that at least several of the delegates attended, including
Adams, Paine, and Washington-in which they "recommended it to all their People
to renounce Tea." John Adams remarked, "[I]ndeed the People of this City of all
Denominations have laid it generally aside Since our Arrival here."65
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Another important victory for the more militant delegates was the result of
Philadelphia's local elections in early October. Thomson-that "Sam. Adams of
Phyladelphia"-was elected as the second burgess representing the city, taking over a
position that had officially belonged to the absent Benjamin Franklin. 66 Thomas
Mifflin was re-elected. Moreover, John Dickinson was elected as a representative to
the legislature and added to the Pennsylvania delegation in Congress.
This turn of events was encouraging to those allied with Thomson, Mifflin,
and other like-minded members of Philadelphia's political scene. Thomas Cushing
saw it as a "good sign that the people are hearty in the Cause of Liberty." John
Adams likewise noted in his diary: "The Change in the Elections for this City and
County is no small Event. Mr. Dickinson and Mr. Thompson, now joined to Mr.
Mifflin, will make a great Weight in favour of the American Cause."67 Writing to his
wife several days later, Adams elaborated:
Mr. Dickenson was chosen almost unanimously a Representative of
the County. The Broadbrims began an opposition to your Friend Mr.
Mifflin, because he was too warm in the Cause. This instantly alarmed
the Friends of Liberty and ended in the Election of Mr. Mifflin ... and
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in the Election of our Secretary Mr. Charles Thompson to be a Burgess
with him. This is considered here as a most compleat and decisive
Victory in favour of the American Cause. And it [is] said it will
change the Ballance in the Legislature here against Mr. Galloway who
has been supposed to sit on the Skirts of the American Advocates. 68
It did, in fact, alter the balance in the legislature when Edward Biddle replaced Joseph

Galloway as the Speaker of the Pennsylvania Assembly. George Read recorded that,
when the new session of the Pennsylvania Assembly began in mid-October, Galloway
was offered the Speakership again but declined the position for health reasons. 69
Perhaps he was telling the truth, but it is also likely that the change in the political
climate that revealed itself in the elections-as well as Galloway's displeasure with
and apparent lack of control over what was happening at the General Congresscontributed to his refusal to serve.
Speaker Biddle then appointed Dickinson as an additional member of the
province's delegation to Congress (perhaps as a replacement for Samuel Rhoads) and
the "Farmer," as he was known to the visiting deputies, began attending the
convention on October 17. 70 Dickinson enjoyed considerable fame in the early 1770s
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because of his widely read and reprinted "Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania."
He had also published other essays and composed the lyrics of what was sometimes
called the "Liberty Song" that included the enduring sentiment, "By uniting We
Stand, by dividing We fall." The song and his writings, along with the engraved
portraits and wax portrait ofhis person, circulated through the colonies and made him
a celebrity. His colony-wide reputation and renown afforded him considerable power
and influence that quickly revealed itself once Dickinson arrived in Carpenters' Hall.
Dickinson's cautious nature and growing conservatism, which revealed itself
most fatefully in his refusal to endorse the Declaration of Independence in 1776, has
obscured how closely and publicly he was allied with the opposition movement in
Philadelphia in 1774. The figurehead ofthe resistance effort, Dickinson's celebrity
and continental reputation as a writer gave him an influential voice at the General
Congress that year. Upon joining the convention, just ten days before it adjourned,
Dickinson immediately went on to write drafts of several congressional documents
including versions of the Declaration ofRights and Grievances, the Memorial to the
Inhabitants of the Colonies, the Address to the King, and the Letter to Quebec.
Though a deputy to the 1774 Congress for only a short time, Dickinson was
nonetheless one of the convention's most important members, his influence
disproportionate to the time he was actually there. Dickinson's continental reputation
made his presence in Philadelphia, his alliances with Pennsylvania radicals like
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Mifflin, Thomson, and Reed, and his intense dislike of Joseph Galloway much more
important than they would have been otherwise.

*****

The month of October was mostly spent debating the various documents in
which the assembly presented its views and decisions to people in Great Britain and
British America. On the first of October, the Congress passed a unanimous resolution
to prepare an Address to the King, and over the next several days they discussed the
instructions that would be given to the committee appointed to prepare it. During
these debates John Jay suggested that the address should offer to pay for the tea that
had been destroyed in Boston. Low seconded the motion, and he was supported by
Edmund Pendleton of Virginia and George Ross of Pennsylvania. Lee, Gadsden,
Lynch, John Rutledge, Henry, Ward, and Robert Goldsborough of Maryland all spoke
against the motion and in the end it was unanimously rejected. 71
Also during this discussion surrounding the instructions to the committee,
Duane proposed that the address should call attention to the fact that the colonies had
always been cooperative in supplying Britain with money and men in the defense of
the colonies and would continue to do so. Lee put forward, through an additional
resolution, that the instruction should also indicate that the Congress would
"recommend it to the several Colonies that a Militia be forthwith appointed and well
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disciplined And that they be well provided with Ammunition and Proper Arms"-a
suggestion that Duane resented. When the Congress debated both Duane's and Lee's
motions, Lee, Patrick Henry, Eliphalet Dyer, and Thomas Lynch expressed support
for Lee's amendment. Edward Rutledge, Benjamin Harrison, Isaac Low, Richard
Bland, William Hooper, and John Jay opposed it, with Hooper calling it "impolitic."
According to Silas Deane's notes taken during the debate, one ofthe Rutledges said
that Lee's motion was "in degree, a Declaration ofWarr," and Jay claimed that he
"would be for it were it as innocent as it [wa]s wise.',n The Congress ultimately
unanimously passed Duane's more moderate resolution.
After given their instructions, the committee (comprised of Lee, Henry, John
Adams, Thomas Johnson, and John Rutledge) began its work and reported a draft on
October 21 that was debated and recommitted. 73 Two drafts of the document exist,
one by Henry and one by Lee; it is unclear which version was submitted. John
Dickinson then was added to the committee and it was Dickinson who authored the
second draft that was debated by paragraphs and approved on October 25. The three
extant versions of the document are dissimilar in content, although all specifically list
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the colonists' grievances, as instructed by Congress. The drafts penned by Henry and
Lee are shorter and less deferential and reassuring in tone.
All of the drafts of the Address to the King, as well as the final document,
combine reasoned argument and evidence with emotional appeals to the king's
compassion and sensibility. 74 Henry's draft describes the trials of Americans
overseas as causing "a series of sufferings & Distress to great to be borne" and calls
the Coercive Acts "a most alarming Example ofParliamentary Vengeance." Henry
laments, "With Grief & astonishment, we behold those powers of Government which
so long harmonized with America, now formed into dangerous Efforts for her
destruction. Judge Royal Sir what must our feelings when we see our fellow subjects
of that Town & Colony suffering." Later, Henry again emphasizes Americans'
uniformly unsettled emotional state: "We are distressed with the most Poignant
feelings, by that prospect which the present System adopted by Parliament holds up to
our view." Lee's draft similarly discusses Americans' grievances and pleads for the
king's sympathy, pitting the king against the rest of the British government.
"Sensible, may it please your Majesty," Lee argues, "that the greatness and glory of
the Sovereign are best supported by the freedom and happiness of his people
... [Americans] feel with the deepest affliction that their happiness and security can
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never exist with those violent and unconstitutional Councils which are ever ready to
be suggested by Tory Counsellors."75
The final address, based closely on Dickinson's draft, similarly lays out the
colonies' grievances, but softens the content with repeated assurance of Americans'
passivity and loyalty. It is saturated with emotional rhetoric. Like the Henry and Lee
drafts, Dickinson dwells on the provinces' suffering: "From this destructive system of
colony administration adopted since the conclusion of the last war, have flowed these
distresses, dangers, fears and jealousies, that overwhelm your maj estys dutiful
colonists with affliction." Dickinson is careful to cast the colonies as blameless,
misunderstood victims who "can be charged with no offence, unless it be one, to
receive injuries and be sensible of them." The provinces, faced with these threats to
their liberties, had no choice but to resist. To do nothing would be unconscionable.
"Your royal wisdom must approve the sensibility," Dickinson insists, "that teaches
your subjects anxiously to guard the blessing, they received from divine
providence ... Feeling as men, and thinking as subjects, in the manner we do, silence
would be disloyalty." 76 While resembling the Declaration of Independence in its
format as a list of colonial grievances, the Declaration makes no attempt to enlist the
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compassion and mercy of the British king. In the fall of 1774, although many
members of Congress had lost their faith in Parliament and the king's advisers, most
held out hope that emotional appeals-presented alongside a respectful and
reasonable argument-still might persuade King George.
On October 26, the day that the Congress adjourned, two engrossed copies of
the Address to the King were placed on the table for all of the delegates to sign.
Richard Henry Lee and John Jay prepared a cover letter to introduce the documents,
and they were placed on two different ships heading for England. The Address was
sent directly to Benjamin Franklin, who was Pennsylvania's agent in Britain at the
time. Franklin made contact with the other colonial agents, but found the agent from
South Carolina out of town and the agents for New York, New Hampshire, and
Connecticut unwilling to become involved because they had not received instructions
from their colonies. Franklin, along with the Massachusetts agents William BoHan
and Arthur Lee, presented the letter to Lord Dartmouth in mid-December. The
Address was then presented to the king, and in January it reached the House of
Commons where it was "No. 149" in a set of papers. Franklin reported to Thomson:
It came down among a great Heap of letters of Intelligence from

Governors and officers in America, Newspapers, Pamphlets,
Handbills, etc., from that Country, the last in the List, and was laid
upon the Table with them, undistinguished by any particular
Recommendation of it to the Notice of either House; and I do not find,
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that it has had any further notice taken of it as yet, than that it has been
read as well as the other Papers."77
The British government was not indifferent to or unconcerned about what had
happened at the American Congress, but the carefully written and deliberately
conciliatory Address to the King received little attention.
In mid-October, the Congress finally approved the Declaration of Rights and
Grievances and a committee was formed to, as Duane recorded, "state in form the
Rights, Grievances and the mode of redress." John Adams was on this committee
and, according to his diary, he spent Sunday, October 16 "[v]erybusy in the
necessary Business of putting the Proceedings of the Congress into Order."78 Around
the same time, a committee was appointed (composed of Lee, William Livingston,
and John Jay) to prepare a draft of both a Memorial to the People of British America
and an Address to the People of Great Britain. A draft of the first document, written
by John Jay, was reported a week later on October 18, debated by paragraphs,
amended and recommitted on October 19, and finally approved on October 21. The
Address to the People of Great Britain, written by latecomer to the committee John
Dickinson, was also approved that day.
During the final week of the convention, the members of the assembly
appointed a committee to revise the minutes of the Congress, arranged to have printed
the journal of their proceedings, and resolved to prepare an Address to the People of
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Quebec. Dickinson, part of a committee with Lee and Cushing, prepared a draft of
this last address which was debated and recommitted on October 24 and ultimately
approved on October 26. Before adjourning, the Congress also made the logical but
highly significant decision to meet again the following May if their situation had not
improved. They resolved:
[I]t will be necessary, that another Congress should be held on the
tenth day of May next, unless the redress of grievances, which we have
desired, be obtained before that time. And we recommend, that the
same be held at the city of Philadelphia, and that all the Colonies, in
North-America, chuse deputies, as soon as possible, to attend such
Congress. 79
With this decision, the Congress was no longer an isolated protest convention like the
Stamp Act Congress, but the first meeting of a permanent American legislature.
By the end of October, the Congress-relatively slow-moving during the
previous six weeks-hurried through the work that remained. Many had not expected
the session to last as long as it did and those from outside Pennsylvania were eager to
return home to their local governments, their businesses, and their families. Both
Silas Deane and John Dickinson expressed concern about the rushed quality of these
last days. Deane wrote that he found in Congress, "like other Assemblies, that the
finishing part of Business which being the most critical and requiring the greatest
attention, is Too often, left to the close, of the Session, and is of course, ever in
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danger, of [Suff]ering, through the hurry of the Members." John Dickinson echoed
this remark when he ended a note concerning last-minute changes to the Address to
the King with the question, "Is it right, to conclude such important Affairs in so great
a Hurry." The Congress finally dissolved itself on October 26. That night, John
Adams recorded in his diary, "This Day the Congress finished. Spent the Evening
together at the City Tavern-all the Congress and several Gentlemen of the Town." 80
Following this final evening of socializing at the City Tavern, the various delegations
prepared to leave Philadelphia for home.
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EPILOGUE

The delegates are not such novelties now.
George Read to Gertrude Read
1
23 May 1775

When the intercolonial Congress of 1774 published its proceedings following
the convention's adjournment, the cover of the pamphlet included an image of twelve
arms grasping a liberty column. Below the base of the column were the words Magna
Charta; around this graphic (Figure 25) were the Latin phrases "Hanc Tuemur,"
which translates to "We Guard This" and "Hac Nitimur," which means "We Put Our
Trust In This." Thus the very seal chosen to introduce the journal of this convention
revealed the delegates' faith both in their political inheritance as Englishmen and in
the power of intercolonial unity and cooperation. Through a series of compromises,
the members of Congress had done everything possible to build a cross-colony
coalition. Even when real unanimity had been impossible, careful attention to the
content and tone of the convention's public actions had successfully projected the
illusion of unity. The deputies agreed that they could not acquiesce in Parliament's
dictates and needed to act in a coordinated way. For the moment, they chose to fight
to correct the injustices they believed they had endured while remaining within the
empire. Few, if any, seriously considered a third option: to fight to establish their
1
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rights outside the empire. At the time, it seemed unnecessary. Most of the members
of Congress left Philadelphia that October hopeful that the prospect of twelve
determined and unified American colonies would intimidate Parliament into
rescinding the recent acts that they found so deplorable.
It was not to be. For those delegates who truly believed, as Lee once asserted,

that "the same ship which carries home the Resolution will bring back the Redress"that a coordinated and well-enforced trade embargo would lead to the immediate
reversal of British policy-the developments of the ensuing months would be a
tremendous disappointment. 2 By the time the conciliatory Address to the King
reached King George and Parliament, the news of the Congress's support for the
Suffolk Resolves and the establishment of the Continental Association had produced
cries of treason. By January, the British government ordered that additional troops be
sent to Massachusetts and secretly instructed General Gage to take actions to subdue
the province. In early April, the colonies learned that Parliament considered
Massachusetts to be in a state of rebellion; violence seemed imminent. 3
Inevitably, there were also people in the colonies who would be very critical
of the actions taken by the General Congress. Various publications appeared in late
1774 and early 1775 questioning the legitimacy ofthe meeting, accusing the
assembly-now widely referred to as the Continental Congress--of taking on
executive functions and condemning in particular its support of the Suffolk
2
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Resolutions and decision to create the Association. 4 In a satiric dialogue between a
woman and her husband, cast as one of the delegates, an anonymous author had the
woman proclaim:
To your high mighty Congress, the Members were sent,
To lay all our Complaints, before Parliament;
Usurpation rear'd its head, from that fatal Hour,
You resolv' d, you enacted, like a sovereign Pow'r.
Referring to the Articles of Association, this poem declared, "Your Non-Imports, and
Exports, are full fraught with Ruin, I Of thousands, and thousands, the utter
Undoing." The piece also implied (it was not the first or the last one to do so) that the
delegates had been drunk when they approved the Suffolk Resolves.

5

The greatest challenges in the provinces to the work of the convention came
from the colony of New York and the pen of Joseph Galloway. Though local
committees successfully enforced the Articles of Association in New York City and
Albany, New York's assembly presented a greater obstacle to the unity of the
colonies. As James Duane confided to Thomas Johnson: "For the Association I am
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under no Concern the universal Acquiescence of the people having exceeded my most
sanguine Expectation. But the approaching Session of our General assembly gives
me the most painful Solicitude .. .I tremble for the Event!"6 Initially the New York
legislature refused to endorse the actions of Congress; that colony sent a separate
petition to the king and was not planning to send a delegation when the Congress
reconvened in May.
Joseph Galloway worked to achieve the same result in the Pennsylvania
Assembly to no avail. As oflate December, he continued to advocate for his plan of
union and claim that the colonies were completely incapable of working together
successfully. As he argued in a letter to Samuel Verplanck:
Their different Forms of Government- Productions of Soil-and
Views of Commerce, their different Religions-Tempers and private
Interests-their Prejudices against, and Jealousies of, each other-all
have, and ever will, from the Nature and Reason of things, conspire to
create such a Diversity of Interests Inclinations, and Decisions, that
they never can unite together even for their own Protection."7
Galloway's "A Candid Examination ofthe Mutual Claims of Great-Britain, and the
Colonies: with a Plan of Accommodation, on Constitutional Principles," appeared in
February 1775. Galloway hoped that the pamphlet, printed by New York loyalist
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Galloway to Samuel Verplanck, 30 December 1774, LDC, 288.
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publisher James Rivington, would "recall the deluded people to their senses."8 An
angry indictment of the "illegal, motley Congress" that had been unreceptive to his
plan ofunion, Galloway's address abandoned any conciliatory language he had used
inside Carpenters' Hall to appeal to his fellow deputies. Instead, he utilized his legal
skills to build a case for the colonial assemblies' subordinate role in relation to
Parliament. Galloway warned that if the provinces did not defer to the authority of
the British government, which was what tied them together, the colonies would find
themselves at war with one another. He presented his plan of union as a solution that
would formally recognize Parliament's supremacy over the assemblies in governing
colonial affairs and restore harmony to the empire.
John Dickinson and Charles Thomson responded to Galloway's pamphlet the
following month in a newspaper piece that appeared in the Pennsylvania Journal.
Dickinson, who likely wrote the document, pointed out the inconsistencies between
Galloway's position at the Congress itself and the one he asserted in his "Candid
Examination." He particularly took issue with Galloway's claim that Parliament's
authority in the colonies extended beyond certain matters of trade and foreign policy.
Instead, Dickinson presented an argument, asserted in his earlier writings and shared
by opposition leaders throughout the provinces, that the colonies retained full control
over their internal affairs, deferring in that realm only to the King of Great Britainnot to Parliament. Galloway, furious, answered Dickinson and Thomson in his

8
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"Reply to An Address," an essay that reiterated many of his original points and
maligned the "depraved hearts" ofhis political enemies.
Though not without its critics, the work of the American Congress was
generally received with approval by the people of the colonies. Importation of British
goods stopped. The committees instituted to enforce the Association were generally
effective and began to take on functions previously exercised by the provincial
governments. 9 These were what Timothy Breen has called "genuinely revolutionary
organizations" that irrevocably changed the political landscape of British America. 10
Together, the Continental Congress and these comparatively large and inclusive local
committees formed a kind of symbiotic relationship in which one reinforced the
authority of the other. The result was a functional extralegal government that would
eventually provide the infrastructure for a sovereign confederation of states.
By the time the Congress met again the following May, violence had erupted
in Massachusetts with the confrontation at Lexington. As the delegates made their
way to Philadelphia that spring of 1775, crowds cheered them. Two hundred
gentlemen on horseback, their swords drawn, ushered into the city a group that
included delegates from Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York.
Soldiers on foot soon joined the parade and together they entered a city noisy with

9
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bells ringing and crowds of people shouting huzzahs. 11 The men went directly to the
City Tavern and the Second Continental Congress began.
The Second Continental Congress would be different. Now the delegates
attended to the business of waging war. Quickly overwhelmed by the enormous
responsibility and countless details that accompanied their newfound authority, the
members of Congress endured longer sessions and had fewer social engagements. As
George Read observed, "we distress these people by our late hours, though there is
but little entertaining at this Congress compared to the last." He added, "The
delegates are not such novelties now." Instead, Read and Caesar Rodney of
Delaware, Peyton Randolph, Richard Hemy Lee, George Washington, and Benjamin
Harrison ofVirginia, John Alsop ofNew York, and Samuel Chase ofMaryland made
standing arrangements to dine together at the City Tavern after the day's business had
concluded.

12

Fifty-one ofthe delegates to the 1774 Congress, along with Secretary Charles
Thomson, were re-elected by their provinces and returned for at least a brief time in
May 1775. Among the small number who did not return were Joseph Galloway and
Samuel Rhoads ofPennsylvania, Isaac Low and John Haring ofNew York, and
Nathaniel Folsom of New Hampshire. There were fourteen new members at the
Second Continental Congress, including delegate Lyman Hall from the previously

11
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unrepresented colony of Georgia. 13 The Massachusetts delegation now included John
Hancock. Thomas Willing and James Wilson, the two men besides Dickinson that
Pennsylvania's provincial convention had originally suggested should be delegates to
the Congress, took their places as members of the colony's delegation. They were
joined by Benjamin Franklin, who had returned from England in March. Thomas
Jefferson arrived at Congress soon after George Washington left the assembly in midJune 1775 to become the General of the Continental Army. Thomas Mifflin left
Philadelphia around that same time to become the chief aide-de-camp to Washington,
and his departure led Samuel Ward to remark: "I am afraid the common Cause here
will suffer much by his Absence for he is almost the Soul ofthe City." 14 Deputies
John Sullivan, John Dickinson, and Christopher Gadsden also served as military
officers during the Revolutionary war.
By the time independence was formally declared in 1776, the composition of
the Congress had radically changed-only nineteen ofthe men who had attended the
First Congress ultimately signed the Declaration of Independence. This group
included John Adams, Samuel Adams, and Robert Treat Paine ofMassachusetts,
Roger Sherman of Connecticut, Stephen Hopkins ofRhode Island, William Floyd and
Philip Livingston ofNew York, John Morton and George Ross ofPennsylvania,
Thomas McKean, George Read, and Caesar Rodney of Delaware, Samuel Chase and

13

Other new members included John Hall and Thomas Stone of Maryland, John Langdon of
New Hampshire, and five men from New York: George Clinton, Francis Lewis, Robert Livingston,
Jr., Lewis Morris, and Philip Schuyler.
14
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William Paca of Maryland, Benjamin Harrison and Richard Henry Lee of Virginia,
Joseph Hewes and William Hooper ofNorth Carolina, and Edward Rutledge of South
Carolina. 15
There were many reasons why the other delegates' signatures are missing
from the Declaration of Independence. John Dickinson and James Duane, though
present for the debates in the spring and summer of 1776, disagreed with its timing
and refused to endorse the document. Silas Deane was sent to France in March of
1776 to act as a secret agent for the colonies; he then served as an American
ambassador there until1778 when allegations of financial misconduct (that were later
proved false) put an end to his political career. For several of these men, human
frailty intervened. Thomas Lynch stopped attending the Congress in February of
1776 after suffering a stroke; he died that December. Former President Peyton
Randolph passed away very suddenly in October of 1775 after suffering what was
probably a heart attack or a stroke. Samuel Ward died in March of 1776 of smallpox
that he contracted while living in Philadelphia.

*****

Though not the same group of men celebrated as the "Signers," the members
of the American Congress of 1774 participated in an extraordinarily significant and

15

Also, a few of the men who attended the 1774 Congress would participate in the
Constitutional Convention of 1787, including Washington, Read, Dickinson, Mifflin, Sherman, John
Rutledge, and William Livingston.
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historic gathering. In Philadelphia, these provincial ambassadors, many virtual or
complete strangers, found ways to build on their shared experiences and sensibilities
to lay the foundation for a meaningful intercolonial alliance. Not yet actively
involved in a violent conflict, the members of the assembly were able to discuss their
relationships with Britain and with one another on an abstract and theoretical level.
Passing resolutions based on principle, the deputies to Congress set the stage for a
military conflict that would involve not just Massachusetts but a dozen British
provinces. They successfully negotiated an association among the colonies that
gradually grew into a union of states.
It was the culmination of an elite-centered political culture that had long

shaped society and government in eighteenth-century North America. The delegates'
membership in and identification with this culture-their similar educational and
professional backgrounds, longstanding participation in provincial government,
loyalty to Parliamentary procedure, comparable libraries, adherence to an established
set of speaking conventions, and gentility-made the colonies' collaboration possible.
Gathering inside Carpenters' Hall, seated around Philadelphia's most elegant dinner
tables, and strolling the city's streets, they embodied an old political order.
Their decisions and actions helped create a new one-a political world that
eventually displaced the one these men had always known. In passing defiant
resolves, calling for extra-legal committees to enforce their Association, and
encouraging resistance to British policies, the deputies to the General Congress of
1774 unleashed populist forces that in the coming years would radically and
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irrevocably alter America's political landscape. In this way, though it was far from
what most of them intended, these statesmen set in motion not only the birth of the
United States government, but the death of the political and social system that they
had united to protect.
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APPENDIX A
DELEGATES TO THE GENERAL CONGRESS OF 1774
LISTED BY COLONY

Connecticut:
Silas Deane
Eliphalet Dyer
Roger Sherman
Delaware:
Thomas McKean
George Read
Caesar Rodney
Maryland:
Samuel Chase
Robert Goldsborough
Thomas Johnson
William Paca
Matthew Tilghman
Massachusetts
John Adams
Samuel Adams
Thomas Cushing
Robert Treat Paine
New HamJ2shire:
Nathaniel Folsom
John Sullivan
New Jersey:
Stephen Crane
John DeHart
James Kinsey
William Livingston
Richard Smith

New York:
John Alsop
Simon Boerum
James Duane
William Floyd
John Haring
John Jay
Philip Livingston
Isaac Low
Henry Wisner
North Carolina:
Richard Caswell
Joseph Hewes
William Hooper
Pennsylvania:
Edward Biddle
John Dickinson
Joseph Galloway
Charles Humphreys
Thomas Mifflin
John Morton
Samuel Rhoads
George Ross
Rhode Island:
Stephen Hopkins
Samuel Ward
South Carolina:
Christopher Gadsden
Thomas Lynch, Sr.
Henry Middleton
Edward Rutledge
John Rutledge

Virginia:
Richard Bland
Benjamin Harrison
Patrick Henry
Richard Henry Lee
Edmund Pendleton
Peyton Randolph
George Washington
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APPENDIXB
DELEGATES TO THE GENERAL CONGRESS OF 1774
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY

Adams, John (MA)
Adams, Samuel (MA)
Alsop, John (NY)
Biddle, Edward (P A)
Bland, Richard (VA)
Boerum, Simon (NY)
Caswell, Richard (NC)
Chase, Samuel (MD)
Crane, Stephen (NJ)
Cushing, Thomas (MA)
Deane, Silas (CT)
DeHart, John (NJ)
Dickinson, John (P A)
Duane, James (NY)
Dyer, Eliphalet (CT)
Floyd, William (NY)
Folsom, Nathaniel (NH)
Gadsden, Christopher (SC)
Galloway, Joseph (PA)
Goldsborough, Robert (MD)
Haring, John (NY)
Harrison, Benjamin (VA)
Henry, Patrick (VA)
Hewes, Joseph (NC)
Hooper, William (NC)
Hopkins, Stephen (RI)
Humphreys, Charles (PA)
Jay, John (NY)
Johnson, Thomas (MD)
Kinsey, James (NJ)

Lee, Richard Henry (VA)
Livingston, Philip (NY)
Livingston, William (NJ)
Low, Isaac (NY)
Lynch Sr., Thomas (SC)
McKean, Thomas (DE)
Middleton, Henry (SC)
Mifflin, Thomas (P A)
Morton, John (PA)
Paca, William (MD)
Paine, Robert Treat (MA)
Pendleton, Edmund (VA)
Randolph, Peyton (VA)
Read, George (DE)
Rhoads, Samuel (PA)
Rodney, Caesar (DE)
Ross, George (PA)
Rutledge, Edward (SC)
Rutledge, John (SC)
Sherman, Roger (CT)
Smith, Richard (NJ)
Sullivan, John (NH)
Tilghman, Matthew (MD)
Ward, Samuel (RI)
Washington, George (VA)
Wisner, Henry (NY)
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APPENDIXC
COMPOSITION OF CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES

Committee on Rights and Grievances:
John Adams (MA)
Samuel Adams (MA)
Edward Biddle (PA)
Thomas Cushing (MA)*
John Dehart (NJ)
James Duane (NY)
Eliphalet Dyer (CT)
Nathaniel Folsom (NH)
Joseph Galloway (PA)
Robert Goldsborough (MD)
Patrick Henry (VA)*
Joseph Hewes (NC)
William Hooper (NC)
Stephen Hopkins (RI)
John Jay (NY)
Thomas Johnson (MD)
Richard Henry Lee (VA)
William Livingston (NJ)
Thomas Lynch (SC)
Thomas McKean (DE)
Thomas Mifflin (P A)*
Edmund Pendleton (VA)
Caesar Rodney (DE)
John Rutledge (SC)
Roger Sherman (CT)
John Sullivan (NH)
Samuel Ward (RI)
* added September 19 after the Committee on Trade and Manufacturing had
submitted its report to the larger committee
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Committee on Trade and Manufacturing:
Samuel Chase (MD)
Thomas Cushing (MA)
Silas Deane (CT)
Christopher Gadsden (SC)
Patrick Hemy (VA)
William Hooper (NC)
Stephen Hopkins (RI)
Isaac Low (NY)
James Kinsey (NJ)
Thomas Mifflin (P A)
George Read (DE)
John Sullivan (NH)

To create a plan to enforce non-importation, non-exportation, and non-consumption:
Thomas Cushing (MA)
Thomas Johnson (MD)
Richard Hemy Lee (VA)
Isaac Low (NY)
Thomas Mifflin (P A)

To prepare the Address to the King:
John Adams (MA)
John Dickinson (PA)*
Patrick Hemy (VA)
Thomas Johnson (MD)
Richard Henry Lee (VA)
John Rutledge (SC)
*added after joining Congress on October 17

To prepare the letter to General Gage:
Samuel Adams (MA)
Thomas Lynch (SC)
Edmund Pendleton (VA)
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To prepare letters to the people of Great Britain and British America:
John Dickinson (PA)*
John Jay (NY)
Richard Henry Lee (VA)
William Livingston (NJ)
*added after joining Congress on October 17

To prepare letters to Quebec and the British American colonies not represented at
Congress:
Thomas Cushing (MA)
John Dickinson (PA)
Richard Henry Lee (VA)

To revise the minutes of Congress:
John Adams
Joseph Galloway
William Hooper
Thomas McKean

To prepare letters to colonial agents in Britain:
John Jay
Richard Henry Lee
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